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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Almost any system or technical installation in our society is subject to fail-
ure of one or more of its components. Failures may severely affect system
performance. Nowadays people become more and more convinced of the fact
that the influence of failures on system performance is not just to be taken for
granted. By adjusting system configuration, by introducing preventive mainte-
nance schemes, and by improving component quality, major improvements on
system performance can be achieved. However, in order to assess the impact of
various design proposals, or to choose the best from a number of proposals, sys-
tematic quantitative methods are needed. Since component failure behaviour
is random in nature, stochastic mathematical models have been developed for
this purpose. This thesis is a further contribution to the development and
refinement of such models.

In the first section of this chapter, we motivate our int.erest in the perfor-
mance analysis of repairable systems. Section 1.2 describes the basic concepts
involved. Section 1.3 gives an overview of the further contents of this thesis.
Section 1.4 presents a review of the various techniques reported in the liter-
ature for studying the influence of failure and repair on system performance.
Finally, Section 1.5 contains a list of earlier publications of results reported in
41.:.. L~.....:..
~111J ~11GJ1J.

Let us first illustrate the importance of mathematical modelling of repairable
syst.ems by presenting a simple example showing the impact of redv,ndancy on
the availability of a production system. Consider a single-machine system which
has to provide service continuously. The machine is subject to failure, and the
average lifetime of the machine is assumed to be equal to ten months. Repair of
a broken machine takes two weeks (half a month) on average. Now, the fraction
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of time during which this single-machine system is not available to provide ser-
vice (the unavailability of the system) is equal to 0.5~(10 f 0.5) x 100010 - 4.8010.

Compare this syst.em with a so-called 1-out-of-2 cold standby system: a
second machine is acquired, which is put into operation as soon as the first
machine fails and is sent to the repair facility. So, the overall system stays `up'
at failure of the first machine. At repair completion, the first machine takes
the standby position until the second machine fails and is sent to the repair
facility, and so on. The system breaks down only when both machines are in a
failed condition.

It is clear that t.he system with redundancy performs better than the sys-
tem without redundancy. However, the remaining question is how much better
does the second system. perform? To answer this question some further math-
ematical analysis is required (not presented here, but similar to the analysis
presented in Section 3.3.2). Assuming that life and repair times are exponen-
tially distributed, it turns out that the average length of a system up-period is
increased from 10 months to 210 months. The unavailability of the system is
now equal to 0.5~(210 f 0.5) x 100o7c - 0.2010. This implies a reduction of the
unavailability of more than 95010! Of course the decision to acquire a second
machine also depends on arguments such as costs, but insight in the impact on
operational characteristics will be an important issue in making this decision.

This simple example includes three important aspects that play a role in the
mathematical modelling of repairable s„ystems. The first aspect is the usefnl-
ness of mathematical modelling in quantifying the differences between various
system designs. At this point, we have to mention that data-information on
component life and repair times is sometimes missing or incomplete. Also,
since mathematical models are simplifications of reality; not all details affect-
ing the failure behaviour of a system can be incorporated in a model. In such
situations exact values of operational characteristics of repairable systems can-
not be given. However, mathematical mode~ls will still be an excellent tool
for obtaining insight in the implications of various design proposals on system
performance. In our example, even if the average lifetime of a component devi-
ates strongly from ten months, the model will st,ill provide us with the insight
that addition of a second machine enormously improves the performance of the
system.

This brings us to the second aspect contained in the example, which is the
great. impact of redundancy on system performance. A similar improvement can
hardly be obtained by installation of better components, or by application of
preventive maintenance policies (however sophisticated such policies may be).

Parallel rednndancy is often applied in process industry, where several ma-
chines perform the same task. At hreakdown of one tnachine, the remaining
machines will take over the failed machine's contribution, such that the entire
production process will hardly ever be fully disturbed. Another example of
parallel redundancy is provided by the engines of an airplane. If one engine
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fails, the airplane will still be able to safely reach the ground operated b,y its
remaining engine(s).

Standby redzindancy is often applied to systems which have a critical func-
tion to their environment. Such syst.ems are not allowed to be in a down-state
for a substantial period of time, because of safety or continuation reasons. One
should think of power generators in a hospital, cooling-water pumps in a nu-
clear power-station, critical computer systeins (e.g. in a space shuttle), and
brakes of a high-speed train (TGV).

Note that the incorporation of redundancy should be considered mainly
during the design phase of the system. It will be more difficult and expensive
to consider installation of redundant components later on.

A third aspect contained in the example, which contributes to the perfor-
mance of repairable systems, is maintenance. In the example the simplest type
of inaintenance has been applied, which is corrective maintena,nce: repair is
carried out after failure of a component. The only direct way to improve sys-
tem perforrnance with respect to corrective maintenance is by adjusting the
repair rate.

Instead of waiting for components to break down, one might use preventi,ve
~maintenance: by replacing or revising components before failure, one might
prevent a system from suddenly breaking down, the~reby avoiding high correc-
tive maintenance costs or long and expensive down-periods. Preventive mainte-
nance of single components inay be time-based (e.g. periodical), age-based (e.g.
if component lifetirne exceeds a certain threshold value), or condition-based
(e.g. if too inuch vibration is observed). In some situations it is cost-e~ffective
to apply group-maintenance. For instance, at failure of a single light-bulb in a
large building, this bulb is correctivelv replaced by- a new one. However, since
it is undesirable (economically or organiaationally) to meet with too much cor-
rective~ replacenients, one might decide to replace all bulbs by new ones either if
the number of corrective replacements in a fixed tinle period exceeds a ce~rtain
threshold value, or at a regular time-base (see Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10 in
Chapter 6 for an example). Another exainple of group inaintenance is found
when a whole (sub-)systeni is replaced at first failure of one of its components.
Here one might think of a gear-box of a crane. At failure of only a minor
bearing, which takes quite soine time to replace, one cannot afford to keep the
crane out of operation for such a long time. Therefore the entire gear-box of
the crane is replaced by a new or revised one. The gear-box is rnoved to a repair
~hnn whPrP thP failarl hPar;nv ic raiilarP~l (rincci}ilv tnrrPthPr .vith cnT„o nf},o,-

`Y ~.......,.~ .....~...,.~ -~ .. ~... ~.v...., v~~...ar ---- -- ----- --------o -- --.--,.~~~
coinponents subject to wear) not. affecting the functioning of the crane.

Preventive maintenance is usually carried out during planned time intervals
on a regular time base (e.g. during a yearly~ sy~stem shutdown: cainpaign type
n~iaintenance). Additionally, it is often applied during sudden breakdown of the
system (opportunity maintenance).

tlsually, for a given system configuration, one tries to choose the mainte-
nance policy such that the system perforinance is optimized. However, there
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should not be a strict separation: during system design phase (when the con-
figuration is determined) the future maintenance scheme should be taken into
account. already.

With all types of maintenance (either corrective or preventive) it is of great
import,ance to have sufficient mai.ntenance resov,rces available (e.g. spare parts
and manpower). Limited availability of maintenance resources may lead to
deferred maintenance, which in case of corrective maintenance may cause pro-
longed expensive down-periods. In case of deferred preventive maintenancc.
components may ultimately fail making a corrective repair necessary and
causing more severe disturbance of the production process.

1.2 Basic concepts

We have come across the most important general concepts of rnaintenance
management and reliability assessment in the previous section. In this section
we present a concise overview of the main concepts of the performance analysis
of repairaóle systems.

System, units and components: Mat.hematically, a system or technical
installation is modelled as a set of components. Components are the smallest
parts of the system that are distinguished. The term `unit' is often used as
synonym for `component'. Depending on the level of det.ail in the model, a
unit may also denote a sub-system composed of a number of components (an
example of such a unit can be found in Chapter 4).

Failure mechanisms: During operation components may fail or, more
generally, the system may enter a certain state of degradation. Failures are due
to a complex set of interactions between: a) the stresses to which the system
is exposed, either externally or internally, and b) the materials~elements of the
system. Dasgupta 8c Pecht [1991~ present a nice tutorial on failure mechanisms
in which they broadly group these mechanisrns into overstress mechanisms
and wearout mechanisms. Since it is impossible t.o incorporate all details of
failure mechanisms in a mathematical model, the stresses, materials and other
variables involved are usualh~ quantified b~~ stochastic (random) distributions
and processes.

Repairable system: Ascher ~ Feingold [1984~ define a repairable system
as: `a system which, after failure to perform at least one of its required func-
tions, can be restored to performing all of its required functions by any method.
other t~han replacement of the entire system'.

In this thesis, we e~xtend this definition to include full system replacement.
In this way we still consider single-unit systems as repairable systems. Also.
replacement of the entire system is not excluded as one of the options for
preventive maintenance (next to replacenrent of failed components only).
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Repair of the system takes some amount of time, which is generally assumed
to be a random variable. Sometimes, due to a great. difference in time-scale,
one may ignore repair times, and hence assume instantaneous repair.

Performance: When dealing with a repairable system, one or more perfor-
mance criteria should be selected in order to be able to make statements on how
well the system is functioning. We may judge the system, for instance, with
respect to production-throughput, effectiveness, reliability, availability, safety,
or some general cost~reward function. The reliability of a system is often de-
fined as the probability that the system will function without failure during a
certain specified period of time. The availability of a system is the probability
that the system is functioning at a certain point in time (point availability), or
the fraction of time during which the system is functioning over a certain time
interval (interval availability; the system is allowed to be non-functioning once
in a while).

In the literature, many authors make a distinction between performance,
dependability and performability measures (cf. Meyer [1992]). They speak of
`performance measures' when failure-free operation of the system is assumed.
When systems subject to failure are considered, measures related to the (non-)
functioning of the system (such as reliability and availability) are called `de-
pendabilit.y measures'. More general measures are denoted as `performability
measures'. We believe this distinction to be unnecessary, however. Instead of
employing the somewhat confusing terms performance, dependability and per-
formability, one should simply speak of `performance measures taking failures
into account', as opposed to `performance measures without taking failures into
account'.

System configuration: Various configurations of the components of a sys-
tem exist. The most familiar ones are: series, parallel redundant, and standby
redundant. Combinations are possible as well.

When considering availability related performance measures, an obvious
way to improve the performance of a repairable system is by replacing compo-
nents by more reliable (more expensive) ones. However, the performance may
be even more strongly improved by incorporating redundancy in the system.
For instance, in the example of the previous section we saw that a 1-out-of-2
standby system with repair breaks down only when both components are in a
failed condition at the same time.

Svstem confieuration should receive snecial attention dnrine the ~lP~ian
phase of a system. . V V

Maintenance: The performance of a system depends on component fail-
ure behaviour and.system configuration, as well as on the maintenance Policy
applied. The maintenance policy determines parameters such as the intervals
(measured in operational or calendar time) between system inspections, the
age of the components at which they have to be replaced by new ones, and
the critical value of some prognostic characteristic of the interior state of the
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system.
Usually a proper maintenance policy is chosen for a given system design.

However, already during the design phase of the syst.exn various maintenance
sehemes should be taken into consideration, to see the impact of maintenance
on system performance, and in order to be able to predict future demand for
maintenance resources.

Maintenance resources: If maintenance is required, then one should
know whether sufficient maintenance resources (such as spare parts and man-
power) are available. Limited repair capacity leads to deferred maintenance
tasks, thereby possibly affecting system performance. Somet,imes dynamic ad-
justment of the repair capacity is allowed by hiring extra manpower or equip-
ment when required (see Chapter 3).

Data: In order to apply mathematical models of repairable systems, one
needs information about the failure and repair process of the components.
From this information the parameters used in the model (often the proba-
bility dist:ribution functions) have to be estimated by statistical data analysis
techniques. Such techniques are discussed in Ascher á Feingold [1984] and
Gertsbakh [1989].

However, in practical applications the gathering of data is a major point
of concern. Often data are missing or incomplete, e.g. only mean lifetimes are
given without an,y information on the variance or on the increasing~decreasing
behaviour of the hazard rate. Data-information is usually based on historical
data-analysis, which does not take technological innovations into account. Also
the failure behaviour of a component strongly depends on the environment
where it is operated. For instance, a pump operating on an oil-production
platform in the North Sea presents a failure pattern which is different from the
failure pattern of an identical pump which is operated in the desert. Finally,
data are often collected by technicia.ns, who are not aware of the way in which
these data are to be used. This may be an additional source of inaccuracy of
the data available.

Since the `data-problem' lies outside the scope of this thesis, we leave it out
of further consideration and simply assume all required data to be available.

1.3 Overview of the thesis

In Chapter 2, we present a queueing model that can be used to study the
influence of machine breakdown and limited repair capacity on the performance
of a system that has to provide service continuously. We consider a system
consisting of N stations, each serving its own stream of customers. The servers
of the stations are subject to breakdown. Broken servers are repaired by a.
joint repair facility with a limited number of repairmen. With this model
various design issues can be investigated such as the number of repairmen that
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is needed to maintain a pool of machines, or the number of machines that can
be assigned to a certain crew of repairmen.

Our model is a two level combination of reliability theory and queueing the-
ory. At level 1 the servers and the repairmen constitute an ordinary machine
repair model (a well-known model in reliability theory). At level 2 customers
are served by servers that are subject to breakdown. Interaction between bro-
ken servers at the repair facility (level 1) influences the behaviour of the queue
lengths at the various stations (level 2).

An exact matrix-geornetric solution is given for the steady-state distribu-
tion of the number of customers present at a particular station. The matrix-
geometric method has great modelling flexibility and allows for several gen-
eralizations of the model. Since the matrix-geometric method may become
rather time- and memory-consuming, stochastic decompositions are employed
to obtain simple and accurate approximations.

From sensitivity analysis we conclude that it is important to take down-
periods of the server explicitly into account, even when approximating the
model. Furthermore, the queue length of a service station subject to server
breakdown is heavily influenced by the speed at which customers pass this
station, whereas the queue length of a station without server breakdown is not
(customers move faster when both interarrival and service times are shorter).

Chapter 3 considers the optimal control of the repair rate for a two-unit standby
system with one repairman. The repairman works either at a fast or at a slow
rate. In the literature, the direct control of the repair rate in machine repair
models is considered by several authors. They a.ll assume that the repair rate
depends only on the number of broken units. We assume the repair rate to
depend on the actual amount of work that is to be performed as well. The
model is formulated as a semi-Markov decision process. From the corresponding
optimality equations conclusions are derived on the structure of the optimal
policy which minimizes long-run average costs. If there are no fixed costs
associated with overall system breakdowns, then the optimal policy is a two-
dimensional control limit rule (also called threshold policy). If fixed costs are
incurred every time the system breaks down, then the optimal policy is not
necessarily of control limit type, This is illustrated by an exa.mple~ where a four-
region policy is the optimal one. Furthermore, we present several performance
measures for this system controlled by a two-dimensional control limit rule.

In Chapter 4, again we study a two-unit standby system with a single repair
facility. However, there is much more detail in this model as compared to the
model in Chapter 3. Instead of two simple units which are either function-
ing or non-functioning, we consider two Markovian degrading units: the units
themselves can be considered as complex fault tolerant configurations consist-
ing of many (not necessarily identical) components; under the absence of repair
the condition of the working unit deteriorat.es according to a continuous time
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Markov process. Next to corrective repair of a unit (after failure) we have
the option of preventive repair (before failure). Repair times depend on the
actual state of the unit. Preventive~ repair on the working unit is carried out
according to a control limit rule. For several variations of this model we study
the distribution of the lengths of the up- and down-periods of the system, by
applying a regenerative approach and by using results from Markov decision
theory. Such measures give much more information about the performance of a
system, than average measures such as the long-run average availability. Apart
from the cold standby structure the emphasis on transient analysis is a major
point of difference with existing literature.

Chapter 5 considers the numerical evaluation of the probability distribution
of the interval availability of a two-state single-component system. This dis-
tribution is known to be given by an infinite summation of convolutions. In
Chapter 5 we present bounds that can be used to truncate the infinite summa-
tion properly. We also present computational schemes for the case that both
the lengths of up- and down-periods are (assumed t.o be) distributed accord-
ing to mixed Erlang distributioii functions. The mixed Erlang distribution is
not fully determined by its mean and variance. Therefore it is a useful dis-
tribution for sensitivity analysis. The interval availability distribution of a
single-component system can be used to obtain approximations of the interval
availability distribution of more general systems, for instance the ones that are
studied in Chapters 3 and 4.

Chapter 6 contains the results of the work done during a six-month visit of
the author to Koninklijke~Shell-Laboratorium, Amsterdam (KSLA). In this
chapter we investigate the failure behaviour of repairable systems over a finite
time interval, as well as the influence of various preventive maintenance policies.
By ignoring repair times, the repairable system is modelled as a stochastic point
process. Our approach is mainly based on techniques from renewal theory. The
failure behaviour is studied by counting the number of failures and replacements
that occur during finite time intervals. Since with each component failure or
preventive replacement a certain amount of work is related, the techniques
presented in this chapter are of direct use for the analysis of maintenance
workload.

The results of this chapter provide major advances in analyzing repairable
systems, particularly by avoiding the usual steady state assumption and by
incorporating the effects of preventive maintenance. The techniques presented
in this chapter have been implemented in a PC-software package (EMMA)
that is currently being developed at KSLA for the systematic assessment of
minimum manning levels for existing and future oil-production installations.

A main issue in all chapters is the description of the operating characteristics
of the systems. Chapter 3 is the only chapter considering the optimal con-
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trol of the repair facility. Computational schemes are given, that are easy to
implement and can be used for further numerical analysis. If possible, time
is taken into account explicit.ly (e.g. lengths of up- and down-periods) as op-
posed to only considering long-run average measures (e.g. average cost function
and availability). In Chapters 2 to 5, repair times are modelled explicitly, and
therefore availability related performance measures are studied. In Chapter 6
the maintenance workload is considered, since repair times are ignored.

Every chapter contains its own model and solution technique. Therefore,
the chapters are self-contained and can be read in random order.

1.4 Literature review

The theory of repairable systems reliability is quite a diversified discipline.
Papers in this area appear in a broad range of scientific journals, and are
presented at a wide variety of conferences. A main reason for this is the fact
that `failure and repair' is not so much of interest itself. It is more the infiuence
of failure and repair on syste-nz performance that people are interested in. Since
failures occur in almost any technical system in our society, `failure and repair'
can be included in almost any model in Operations Research ~ Management
Science, which in turn explains the diversity of models and techniques employed
in this area.

We illustrate this diversity by first reviewing the various techniques from
stochastic Operations Research that are employed in the subsequent chapters
of this thesis. Since every chapter has its own introduction and discussion of
related literature, in this section we restrict ourselves to only a brief outline of
the techniques and the main references. At the end of this section we discuss
two further techniques that have been successfully applied for the performance
analysis of repairable systems.

Chapter 2 considers a queueing ~nodel subject to server breakdown and
repair. Queueing repair models are especially useful for studying the influence
of breakdown and repair on the performance of systems which provide service
to individuals (either jobs or customers).

In queueing theory literature two more or less disjoint. streams of papers
exist that both consider queueing systems subject to breakdown of the servers.
Purely analytically solved models are known as vacation models, where every
tima narinr~ r~nrino whirh thP carvar ic nnt nf nnPratinn ic rallP~ a varatinn Fnr`-.--` r ~-.~ ~ ~..----o .. -""- ....~ ..~. ..,. .., ,..~„ ... ..t..,.......-~-- -., .,.......,.. .,.. .....,..,.,.....' ' .,.

an extensive survey of such inodels we refer to Doshi [1990]. A main drawback of
those purely analytical solutioiis is their restricted modelling flexibility. Minor
model extensions usually influence the analysis dramatically.

The matrix-geometric method does not suffer from this drawback. It offers
a unified approach to solve a wide variety of queueing problems with unreliable
servers (cf. Neuts [1981]). Unfortunately a matrix-geoinetric solution provides
less insight compared to a purely analytical one. Furthermore, the desired
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expressions are given in terms of matrices that have t.o be solved recursively,
which may become a time- and memory-consuming task for large problem
instances.

The problem discussed in Chapter 3 is a typical example of a maintenance
optimization proólem. Since most repairable systems are modelled as stochas-
tically deteriorating processes, the problem of finding the optimal maintenance
policy is treated as a problem of finding the optimal control of some random
process (cf. Gertsbakh [1977] and [1989]). Most studies on optimal mainte-
nance policies employ techniques from Markov decision theory or the theory
of regenerative processes. These techniques can also be used for performance
analysis as such, as is shown in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.

Lie, Hwang át Tillman [1977] present a survey of papers st.udying the avail-
ability of maintained systems. Extensive surveys on maint.enance optimization
models are presented by McCall [1965], Pierskalla 8c Voelker [1976], Sherif
8c Smith (1981], Valdez-Flores 8L Feldman [1989], Cho óc Parlar [1991] and
Dekker [1992].

As opposed to Chapters 2 to 5, in Chapter 6 repair times are ignored due to a
large difference in time scale. The remaining mathematical model is a stochastic
point process. Point processes are mainly used for studying either the number
of events (failures~repairs) that occur in a certain time interval, or the random
interval lengths between events. The most. important point processes are: the
Homogeneous Poisson process (due to a constant failure rate not adequate to
model wearout or to study the impact of preventive maintenance policies); the
Renewal process (useful for modelling components of a larger system); the Non
Homogeneous Poisson process (used for modelling minimal repair policies); the
Markov point process (incorporates some kind of inemoryless property in the
model, often used as approximation for other models); and the Superimposed
point process (used for studying system failure behaviour when components
have been modelled by various types of point processes). A first introduction
to the theory of point processes in a reliability context can be found in an
expository paper of Thompson [1981] on the foundations of reliability. The
mathematical modelling part of Ascher 8i Feingold [1984] is mainly based on
this paper. A furt.her exposition on point processes and their applications to
safety and reliabilit.y is given in Thompson [1988].

Besides the techniques employed in this thesis, other approaches to analyze
repairable systems have been used fruitfully as well.

For instance, `performability' studies strongly rely on the analysis of Markoi~
reward models and generalized stochastic Petri nets. For the numerical solution
of `performability' models generally applicable software tools have been devel-
oped, which are mainly used for the analysis of fault tolerant computer and
communication systems. Reibrnan, Smith 8z Trivedi [1989] present an overview
of numerical approaches for the transient analysis of Markov and Markov re-
ward models. For a survey on `performability' techniques and tools we refer to
Meyer [1992] and De Souza e Silva 8c Gail [1992].
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Finally, we should mention the simulation technique. The advantage of
simulation is that arbitrary system details can be modelled. For the analysis
of maintenance a.nd failure behaviour of re~pairable systems, the simulation
model MAINSITHE has been developed (see Both [1989]). However, a main
disadvantage of simulation is that standard simulation takes a long time to
estimate performance rneasures with reasonable accuracy. This is a major
problern, especially in simulat,ion of fault tolerant computer and communication
systems where failures hardly ever occur (rare events). Therefore Variance
Reduction Techniques are needed to speed up simulation. One such technique
which has recently received much attention is importance sampling (see Nicola
et al. [1990] for a useful list of references).

For a rnore general introduction into the theory of repairable systems reliabil-
ity the reader is referred to books such as Ascher RL Feingold [1984], Gerts-
bakh [1977], Gertsbakh [1989], Barlow 8~ Proschan [1975], Birolini [1985] and
Henley óa Kumamoto [1992].

1.5 Publications

The chapters of this thesis are partially based on the following list of publica-
tions.

1. Wartenhorst P. (1990). Bounds for the interval availability distribution.
Report BS-R9031, CWI, Amsterdam.

2. Wartenhorst P. 8e Van der Duyn Schouten F.A. (1991). Availability anal-
ysis of a two-unit standby system with preemptive repair. In: Proceedings
of the First International Workshop on Performability Modelling of Com-
puter and Communication Systems, University of Twente, B.R. Haverkort,
LG. Niemegeers 8L N.M. van Dijk (eds.). pp. 107-116.

3. Wartenhorst P. 8L Groenendijk W.P. (1992). Transient failure behaviour of
repairable systems. IMA Journal nf Mathematics Applied in Business and
Industry, vol. 3, no. 4, pp. 349-375. (also appeared as Report AMER.91.018,
Koniraklijke~Shell-Laboratoriuyn, Amsterda~r~).

4. Wartenhorst P. (1992). N parallel queueing systems with server breakdown
and repair. Report BS-R9236. CWI. Amsterdam (submitted).

5. Van der Duyn Schouten F.A. 8L Wartenhorst P. (1993). A two-machine
repair model with variable repair rate. Naval Research Logistics, vol. 40,
no. 4, pp. 495-523. (also appeared as Report BS-R9214, CWI, Amsterdam).

6. Van der Duyn Schouten F.A. 8c Wartenhorst P. (199?). Transient analysis
of a two-unit standby system with Markovian degrading units. Manage-
ment Science (to appear). (based on Report BS-R9007, CWI, Amsterdam).
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Chapter 2

Parallel Queueing Systems with Server
Breakdown and Repair

A tnodel is presented that can be~ used to study the influence of ma-
chine breakdown and limited repair capacity on the performance
of a system that has to provide service continuously. We consider
a system consisting of N stations, each serving its own stream of
custotners. The servers of the stations are subject to breakdown.
Broken servers are repaired by a joint repair facility consisting of
K parallel repairmen. Whenever K G N, this repair facility is
causing interference between the N stations. we present both an
exact ( matrix-geometric) solution, and a simple approximation (em-
ploying stochastic decompositions) of the distribution of t.he queue
length at a particular station. With this model various design issues
can be investigated such as the number of repairmen that is needed
to tnaintain a pool of machines, or the number of machines that
can be assigned to a certain crew of repairmen. Several numerical
examples illustrate the approach.

2.1 Introduction

The inituence uf machine breakuuwn un íhe ~erfurtuau~e uf cuní.inuuu~ pruuu~-

tion- (or service-) systents is often not well understood or not taken into account

at all. However. the performance of a system may be heavily affected by ma-
chine breakdown, and limited repair capacity. The overall production capacity

will be affected, but also severe build-up of jobs may occur at a broken machine.

Similar phenotnena occur in the area of computer and comtnunication systems,

where failure and repair of processors have a major impact on the flow of jobs

that have to be handled by those processors.
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In this chapter we present a queueing model that can be used to study such
influences. The model consists of N single server queueing stations, each serv-
ing its own stream of customers (jobs). The servers (machines or processors)
of the N stations are subject to breakdown. Broken servers are repaired by a
joint repair facility consisting of K parallel repairmen. We study the influence
of server breakdown and limited repair capacity (K C N) on the number of
customers present at a particular station (say station 1) in the long-run.

~~e consider both the marginal queue length distribution and the condi-
tional distributions of the queue length at the beginning of an up- (down-)
period of server 1. Severe queue build-up during down-periods is best ex-
pressed by the conditional queue length distributions. An exact solution of the
queue length distributions is obtained by modelling station 1 as an M~M~l
queue in a Markovian environment which has a matrix-geometric solution (see
Neuts [1981] or Nelson [1991] for a general explanation of the matrix-geometric
method). We also present useful expressions from which the moments of the
queue length distributions can be calculated. Since the matrix-geometric solu-
tion becomes rather time- and memory-consuming when N is large, we develop
an approximating model for which closed-form expressions are derived. By as-
suming the lengths of subsequent down-periods to be independent, station 1 is
approximated by an M~M~l qaeue with independent interruptiores. Stochastic
decompositions are employed to obtain approximations for the queue length
distributions. The results of this chapter have been implemented in an inter-
active computer program that is used to analyze the model and its extensions.
The accuracy of the approximation has been tested during extensive numer-
ical experiments. A general conclusion is that the approximation performs
extremely well as long as the repair facility is not too heavily loaded. If the
repairmen are working most oi their time, then the quality of the approxima-
tion depends on several model parameters. The approximation is especially
sensitive wit.h respect to the speed at which customers pass station 1. For a
given traffic intensity the accuracy decreases when customers move faster (i.e.
both shorter interarrival times and shorter service times). From a comparison
with an alternative approximation we conclude that it is very important to
take down-periods of the server explicitly into account, even when approximat-
ing the model. Several numerical examples illustrate how the queue length at
station 1 is affected by breakdowns of server 1 and by other stations due to
congestion at the repair facility. An important conclusion from those examples
is that the queue length of a queueing station subject t.o server breakdown is
heavily influenced by the speed at which customers pass the station, whereas
the queue length of a queueing station without server breakdown is not.

This research is located on the border of reliability theory and queueing
theory. A popular model in reliability theory is the machine repair model,
where a number of machines (the N servers in our case) is maintained by
a number of repairmen (K in our case). With respect to the machines one
is often only interested in whether they are operational or not. Jobs (our
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customers) that have to be processed by those machines are not considered. On
the contrary, in queueing theory one is usually interested in the performance of
systems where either the servers are never failing or the down-time of a broken
server is not affected by possible breakdowns of other servers. Our model is
a two level combination of reliability theory and queueing theory. At level
1 the N servers and the K repairrnen constitute an ordinary machine repair
model (actually broken servers can be s~en as customers of the repair facility).
At level 2 customers are served by servers that are subject to breakdown.
Whenever K C N interaction between broken servers at. the repair facility
(level 1) influences the behaviour of the queue lengths at the various stations
(level 2).

In queueing theory literature two more or less disjoint streams of papers
exist that both consider queueing syst.ems subject to breakdown of the servers.
Pv,rely an.alytically solved models are known as vacation models, where every
time period during which the server is not working is called a vacation. For
an extensive survey of such models we refer to Doshi [1990]. Most of the
earlier results in this area are presented in terms of Laplace transforms and
moment generating functions. Recently elegant and insightful results have been
obtained by employing stochastic decompositions of the measures of interest
(cf. Fuhrmann 8a Cooper [1985]). These explicit expressions are very efficient to
solve a model numerically. A main drawback of those purely analytical solutions
is their restricted modelling flexibility. Several minor model extensions are rrot
straightforward to analyze.

The rnatri~-geornetric rnethod does not suffer from this drawback. It offers
a unified approach to solve a wide variety of queueing problems. Because of its
great modelling flexibilit.y this method lends itself for implementation in an in-
teractive computer program that can be used to study several model variations
(Haverkort et al. [1992] have made a first attempt to build a generally appli-
cable software tool to analyze queueing models that have a matrix-geomet.ric
solution; however, their tool is not yet able to analyze queueing systems subject
to server breakdown). Unfortunately a matrix-geometric solution provides less
direct insight than a purely analytical one. Furthermore, the desired expres-
sions are given in terms of matrices that have to be solved recursively, which
rnay become a time- and memory-consuming task for large problem insta.nces.

Models that are related to ours and that have been solved by the matrix-
geometric method, are presented by Neuts 8L Lucantoni [1979], Vinod [1985]

.,,r r~„i~ra x, r,t,,,,,,r,~ ri oQm ~ra„t~ e, r„ .,t,,.,; r, o~o~ ,. ~;a~r ~ mto..,.... v~..w~.. w...,..,~.......~. ~~.iv..~. ...,..~.~ aa. .......,~....~..,. ~~.....~ ~,.~.........,. w.~.nb.~.

queue of customers, each served by one of N parallel servers. These servers
are subject to breakdown and are repaired by one of K parallel repairmen.
Vinod [1985] considers the same model with ample repair (K-N). For N-1
he imposes some restrictions on the server down-periods (either independent
of the queue length or only occurring when the server is active). Colard ~
Latouche [1980] consider a computer system serving both batch (low priority)
and interactive (high priority) jobs. The interactive jobs are generated by
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.N terminals. Note that there exist,s a strong connection between models of
queueing systems subject to server breakdown, and models of queueing systems
serving two types of customers (low and high priority). In the latter model the
high priority customers have the same influence on the queue of low priority
customers, as breakdowns of the server have on the queue length in the first
modeL In all these papers only a single queue is studied that is interrupted
either by server breakdowns or by arrivals of high priority customers. In this
chapter, however, we are interested in the mutual influence of different~ queueing
systems via the limited repair capacity.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Se~ction 2.2 we give a detailed model
description and obtain some preliminary results such as the stationary distri-
bution of the number of broken servers. In Section 2.3.1 we obtain an exact
solut.ion of the queue length distributions by modelling station 1 as an M~M~l
queve in a Markovian environment which has a matrix-geometric solution. We
also present useful expressions from which the moments of the queue length dis-
tributions can be calculated. In Section 2.3.2 the approximating model is pre-
sented for which closed-form expressions are derived. By assuming the lengths
of subsequent down-periods to be independent, station 1 is approximated by
an M~M~l quewe with independént interrvptions. Stochastic, decompositions
are employed to obtain approximations for the queue length dist.ributions. The
accuracy of the approximation is tested in Section 2.4.1. Several numerical
examples are presented in Section 2.4.2. Appendix 2.A presents the distribu-
tion of the length of an arbitrary down-period and some related measures. A
self-contained treatme~nt of the matxix-geometric method applied to an M~M~1
queue in a Markovian environment is given in Appendix 2.B.

2.2 Model and preliminary results

We consider a multiple queueing system, consisting of N parallel single server
queueing stations, each with infinite buffer capacity. At station 1 customers ar-
rive according to a Poisson process with rate ~. Customers are served according
to a FCFS service discipline. The amounts of service required by customers are
independent exponentially distributed stochastic variables with mean ~-i . At
service completion customers leave the system. Since we are only interested in
the queue length behaviour of station 1, we do not specify the arrival and ser-
vice processes at the remaining N-1 stations (although it is not unreasonable
to assume them to be identical to those at station 1; cf. Remark 2.2.1).

A special feature of this system is that servers are subject to breakdown.
The lifetimes of the servers are i.i.d. according to an exponential distribution
with mean Q-i. The repair shop consists of Ii identical parallel repairmen, each
repairing one broken server at a time. There is a single queue of broken servers,
which are repaired by one of the repairmen in FCFS order. The repair times
of broken servers are i.i.d. according to an exponential distribution with mean
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v-i. After a repair on a server is completed, this server immediately returns to
its working position to serve ( possibly waiting) customers. Figure 2.1 depicts
the stsucture of the model. The thick lines denote the streams of customers
visiting the N stations. The thin lines denote the routing of broken servers to
the repair facility and back again to their working positions.

It is important. to note that whenever K G N, the repair shop is causing
interdependence between the separat.e qu~ueing stations.

yl

I

Figure 2.1 N parallel queueing stations and k repairmeu.

Remark 2.2.1 This model can extended into several directions. The number
of repairmen K, and t.he repair rate v; may depend on the number of broken
servers i(i - 0, ..., N). In this way threshold-policies can be incorporated in
the model (with K;, c K,,~i, v~, C v;fi, i- 0, ..., N- 1). Such policies are
usefid since most of the t.ime only a few repairmen are needed to maintain the
system properly. Also repair of broken servers need not always be carried out
at full (expensive) speed. Furt.hermore, the N servers need not be identical.
Their failure rates ~, and repair rates v; (or vz.,: .j - 1, ..., N) n7ay differ.

For such more general models results can be obtained, which are similar
to the ones presented in this chapter. These extensions, however, increase the
complexity of the expressions found, without significantly increasing the insight
in t.he problem. That is why we do not make these assumptions. ~

Several performance measures can be obtained quite easily. Let

N6 :- number of broken servers in the long-run, (2.1)
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The stationary probability distribution of the number of broken servers is given
by the following lemma.
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Proof: The servers together with the repair facility form a special case of the
general machine repair model. The presented result is known from literature
(ef. Kleinrock [1975]). We present a short proof that indicates how similar
results can be obtained for more general models (cf. Remark 2.2.1).

Consider the number of failed servers i (0 G i G N) as the state of a
birth-death process with birth rates ai and death rates ~3i:

ai .- (N - i) Q, 0 C i C N, (2.4)

,Qi .- min{i, K} v, 0 G i G N. (2.5)

The st.eady state distribution of a general birth-death process is known (cf.
Kleinrock [1975]):

ao al a2 ... ai-1
pi - po,

~1 !32 133 ... ~i
i ? 0. (2.6)

Substitution of (2.4) and (2.5) into (2.6) yields (2.2) and (2.3). ~

Remark 2.2.2 One should not compute pi explicitly from (2.2) and (2.3).
Instead pi is implemented using the following recurrence relationship.

ai-1
Pi - pi-i, ~

~i

with normalization equation;

n-
~pi - 1.
i-o
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Insight in the functioning of the repair facility can be obtained, for instance,
by computing the first two moments of the number of servers waiting for, or
under, repair (straightforward from Lemma 2.2.1).

A first impression of the behaviour of station 1 is obtained by considering
the server's lifetime distribution (which is given), and the distribution of an
arbitrary down-time (i.e. sojourn time of a broken server at the repair facility).
Let

D:- length of an arbitrary down-time of server L (2.7)

The distribution of D and its moments E[D~~], i, 1 1, are computed in Ap-
pendix 2.A. The state of the servers can be described by a stochastic process
that regenerates itself every time when server 1 breaks down and the remaining
N-1 servers are up. Employing Theorem 3.4 in Tijms [1986] we conclude that
the long-run fraction of time that server 1 is up (i.e. the availability) is given
by

E[lifetime] 1
(2 8)

Pu~ ~- E[lifetime] ~ E[D] - 1 ~ ~E[D] ~

Similarly the long-run fraction of time that the server is down is given by

~E[D]
Pdou,~ .- 1 - P~y - 1 ~ QE[D]

.

The traffic intensity p(which is equal to the long-run fraction of time that
server 1 is busy) is given by

The effective traffic intensity pe f f (which is equal to the conditional long-run
fraction of time that server 1 is busy, given that this server is up) is given by

P
Pe.ff - ~

Pu~

which is assumed to be smaller than 1(cf. (2.19)).

~ ~ n........ ~..,.....~i. ..i:...~~:i-...~:~...
Lr.J ~UCUG 1Gll~1~11 Ul~l,l lIJUl~1V11

In this section we present both an exact solution, and a much simpler approx-
imate expression for the queue length distribution at station 1 in the long-run.
Let

L.- number of customers in queue 1

(either in service or waiting to be served). (2.9)
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The distribution of L is called the marginal queue length. distribution. This is
not the most relevant distribution to be studied, because severe queue build-up
during down-periods may be obscured. Therefore, we also study conditional
queue length distributions. The most useful ones are the distributions of

L~óeginDourn

L~óegirzUp

.- number of customers in queue 1 at the

beginning of an arbitrary down-period, (2.10)

.- number of customers in queue 1 at the

beginning of an arbitrary up-period. (2.11)

The distribution of L~begi,,UV is known as soon as the distribution of L~bE.gi„Do2,,,,,
is known, since

L~begirzUp
d
- L~begi,LD~,u,n ~- number of arrivals during

an arbitrary down-period, (2.12)

where the latter two quantities are independent, and ` d' denotes `is equal in
distribution'.

In Section 2.3.1 we present exact solutions for these distributions by mod-
elling station 1 as an M~M~l queue in a Markovian environment. This model
is solved using the matrix-geometric method, which is successfully elaborated
by Neuts [1981] (cf. Appendix 2.B).

If a large number of stations N is involved, then the matrix-geometric
method tends to be rather time- and memory-consuming. Therefore, in Sec-
tion 2.3.2, we develop an approximation by assuming successive down-times of
server 1 to be independent. Thus, in the approximation station 1 is modelled
as an M~M~l queue with independent interruptions. Using stochastic decom-
positions of the various queue length distributions, we obtain approximations
fOr the d1Str1bllt10IIS Of L, L~begi~zDown- and L~beginU~.

2.3.1 Exact solution: M~M~1 queue in a Markovian en-
vironment

In general a Markovian environment is modelled by an irreducible continuous
time Markov chain {X(t); t ? 0} with a finite state space S - {1,..., ~~5~} and
infinitesimal generator Q- {qi~~; i, j E S}. When the environmental process
is in state j(X (t) - j; j E S), customers arrive to the single server queue
according to a Poisson process with rate .1i and service is carried out at rate
Ie~. By .~ we denote the vector (~1i...,.1~5~). The vector p is defined similarly.
For an extensive treatment of queues in a random environment we refer to
Neuts [1981], [1978a], and [1978b].

To study the behaviour of queue 1, the environment is sufficiently well
described by the number of failed servers and by the position of server 1 in the
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system (due to the memoryless property of the exponential distribution). Thus
the enviromnent at time t is given by the following state vector.

X(t) :- (I, Ni, Nz), t 1 0, (2.13)

where

j - 0 if server 1 is up,
2.14

1 if server 1 is down, ( )

Nl .- number of broken servers succeediug server 1 in queue
waiting for (or under) repair,

N2 .- number of broken servers preceding server 1 in queue

waiting for (or under) repair.

(2.15)

(2.16)

Server 1 is down when Nl 1 0, and server 1 is either up or down when NZ ) 0.
{X (t); t ] 0} contains all information that is needed to analyze the influence
of possible breakdowns of any of the N servers upon the behaviour of the queue
at st.ation 1. The environmental state space is given by:

S:- {(0, 0, nz) ~ nz - 0, ..., N-1}

U{(l,ni,n2) ~ ni - 0,...,N-1; n2 -0,...,N-ni-1}.

Note that (cf. 2.1):

Nb - I ~- Nl ~ N2.

Furthermore, the repair rate of the entire repair shop is given by:

min{Nb, K} v.

The non-zero entries of the matrix with transition intensities Q- { qZ-,~
i, j E S} are given by:

q(o.0~n2)~(l,o,nz)

q(o,o.n~~-.io,o.~~zfi)

9(0,0,~~~)~(o,o,a~-i)

q(l,nt.~n2)~(l,~~i ~-1.a2)

- ~, ~na - 0, ..., N-1,

- (N-n2-1) Q, n2 -0,...,N-2,

- min{n2i K} v, n2 - 1, ..., N-1,

- (N-nl-n2-1) Q,

n2 - 0, ..., N-2;

ni -0,...,N-n2-2,

;
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4(l.ni,nz)-'(o,o,rcifnz) - ~~ n2 - 0,...,min{N-1,K-1};

ni -0,...,N-n2-1,

q(l.rai.n2)-~(l.nt,nz-1) - mm{n2,K} L, 7L2 - I,...,N-1;

n.l -0,...,N-n2-1,

~i(l.~i,nz)~~l.ni-1,~2) -

qz~~

min{n1,K-n2-1} v,

n2 -0, ..., min{N-2, K-2};

ni -1, ..., N-nz-1,

- - [~~~i ~li , i E s.

Now our particular station 1 is an M~M~1 queue in Markovian environment
{X (t); t 1 0}, with arrival rate ,~~ and service rate p~ when the environment
X(t) - j, j E S, where

~; - ~ dj E S,
- f p if X(t)-(O,O,n2), n2-0,...,N-1,

p~ l 0 if X(t)-(l,ni,n2), ni-0,...,N-1, n2-1,...,N-ni-1.

To obtain the desired queue length distributions, we need the stationary prob-
ability vector of Q.

~r .- {~r~; x E S},

where

~r~ - tli~ P(X (t) - x), x E S.

Since the state space of the environmental Markov chain is finite, and every
state can be reached from every other state, {X (t); t~ 0} is irreducible and
positive recurrent. Hence these limiting probabilities exist (cf. Ross [1983], p.
152), and are given by the following theorem.

Theorem 2.3.1

N-i
~o,o,~ - p~, i- 0, ..., N- 1, (2.17)

N
1

~1,2,~ - N pZf~fi, i- 0, ..., N- 1, j- 0, ..., N - i- 1. (2.18)
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Proof: (2.17) and ( 2.18) are obtained by conditioning on the number of failed
servers. Since all servers are equal, they are equally likely to be in a failed state
at a certain epoch in time. Thus, given that i servers are at the repair facility,
the probability that server 1 is not among them is (N -~i)~N. Similarly, given
that i f j f 1 servers form a queue at the repair facility, each server has the
same probability 1~N of occupying the (i f 1)st position in this queue. 0

The stationary joint probability distribution of the number of customers in
queue and the environmental state is denoted by vectors x~, such that for
kl0andjES

xk,j :- lim P(k customers in queue at time t and X(t) - j),
r. -. z

where the number of customers in queue includes the one in service. Queue 1
is stable, and thus xk; exists, if and only if (cf. Neuts [1981])

pf, f f C 1~ ~~ G~tc. (2.19)

Application of the mat.rix-geometxic method leads to the following theorem
which is proved by Neuts [1981] (for an explanation of this method, and for
a definition of the matrix R that is employed in Theorem 2.3.2, we refer to
Appendix 2.B).

Theorem 2.3.2

xk - ~r(I - R)Rk, k ~ 0.

Remark 2.3.1 x~ is calculated using the following recurrence relationship.

xkfl - x~R, k ) 0,

xo - ~r(I - R).

Now, using Theorem 2.3.2, we are able to derive the marginal qneue length
distribntion which is given by:

x~e, k ? 0,

where the vector e denotes (el, ..., e~s~ ) with ei - 1, di.
The condition,al queue length distribution, given that the environmental

state is in .A, is obtained from

~ xk,j~ ~~j, k 1 0, for any subset A of S.
jE.A jEA

By properly choosing A one can obtain various interesting conditional queue
length distributions. For instance the conditional distribution of the number of
customers in queue 1 given that the server is up, L~Ur, is obtained by choosing

A - {(O,O,n2) ~ n2-0,...,N-1}.
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The conditional dist.ribution of the number of customers in queue give.n that
the server is down and under rePair L~,l,lde,.Rer,uZ, is obt.ained with

A-{(1, nr, nz) ~ nz - 0, ..., min{N-1, K-1}; nr - N-n2-1}. (2.20)

Now, knowing the distributions of L~LLr, and L~,L~deTRPr,a27., the desired distribu-
tions of L~bPq;,, p,,,,.,, ('2.10) and L~b~,gi,~t,~P (2.11) are obtained by employing the
following two lemma's.

Lemma 2.3.1

d
L~beginDowTt - L~G7~.

Proof: Let

(2.21)

N(t) :- number of breakdowns of server 1 that occur in (0, t].

N(t) is a doubly stochastic Poisson process: if server 1 is up then breakdowns
occur according to a Poisson process with rate Q; if server 1 is down then
breakdowns occur with rate 0(no breakdowns occur). For this newly defined
'arrival' process a generalization of the PASTA property (Poisson Arrivals See
Time Averages) is valid (cf. Van Doorn 8c Regterschot [1988] ). The Conditional
PASTA property implies that the queue~ length distribution in continuous time
given that. server 1 is up equals the queue length distribution at epochs where
an `arrival' takes place (i.e. a breakdown of server 1 occurs) given that server
1 is up. ~

Lemma 2.3.2

d
L~óeginUp - L~iL~ederRepair- (2.22)

Proof: Similar to the proof of Lemma 2.3.1. In this case we have to consider

N'(t) :- number of repair completions of server 1 that occur in (0, t].

A repair cornpletion of server 1 occurs according to a Poisson process with rate
v if server 1 is under repair, and with rate 0 otherwise. Now again, (2.22) is
implied by the Conditional PASTA property. ~

An intuitive explanation of (2.21) is obtained as follows. Suppose the system
has been running for a long time. Fix some time t(t large) at which server 1 is
up. From Ross (1983] Proposition 3.4.5 we know that the age of the server at
time t is ez~p(Q) distributed (after ignoring down-periods, the remaining process
is a renewal process with exp(a) distributed interrenewal times). So, for both

LI~PLfiTLD02OT1 and Lw-r, we consider the queue length at a point in tirne where
the server has been up for an exp(~) distributed amount of time since the end
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of the preceding down-pe~riod. The state of the system at the beginning of
this exponentially distributed amount of time is the same for both situat.ions.
Hence, (2.21) is vali~L In a similar way the validity of (2.22) can be argued,
since for both L~~,,,~;.,,t,~, and Ll.,,,,,t,,.,.~~.t,~~;,,. we consider the queue length at a
point in time that is preceded hy an exp(v) distributed amount of t.ime during
which the server was under repair.

To obtain the rnoments of the queue lengt,h distributions we define:

u~~} :- ~ k~x~.
ti:-u

In general u~`~ (i 1 1) can be obtained frorn Lemrna 2 in Colard 8a La-
touche [1980]. For i- 1, 2 we have:

u~'i - ~R(I - R)-i,

u~2} - ~R(I - R)-~(I f R).

All conditional moments are obtained from

E[L' ~ X(x) E A] - ~
JEA

~~}~ ~ ~.i, i 1 1.1
jEA

Remark 2.3.2 If the distributions of D and L~eeg~~oo,,,.,~ are known, then the
distribution of L~i,,,~,,,~r~, follows from Equation (2.12). So, we do not need
(2.20) in that situation, because the distribution of L~~,,,deTRe~a~,. follows from
Leinma 2.3.2. ~

2.3.2 Approximation: M~M~1 queue with independent
interruptions

The matrix-geometric solution tends to be rather expensive with respect to
CPU and memory-requirements, especially because of the matrix R. which has
to be numerically solved by successive substitution (cf. Appendix 2.B). In this
section we develop an approximation for our model. For this approximation ex-
plicit simple expressions are derived for the distributions of the approximating
quantities L, L~hE,,~~,~~o~„n and L~eey~,~u~ (which correspond to L, L~y~g~,~oou,,,.
ancl T,~~....:~,~.. in thP PXAft lilo(jP}). T}1P a,ccuracy of the apnroximation is in-i„~y.,~~ ~,
vestigated in Section 2.4.1.

Consider station 1 in isolation. This is an M~M~1 queue subject to server
breakdown. The server alternates between `up'- and `down'-state. Successive
up-times are i.i.d. according to the exponential lifetime distribution. Successive
down-times are not i.i.d., because of interaction with other failed servers at
the repair facility. In the approximation we assv,~ze that successive down-
times are i.i.d. as well, and are equally distributed as D- the length of an
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arbitrary down-time in the exact model ( cf. Appendix 2.A). Since the epochs
at which the server breaks down do not depend on the number of customers in
queue, station 1 is thus approxirnated by an M~M~l qveue with independent
interru~tions. This approximating model is a so-called vacation model. For an
extensive survey of single server queueing models with vacations we refer to
Doshi [1990].

For the approximating M~M~1 queue with independent interruptions we
define

.- number of customers in queue,

L~óeginDou!n .-

L~óeginUp

L~Down

number of customers in queue at the beginning of

an arbit.rary down-period,

number of customers in queue at the beginning of

an arbitrary up-period,

.- number of customers in queue when the server is up,

.- number of customers in queue when the server is

down.

The M~M~1 queue with independent interruptions has been studied by Gaver
[1962], who derives the probability- generating funct.ion of the marginal queue
length distribution, from which the moments can be obtained by differentiation.
However, the expression for the variance in Gaver [1962] is incorrect. Gaver
considers a compound Poisson(,~) arrival process, i.e. batches of customers
arrive according to a Poisson(.~) process. When all batch sizes are equal to
one (i.e. ordinary Poisson(.~) arrivals) a term ~E[C'] should be added to the
right-hand side of Formula (8.9) in Gaver [1962].

Federgruen 8c Green [1986] present approximate results for the case with
generally distributed up-times. Their results are exact for the case of exponen-
tially distributed up-times. Federgruen 8e Green [1988] present exact results
for the case where up-times have a phase type distribution.

Instead of using the recursive (and not very insightful) expressions for the
marginal queue length distribution of Federgruen 8L Green [1986], [1988], and
instead of finding the correct expression by differentiating Gaver's generating
function (which is a tedious task), we present a new derivation which is based
on a stochastic decornposition of L(Theorem 2.3.3). In Theorem 2.3.4 we show
that the distribution of L~begt„Do,,,n follows from result.s for the ordinary M~G~1
queue (no server breakdown). As in the previous section, the distribution of
L~beg,n~p is obtained from (2.12).
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In Theorem 2.3.3 and 2.3.4 we rnake use of the notion of completion time.
The completion time of a customer at queue 1 is the duration of the period that
elapses between the start and completion of the service of that customer. This
period is simply the customer's service time if there are no interruptions (i.e.
server breakdowns). Otherwise it is the sum of the customer's service time, and
the durations of the interruptions occurring during that time. By M~G~l~c we
denote an ordinary M~G~l queue with Poisson(~) arrivals and service times
that are equal in distribution to t.he complet.ion times in the original model.
We define

LM~c~r~~ :- number of customers present in the IV1~G~l~c queue. (2.23)

Furthermore, let

LPD .- number of Poisson arrivals during a time interval that is

distributed as the equilibrium backward recurrence time

of a down-period. (2.24)

The distribution and the moments of both L,~~~~;~li~ and Lr~D are discussed in
Appendix 2.A. Now we are able to prove the following theorem.

Theorem 2.3.3

L ~ Lh~~G~r~~ f X LPD, (2.25)

where X is a Bernovlli stochastic variable, independent of LPD with

P(X - 1) - Pdou„~. (2.26)

X and LPD are independent of L,tif~c~ri~.

Proof: After replacing service tirnes by completion times we have an M~G~l~c
vacation system with e~hanstive service (i.e. interruptions may only occur
when the queue is empty). A time period during which the server is inactive
(either idle or down) is called a vacation. The queue length distribution of
our initial approximation is identical to the queue length distribution of this
vacation system. The following M~G~1 Decomposition Property now holds (cf.
Fuhrmann 8i Cooper [1985~).

T. a T.,.,., ~- r,.,,,-- - -,~,i~~a~ ~ -, ~,

where LM~G~ri~ and LPr~ are independent, and

(?.271

LP~~ .- number of customers in the queue at a random point in

time when ( given that) the server is on vacation.

Employing the PASTA property (Poisson Arrivals See Time Averages) LP~-
is distributed as the number of customers in the system found by an arriving
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customer in a vacation (tagged customer). The distribution of LP~ is now
obtained by conditioning on t.he state of the server as found by the tagged
customer.

The system is empty at the start of every vacation (exhaustive service).
The tagged cust.omer finds the server either up or down. If the server is up,
then the system is still empty and service is immediately started after arrival
of the tagged customer. If the server is down, then the tagged customer finds
those customers that have arrived earlier during the same down-period. Since
down-times are i.i.d. and customers arrive according to a Poisson process, this
number of customers is equal in distribution to LPD (cf. (2.241).

The probabilities that the tagged customer finds the server either up or
down are obtained by ignoring all busy periods (a busy period starts with the
service of the first customer that has arrived in the preceding vacation, and
ends when the system becomes empty again). The remaining process is an
alternating renewal process with e~p(Q) distributed up-times and down-times
that are distributed as D(cf. Ross [1983], pp. 66-67). Now, again employing
the PASTA property, the probability that the tagged customer finds the server
up (down) is equal to P~r, (Pdo,,,~). Thus

LP~- d X LPD, (2.28)

where X is the indicator function defined in (2.26). ~

Perhaps somewhat. less intuitively clear, Equation (2.28) can also be derived
directly (without employing the PASTA property and without appeal to the
tagged customer), by conditioning on the state of the server at a random point
in time within a vacation (when the ser~er is either up (and idle) or down).

In the next theorem we show that the distribution of Llbeg.~~Do,,,,~ is equal to
the queue length distribution of an ordinar}~ M~G~1 queue where service times
have been replaced by completion times (i.e. the M~G~l~c queue).

Theorem 2.3.4
d

L~beginDown - LM~G~r~C.

Proof: As in Lemma 2.3.1 we can show that
d

L~Up - L~beginDowa.

Furthermore, it is easy to see that

d
L~Down - L~beginDou~n ~ LPD-

(2.29)

(2.30)

(2.31)

The distribution of L can be obtained by conditioning on the state of the server
at an arbitrary point in time. Hence

L d(1- X) Li~~ ~- X LiDaw~, (2.32)
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whe~re X is defined by (2.26). From (2.30), (2.31) and (2.32) we conclude that

rl
L- L~begii,Do~~ n~ X Lpp. (2.33)

Comparison of (2.25) and (2.33) yields (2.29). O

Remark 2.3.3 A direct ( but more intricate) proof of Theorem 2.3.4 can be
obtained by considering the number of customers found both by an arriving
customer in the approximation given that the server is up, and by an arbitrary
arriving customer in the M~G~l~c queue. In both situations an arriving cus-
tomer finds the server idle with probability 1- pP ff. VVith probability peffPt~p
the number of customers fotmd is distributed as the number of customers in
the M~G~1~~- queue given that the server is up and busy. With probabil-
ity pe f f P,i~,,,,, the number of customers found is distributed as the number of
customers in the M~G~1~~. queue given that the server is down. From this
observation, together with (2.30), the result follows. ~

Remark 2.3.4 The 1~1~G~1 Decomposition Property ( 2.27), that was em-
ployed in Theorem 2.3.3, holds for any M~G~1 vacation syste~m without inter-
rupted services (provided that some regularity conditions are satisfied; for de-
tails see Fuhrmann 8c Cooper [1985] ). If services are interrupted due to indepen-
dent server breakdown, then such a decomposition property holds for the distri-
bution of the amount of work in sy-stem (i.e. the workload; cf. Boxtna [1989]).
However, it does not generally hold for the distribution of the number of cus-
tomers in system. By employing similar arguments as Boxma [1989] we can
show that the decomposition property does hold when service times are ex-
ponentially distributed. Hence a second decomposition of L can be obtained
by considering any period during which the server is inactive as a vacation
(including interrupted services). Similar to Theorem 2.3.3 we can prove

~l
L - LM~M~1 ~ Y ( L~óeginDoiu~a ~ LPD~~

where L,y~ti~~t denotes the number of customers present in the ordinary M~~1~1
queue, LpD is defined in ( 2.24). L~begi,tD~,,,,t is obtained from Theorem 2.3.4,
and

P(Y - i) - I - P(Y - o) - P~o~~~~~(I - P).
A decomposition for L~1~G~ti~ can be obtained by first realizing that Ltir~G~tic
is distributed as the queue length of an M~M~1 queue where server breakdown
may only occur when the server is busy. Then, by considering all periods
during which the server is idle or down (interrupted service) as a vacation we
can prove:

LM~G~l~c ~ L.tif~M~l ~ Z(L~beginDown;M~G~l~~ f LPD)i
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where Lbe9~~Dou,n:M~c~li~ (which is still unknown) denotes the number of cus-
tomers in queue at the beginning of an arbitrary down-period (i.e. interruption)
in the M~G~l~c queue, and

P(a -1) - 1- P(z - o) - pe f fPd~z„~~(1- p). o

All moments of L, L~6eyi~D~„1„~ and L~~,Pyi,z~-~ can now be obtained from (2.25),
(2.29) and (2.12) respectively. The moments of L follow easily from Theo-
rem 2.3.3, since L,~~c~ri~ and LPt; in (2.27) are independent. Thus

E[L~ - ~[LM~G~rlc~ ~ PdowaE[LPD~~

Var[L~ - Var[Lnr~c~ri~.~ ~ P~o,,,~E[LPO~ - (P~t~w~E[L~n~)2.

The moments of L~6Pyi~Dou,,, are equal to the mornents of LM~c~ti~., due to

Theorem 2.3.4. The first two moments of L~~,eg~~Ur are obtained by employing
Equation (2.12) and Theorern 2.3.4.

E[Llbeg~nUn~ - E[L.til~clric~ f .~E[D],

Var[L~eeg,,~uPJ - Var[L,y~c~ii~] f ~~E[D~] f ~E[D](1 - ~E[D]).

The moments of D. LPO and L,y~c~ri~, are presented in Appendix 2.A.

2.4 Numerical experiments

Both the exact and the approximate solution of our model have been imple-
mented in an interactive comp-rter program. The accuracy of the approxima-
tion has been tested during extensive numerical experiments. Section 2.4.1
contains general conclusions from those experiments that are illustrated by
some numerical results. In Section 2.4.2 the influence of server breakdown and
limited repair capacity on the queue at station 1 is investigated.

The computational effort required for the approximation is negligible. How-
ever, both computation time- and memory-requirements of the exact method
strongly depend on .N. For instance the order of the matrix R is equal to the
dimension of the environmental state space:

~S~ - 2 N(N f 3).

So, e.g. for N- 30, R has ~S~2 - 245025 entries. To obtain the moments
of the queue length distributions several data structures of similar dimensions
are needed. Furthermore, R is solved recursively from Equation ( 2.40) in Ap-
pendix 2.B. If a large number of iterations is required (which mostly depends
on pe f f), this becomes a rather time-consuming task. For instance the exact
solution of the case :~' - 10; pF f f - 0.9 in Table 2.4 took 1146 iterations and
more than 6 minutes on a SUN Spare station, whereas on the other hand the
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approximation took only a fraction of a second. The results for the examples
in Section 2.4.2 have been generated by employing the exact method of Sec-
tion 2.3.1, with an exception for the case N- 40 in the last example where
the approximation was used, because of excessive memory-requirements. On
a simple PC it may become infeasible to carry out the computations for the
exact method. Then the approximation will be the only way to analyze the
systetu.

2.4.1 Accuracy of the approximation

Before drawing general conclusions we present illustrative test results in Ta-
bles 2.1 to 2.4. We use the following abbreviated notation. EL, E~bD and ELbv
denote the exact. values of E[L], E[LlbEyi,~D~u,a] and E[L~6eyi,,vP]. ci~ cibn
and c~bv denote the corresponding squared coefficients of variation, where the
squared coeflicient of variation of a stochastic variable X with mean Ex and
variance QX is defined as

zca - ~x
x ~ [Ex]2.

By ~o we denote the relative error of the approximation. For instance the error
of E[L] is defined as

E[L] - E[L] X 100~0 .
E[L]

In each table there is a single repairman (K - 1), and the servers are identical
with mean lifetime

and mean repair time

In Table 2.1 and Table 2.2 five stations are considered (N - 5), resulting in only
minor interaction between broken servers at the repair facility (P(Nb 1 K) -
n l~. F'fnr,l - n R~l r., T~l,t~ ~ 2.,,,a rr.,l.t„ ~ ~ nr - in „tt;.,.~ : ,,.t.,.~ . .. i..o~ - ,,..,.~. ~.. ~.,v.. ...~ u..~. ~w.,.. ~.z .. - ~ , cS,..~...g ..~ .,.,,~cas~..
interaction between broken servers at the repair facility (P(N6 1 K) - 0.57;
E[Ne] - 2.2). The difference between Table 2.1 and Table 2.2 is the speed at
which customers pass station 1. In Table 2.2 customers are ten t.imes as fast as
in Table 2.1, e.g. .~ - 4.4, p - 10 versus ~- 0.44, p- 1, resulting in the same
traffic intensity. The same difference exists between Table 2.3 and Table 2.4.
In each table results are presented for an effective traffic intensity of 0.5, 0.7
and 0.9 .
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Peff EL ~o CL ~o EL6D ~0 CLbD ~o EL6U ~o CL6U ~o
0.5 1.2 -0.4 1.98 -0.5 1.1 -0.2 2.13 -0.5 1.8 -0.1 1.19 -1.0
0.7 2.7 -0.4 1.45 -0.5 2.6 -0.3 1.54 -0.6 3.5 -0.2 0.99 -1.0
0.9 10.5 -0.5 1.12 -0.3 10.3 -0.~1 1.15 -0.3 11.5 -0.-1 0.95 -0.4

Table 2.1 N- 5; K- 1; P(N6 ~ K) - 0.15; slow customers:
~- 0.44, 0.61, 0.785; p- 1.

Peff EL ~o C~ ~0 EL6D ~0 CLbD ~o ELbU ~0 ~L6U ~o

0.5 2.7 -1.5 3.96 -3.7 1.9 - L 1 5.13 -3.6 8.3 -0.2 0.93 4.2
0.7 6.1 -1.8 2.76 -4.1 5.0 - 1.6 3.34 -4.0 13.9 -0.6 0.88 -5.1
0.9 23.7 - 2.1 1.58 -2.8 22.2 -2.0 1.73 -2.8 33.7 -1.3 0.87 -4.1

Table 2.2 N- 5; K- l; P(Nb 1 K) - 0.15; fast customers:
~- 4.4, 6.1, 7.85; p- 10.

Peff EL ~1e cy ~1o ELbD o7o c~bD o1o ELnt~ 07o eibu o1c
0.5 1.4 -2.3 2.05 -3.3 1.2 - 1.4 2.43 -3.0 2.3 -0.7 1.08 -5.2
0.7 3.4 -2.9 1.51 -3.6 3.1 -2.2 1.71 -3.6 4.6 -1.5 0.94 -5.7
0.9 13.2 -3.3 1.15 -1.9 12.8 -3.1 1.21 -2.1 14.7 -2.7 0.94 -3.1

Table 2.3 IV - 10; K- 1; P(N6 ~ K) - 0.57; slow customers:
~- 0.39, 0.55, 0.708; p- 1.

Peff EL ~o CL ~o ELbD ~o CLbD ~~0 EL6C~ ~o CL6U ~o

0.5 5.1 -5.5 3.56 - 8.7 3.1 -4.6 6.04 -8.7 13.7 - 1.0 0.86 -12.8
0.7 12.4 -7.4 2.56 - 10.1 9.4 -6.8 3.56 -9.8 24.4 -2.6 0.88 -15.9
0.9 49.4 - 8.8 1.53 - 7.0 45.4 -8.6 1.74 -6.9 64.8 - 6.0 0.94 -11.8

Table 2.4 N- 10; K- 1; P(Nb ] K) - 0.57; fast customers:
~- 3.9, 5.5, 7.08; Ic - 10.

Note that the only difference between the exact solution and the approxima-
tion is that in the approximation consecutive down-periods are assumed to be
independent, whereas in the exact situation they are not. So the quality of the
approximation depends on the correlation between successive down-periods in
the exact model.

This correlation is caused by interact.ion between broken servers at the re-
pair facility. Such interaction only occurs when the number of servers exceeds
the number of repairmen available. This immediat.ely explains why the approx-
imat.ion is exact if K 1 N, since then every server has its own repairman, and
no interference of broken servers will occur. Usually the servers will hardly
ever be down all at the same time. So, for K close to N the approximation
still performs extremely well. For the case K G N the approximation performs
well as long as the number of broken servers does not e~ceed the nu~nber of
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repairmen too often, irrespective of the other model parameters. Table 2.1 and
Table 2.2 confirm this conclusion for a situation where the number of broken
servers (Nh) exceeds the number of repairmen (K - 1) only 15 percent of the
time.

If there are broken servers waiting at the repair facility much of the time,
then there exists some dependency between consecutive down-periods. As a
result, in such a sit,uation the quality of the approximation becomes more sen-
sitive to the arrival and service process at station 1 itself. An increased effective
tra,f~ic intensity p~ f f causes the queue length to become more sensitive to vari-
ations in the down-times, since severe queue build-up is more likely to occur.
Therefore correlation between down-periods affects the queue length distribu-
tion, and thus the accuracy of the approximat.ion (illustrated by all four tables).
However, the largest influence on the accuracy of the approximation comes from
the speed at which customers pass station 1. At a given traffic intensity the
accuracy decreases when czlstomers move faster (i.e. both shorter interarrival
times and shorter service times). This can be explained quite easily, since in
case of fast customers a small extension of a down-period causes a large number
of additional customers to enter station 1 during this down-period (thus inten-
sifying queue build-up at, station 1). In case of slow customers small variations
of down-times may not even be noticed because of the larger interarrival tirnes.
This is best illustrated by comparison of Table 2.3 and Table 2.4 where the
number of broken servers (Nn) exceeds K during 57 percent of the time.

In all our numerical experiments with K G N the approximation gives lower
bounds on the exact values of the mean and variance of t.he various queue
length distributions L, Lleeg;~~ou,,,, and L~bEgz,rrr~. This suggests the existence
of positive correlation between successive down-times in the exact model. We
do have intuitive arguments to explain this. For K-1 and N) 1, suppose a
particular repair of server 1 takes extra time to be finished. During this time
other servers will break down without being repaired. So, at departure from
the repair facility, server 1 leaves more broken servers behind than it usuallv
does. It takes the repairman quite some time to get through the extra large
number of broken servers. In the meantime servers are breaking down and
eventually server 1 breaks down again. Then it is likely that server 1 finds
an increased amount of broken servers at the repair facility (and thus server 1
will experience a longer down-period again), since the extra build-up of broken
servers that started dur.ing its previous prolonged stay at the repair facility
niav cti~~ nnt }iava far}Prl a.x~a.~ Thic ;n t„rn .,;11 ~ ~.].7;r;.,,,.,1 l..,a,l .---,-J ,.---- --~.. --~.. ~. ~.~.~..,... ..,....~ ~..... ... ,....... : ... ..a1:Se :~n ~...,~.,~,v..~,.. vu.,u-upJ'

of the number of customers at station 1.
For K 1 1 such build-up at the repair facilit.y is less severe since the repair

facility can never be blocked by a single broken server. This explains why the
approximati.on performs better for larger K. This is illustrated by Table 2.5
where all model parameters are identical to Table 2.4 except for the number
of repairmen. Ii - 2 in this case (and ,~ is increased t.o get results for pe f f-
0.5, 0.7, and 0.9 again).
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peff EL ~0 CL ~0 ELbD ~0 CLbD ~IO ELbU ~0 CL6U ~0

0.5 2.1 -0.4 3.64 - 1.1 1.5 -0.3 4.26 - 1.0 6.8 - 0.1 0.88 -1.2
0.7 4.8 -0.5 2.50 -1.2 4.1 -0.4 2.86 -1.2 11.4 -0.1 0.80 -1.6
0.9 18.4 -0.6 1.49 -0.8 17.5 -0.5 1.60 -0.8 26.8 -0.3 0.80 -1.2

Table 2.5 N- 10; K - 2; P(N6 ] K) - 0.10; fast customers:
~ - 4.5, 6.3, 8.07; {~ - 10.

A remarkable result from our experiments is that. the approxima.tion never
produces `bad' results (in our experiments the error in the approximated mean
queue lengths never exceeded 10010; the error in the approximated squared co-
efficients of variation never exceeded 20010). We have two arguments to explain
this. The first argument is that, while successive down-times are dependent,
successive up- and down-times are independent (cf. Theorem 1 in Schassberger
óc Daduna [1987]). An intuitive way to see this is the following: consider servers
and repairmen only. Server 1 sees the system upon his arrival at station 1 in
equilibrium with N- 1 servers (Lavenberg 8L Reiser [1980]). During his stay
at station 1, server 1 does not influence the remainder of the system. Hence
upon his arrival at the repair facility he still sees the system in equilibrium
with N- 1 servers. Thus an up-time of server 1 and its successive down-time
are independent. Obviously the next up-time is independent of the length of
the current down-period. So, there is only an indirect dependency possible
between successive down-times, caused by accumulation of broken servers at
the repair facility. This dependency only occurs when K G N. The second
argument is that for fixed K and N ~ oc, the repair facility becomes the bot-
tleneck in the system. Servers spend most of their time at the repair facility
and c2 (D] --~ 0. So, down-times become deterministic and hence independent of
each other (we refer to Kleinrock [1976], pp. 206-209 for a detailed explanation
of the behaviour of D when N ---~ z; see also the last example of Section 2.4.2).

Remark 2.4.1 Another very simple approximation that is sometimes pro-
posed for the original model, is the following. First compute the long-run
fraction of time that the server will be up. From Equation (2.8) we have

1
Pup - 1 ~ QE[D]

.

Now, instead of modelling down-periods explicitly, one adjusts the service rate
in the following way.

1~~ :- F~ P,,P.

Then the model is solved as an ordinary M~M~1 queue with arrival rate ~ and
adjusted service rate p'. So, the mean and the squared coefiicient of variation
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of the approximated queue length are given by the following expressions.

E[L'] :- ~, ~ ~; c~[L'] :- ~ . (2.34)

Without numerically testing this approximation we know already that this is
a bad approximation. From (2.34) we see that the values of E[L'] and cz[L']
are independent of the speed at which customers pass station 1, whereas in
Tables 2.1 to 2.4 we have seen that this speed has a major impact on the queue
length distributions. Furthermore, from this simple approximation we do not
get insight in the fluctuations of the queue length at t.he beginning and at the
end of a down-period (L~eegi,z~ow„ and L~b~gz~UP respectively).

We have tested the simple approximation for the situations presented in
Tables 2.1 to 2.4. Relative errors in the mean queue lengths ranged from 13010
in Table 2.1 up to 8001o in Table 2.4. From this remark we conclude that it is
very importo,nt to take down-periods of the server e~plicitly into account, even
when approximating the model. 0

2.4.2 Sensitivity analysis

Before presenting further numerical examples, we make the following impor-
tant observation. From Tables 2.1 to 2.4 we see that the speed of the cnstomers
heavily afJ'ects the quene length, i.e. for a given traffic intensity the queue
length increases when customers move faster (both shorter interarrival times
and shorter service times). For the approximating M~M~1 queue with inde-
pendent interruptions we can even derive the following conclusion from (2.25),
(2.29) and (2.12): when varying the speed of t.he customers at queue 1(i.e.
when varying ~ and N both in the same extent) the mean queue length is a
linear function of ~. For instance the mean marginal queue length is given by

E[L] - crl f ,~az,

where al and az are constants t.hat follow from (2.25). This is an important
observation, since the queue length of a system without. server breakdown is
not affected by the speed of the customers at all! Employing Little's Law we
see that the mean sojourn time of a customer at queue 1 is given by

E[w] - E[L]~~ - ai~~ ~ az,

which is inverse linear in ~.

In the remainder of this section we investigate the influence of server breakdown
and limited repair capacity on the various queue length distributions. In the
first example there is one single repairman (K - 1) maintaining a number of
servers that is varied from N- 1 to N- 15. The servers are identical with
mean lifetime

1
- - 10,
~
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and mean repair time

1- - 1.v
The arrival and sexvice rate of customers arriving at station 1 are equal to

~ - 1.2 and ~ - 2.0

respectively.

E[L]

.......... - E[Llbegin Down] and E[Llbegin Up] for K-1
- E[L) for K-1 ---- E[L] for K-2

Figure 2.2 Influence of server breakdown and limited
repair capacity on mean queue lengt.hs.

N

Figure 2.2 depicts E[L] (solid line), E[L~beyi,~oo,,,n] and E[L~begi,~ur] (both dot.
ted) as functions of N. Note that the difference between E[L~beginu~] and

E[I'~beginDowra] iS eqllal t0

E[Llbe.ginUP ] - E[LibFgi~o~u;~l - a E[D],
where E[D] is given in Figure 2.3.
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E[D]

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

- E[D] for K-1 - - - - E[D] for K-2

Figure 2.3 Influence of server bre.akdown and limited
repair capacity on mean down-time.

First consider Figure 2.2 for the case N- 1. The influence of server breakdown
on the queue length at station 1 is investigated by comparing the mean queue
length E[L] for N- 1 with the mean queue length of a similar M~M~1 queue
without breakdown:

- 1.5 .E(L] - 2.3; E[L,y~nr~r] - ~ ~ ~

1'U1t11C1111orC, t11C lillCllC Jl1í~J~el.t tV JerVer brcakuívwii CviltaiiiS iiivrc í~iui:tuativii

since the mean queue length varies from E[L~hPy,nc;p] -2.25 to E[L~bey;,,o~~„z] -
3.35.

The remainder of Figure 2.2 (N - 2, ..., 15) shows the influence of limited
repair capacity on t.he queue length distributions. The limited repair capacity
causes a regular increase of E[D] ( see Figure 2.3). Even though there is a
certain increase of E[D] already for N- 2, ..., 6, this does not affect the
mean queue lengths considerably. For N- 7. ..., 10 the influence of the limited
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repair capacity becomes noticeable. For N 1 10, p,. f f is approaching 0.95 (see
Table 2.6). The increase of p~, J f causes an enormous growth of the mean queue
lengths.

N
Peft

N
PeJt

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
0.660 0.665 0.672 0.679 0.688 0.698 0.711 0.725

9 10 11 12 13 14 15
0.743 0.764 0.789 0.818 0.852 0.891 0.934

Table 2.6 K- l; effec.tive traffic intensity.

In this example the negative influence of limited repair capacity on the queue
length distributions can be canceled out for the greater part by adding a second
repairman to the repair facility (K - 2). In Figure 2.3 we see that E[D] (the
dashed line) does not increase for greater N when K- 2, and thus the queue
length will hardly be affected (see Figure 2.2; the dashed line denotes the tnean
queue length E[L] for K- 2).

In the latter example the second repairman was available all the time. However,
if costs are taken into consideration, it might be cost.-effective to implement
some kind of threshold policy, i.e. there exists some threshold value m such
that the second repairman is used if and only if the number of broken servers
is equal to or exceeds m. From Remark 2.2.1 we know that such threshold
policies can be incorporated in our model in the following way.

KZ :- ~ 1 fori-l,...,m-1,
2 fori-m,...,N.

For a situation with 15 stations (N - 15), Figure 2.4 shows the effect on the
mean queue lengths of using the second repairman according to a threshold
policy. The threshold value is varied from m- 1(two repairmen available all
the time) to m- 16 (never use the second repairman). For m- 1 and m- 2
this policy is equivalent. to the case with K- 2(two repairmen available all the
time). For m - 3, ..., 6 the increase in E[L] is moderate since large build-up of
broken servers at the repair facility is still dealt with by two repairmen. For
m- 7, ...,12 addition of a second repairman considerably reduces the length of
a server down-period, and thus improves the performance of station L There
is only a small probability that the number of broken servers exceeds 12. Thus
for m- 12, ..., 15 the extra repairman is hardly ever used, and hence there is
not much difference between the mean queue lengths corresponding to those
values of m.

Our last example deals with the question `is more always better ?'. Suppose
customers arrive at a service system (consisting of N stations) according to a.
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E[L]

- E[L] .......... - E[Llbegin Down] and E[Llbegin Up]

Figure 2.4 N- 15; threshold policies with threshold value m.

m

Poisson process with rate A. Tlre arriving customers are randomly distributed
over the N stations. So, at station 1 customers arrive according to a Poisson
process with rate

~ - A
N~

Now the question is whether there exists an optimal value of N minimizing the
average sojourn time of a customer in the system, or whether addition of an
extra station will always improve the performance of the system. The mean
sojourn time L4'[W] is easily obtained employing Little's Law:

E[W] - E[L] ~ a.

In Figure 2.5 we present E[W] as a function of N, where N is varied from
N- 1 to N- 40. The remaining model parameters are specified as follows.

K-1; A-1.64; p-2.0; Q-0.1; v-1.0.
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E[W]

1 1
0 2 4 6 8 10 14 18 22 26 30 34 38

N

Figure 2.5 Mean sojourn tiine E[L~'] as function of N; .~ - A~N.

Clearly there exists an optimum value for N(N' - 5 in this example). In
Table 2.7 we present some illustrative results that help to explain the behauiour
of E[W] (~up denotes the number of servers t,hat a.re up in the long-run).

N 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 10 15 20 30 40
E[D] 1.00 1.09 1.20 1.32 1.47 1.64 1.85 2.73 5.57 10.04 20.00 30.00
~up 0.91 1.80 2.68 3.53 4.34 5.15 5.91 7.85 9.64 9.98 10.00 10.00
E[W] 6.54 1.21 0.99 0.93 0.93 0.95 1.00 1.27 2.41 4.41 9.48 14.98

Table 2.7 E[D], ~icp aud E[Gti'] as functions of N.

F~om Table 2.7 we see that initially the a.ddition of an extra station causes E[D]
to increase only slightly, whereas the number of operational servers initially
increases almost linearly with N. So, the total capacity of the N stations
increases strongly causing a decrease of E[Yt']. However, for N) 6 E[D]
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kee,ps growing and finally becomes linear in N approaching its asymptote:

E[D] .~ N- 1 for N -~ oc. (2.35)
v ~'

For a detailcd explanation of the behaviour of D, we refer to a discussion of
finite population models in Kleinrock [1976], pp. 206-209. Here we just note
that, when N increases, t,he repair facility becomes the bottle~neck of the system.
The maximum number of repaired servers that leave the repair facility per time
unit is equal to v. Servers fail with rate ~. So, when the repair facility is working
at full capacity (which it is for N--~ oo), the maxirnum nutnber of operational
servers is given by

v
- - 10,
Q

which is confirmed by Table 2.7. So. for N~ x the custonrers are still equally
distributed over the N stations of which only ~ are up on average. Therefore
arriving custorners will often find the server at the repair facility, and thus
they will have to wait until this server is repaired. This explains the increase of
E(I~V] for N -: oo. By substitution of the asyrnptotic expression (2.35) for D
into (2.25), it can even be shown that E[W'] finally becomes a linear function
of N.

2.5 Conclusions
In this chapter we have presented a rnodel of a queueing station subject to server
breakdown and limited repair capacity. Both exact and approximate solutions
are obtained for the queue length distributions at this queueing station. The
exact solution has great rnodelling flexibility, but becomes time- and memory-
consuming for larger problem instances. The approximation is simple and gives
accurate results.

The approximation performs well whenever the number of broken servers
does not exceed the number of repairmen too often. If t,he repair facility is
working at full capacity most of the time (in a situation with limited repair ca-
pacity), then the accuracy of the approximation is negatively influenced by the
traffic intensity and especially by the speed at which customers pass station 1.
The approximation performs hetter for a larger number of repairmen. When-
ever t.ha rPna.ir capacit,y is limited, the approximation gives lower bounds on the
exact. values of the mean and variance of the various queue length distributions.

A general conclusion from our sensitivity analysis is that it is important to
take down-periods of the server explicitly into account, even when approximat-
ing the model. Furthermore, the queue length of a service station subject to
server breakdown is heavily influenced by the speed at which customers pass
this station, whereas the queue length of a station without server breakdown
is not.
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Appendix 2.A Moments of D, LPD and L~I~G~Ii~
The length of an arbitrary down-period D is equal in distribution to the sojourn
time of a broken server at. the repair facility. The distribution of D is obtained
by conditioning on the number of broken servers at the repair facility found by
a server that just broke down (tagged server). For 0 c j C N- 1, let

rj :- P(tagged server finds j servers at the repair facility).

To determine the probabilities rj, we consider the N stations together with the
repair facility as a closed queueing network. The N servers become customers
moving around the network. According to the Arrival Theorem (Lavenberg óL
Reiser [1980]) the stat.ionary state probabilities at instants at which customers
move from one service station to another are equal to the stationary state
probabilities at a random point in time for the network with one less customer.
Therefore rj is the stationary probability that j servers are at the repair facility
of a system with N- 1 stations and K repairmen. Thus rj follows from
Lemma 2.2.1 with N replaced by N- 1.

Now, suppose the tagged server finds j (0 c j c N-1) servers at the repair
facility. If -

0 C j C K-1,

then repair on the tagged server is started immediately and the tagged server
will leave the system after an exp(v) distributed amount of time. If

K c j ~ N-1,

then all repairmen are busy. In this situation the tagged server has to wait
until one of the repairmen becomes free, i.e. until repair on j- K-~ 1 servers
is completed. Due to the memoryless property of the exponential distribution
this takes an Erlang(j - K f 1, Kv) distributed amount of time ( i.e. the sum
of j- K ~ 1 minima of K exp(v) distributed stochastic variables). Thus the
distribution of the sojourn time of the tagged server at the repair facility is the
convolution of an Erlang(j - K-~ 1, Kv) and an e~p(v) distributed stochastic
variable in this case.

The moments of D are obtained in a straightforward way. We present E[D],
E[DZ] and E[D3].

min{K-1,N-1} N-K

E[D] -

E[DZ] -

J 1 r m 11
~ r~ v~~ r~~x-i ILKv ~ v J
j-0 ~n-1

min{K-1,IV-1}
2

~

~ rm(m -~ 1) 2[ m 1~]
~ rm}K-' L(Kv)2 ~ v Kv ~ v '

m-1

j-0
N K
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E[D`~]
min{K-1.N-1} 6

~ r~ „3~-o
V-K

~ ~ r~a-~If-1
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r rn ( rre ~ 1) r m f 2 31 6 r nz 111
IL (Kv)2 L k"v ~ vJ ~ vz ILKv ~ vJl J

The distribution of LP~ ( defined by ( 2.24)) is obtained by conditioning on
the length of a backward recurrence time of a down-period, that is distributed
according to the following distribution function (Ross [1983], Proposition 3.4.5):

1 r
E[D],~

P(D ) ~)dx.
0

The first two moments of L~~ depend on E[D], E[D2] and E(D3] in the fol-
lowiag way.

E[LPD] - ~ E[Dz]2E[D]'

E[LP~] - ~ E[D~] -~ ~a E[D3]
2E[D] 3E[D]'

where 2E~o~ and É~~~ equal the first two moments of the excess down-time.

The moments of L,~,I~G~lic ( 2.23) follow from known results on the ordinary
M~G~1 queue ( cf. Kleinrock [1975] or Jain [1991]) by considering completion
times instead of service times. Suppose customers arrive at a single server
according to a Poisson(.~) process, where they require an amount. of service time
S that is generally distributed. No explicit expressions exist for the distribution
of the number of customers in the system at a random point in time (L,yl~c~l).
The mean and the variance are given by the following expressions.

E[LM~~~1] - ~E[S] f ~2E[S~]
2(1- aE[S])'

Var[L.ar~c~i] - E[L,vt~c~i] ~ ,~2 ~E[S2] - E[S]2~
~3E[S3] ~4E(S2]2

~ 3(1 - ~E[S]) ~ 4[1 - ~lE[S]]2.

(2.36)

(2.37)

As described in Section 2.3.'l, we can intíate the service times 5' with possible
interruptions (due to server breakdown) to obtain the so-called completion
times C. The mean and variance of L,yr~c~iic are obtained by substituting
E[C], E[C~] and E[C3] for E[S], E[S~] and E[S3] respectively in (2.36) and
(2.37). The moments of C are obtained from the Laplace-Stieltjes transform,
which has been derived by Gaver [1962]:

U(s) - V(s f Q- QF(s)), (2.38)
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where F(s), V(s) and II(s) denote the Laplace-Stieltjes transforms of D. S and
C respectively. Differentiation of (2.38) leads to the following expressions for
E[C], E[C~J and E[C3].

E[CJ - E[S][1 f QE[D]],

E[C~] - E[S~][1 f QE[D]]~ f~E[S]E[D~],

E[C3] - E[S~1 [1 ~ ~E[D]]~ ~- ~Efs]E[D~]
f 3~E[SZ]E[DZ][1 f ~E[D]].

Appendix 2.B Matrix-geometric solution

For a general explanation of matrix-geometric solutions in stochastic models
we refer to Neuts (1981] or ~Telson [1991]. Here, we restrict ourselves to the
solution of an M~M~1 queue in a Markovian environment (see Section 2.3.1 or
Neuts (1981] for a definition).

Let ~a denote the diagonal matrix diag(al, ..., a~s~ ) for some vector (al, ...,
a~s~). Then by lexicographically ordering the state space, the queue may be
studied as a quasi birth-death process (Neuts [1981], p.258), with generator G~
given by

.4i -~ A2 Ao 0 0
A2 A1 Ao 0
0 A2 Ai Ao

Q - 0 0 A ~~ .A ~

where

Ao :- o(a);
A~ :- Q - o(a f ~),
A~ .- o(~).

The state ( i. j), i~ 0, 1 c j C ~S~, corresponds to a queue length i and
an environmental state j. Let ~r denote the stationary probability vector of
Q(the environmental Markov chain). Then the queue is stable if and only if
(Neuts [1981])

(2.39)

To obtain the stationary proba-bility vector of the quasi birth-death process we
need the matrix R, which is the minimal non-negative solution of the equation

R2Az f R.ql -~ Ao - 0. (2.40)
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Let

Bz - -A2Ai i,

Bo - -A~Ai I.

Then, R is numerically solved from (2.40) by successive substitution:

R„fl - R; Bz f B~, n 1 1,

Ri - Bo.

The iteration is stopped when

max{R,,}1 [i, j] - R,L[i, j]} C e. (e - 1.0E - 7)
~.~Es

It ca,l be shown that the sequence {R~} is entry-wise non-decreasing and con-
verges monotonically to a non-negative matrix R which satisfies Equation (2.40)
(Neuts [1981]). Provided (2.39) holds, the following relationship can be used
to check the accuracy of R:

R~.-~.

Now, the stationary probability vector x-(xo, ~i, ...) -(~o,i, ..-~ xo,~s~ a xi,i~ ...,
~l,~s~,...) of the stable queue is a matrix-geometric ,vrobability vector, and is
given by (cf. Theorem 2.3.2, and Neuts [1981]):

x~ - ~r(I - R)Rk, k) 0.

The following relationship can be used to check the accuracy of ~r~ , k 1 0:
x
~ ~~ - ~r.
ti-o
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Chapter 3

A Two-Machine Repair Model with
Variable Repair Rate

A two-unit cold standby production-system with one repairman is
considered. After inspection of a failed unit the repairman chooses
either a slow or a fast repair rate to carry out the corresponding
amount of work. At system-breakdown the repairman has an addi-
tional opportunity to switch to the fast rate. If there are no fixed
costs associated with system breakdowns, then the policy which
minimizes long-run average costs is shown to be a two-dimensional
control limit rule. If fixed costs are incurred every time the system
breaks down, then the optimal policy is not necessarily of control
limit type. This is illustrated by a counterexample. Furthermore,
we present several performance measures for this maintenance sys-
tein controlled by a two-dimensional control liniit rule.

3.1 Introduction

In the classical machine repair problein there is a pool of repairmen maintaining
a finite number of machines. Since each repairman can serve only one machine
at a time, an interfe~rence problem exists as soon as the number of machines

..4 ............ .. ,.,],. Fl.,. .-. „1.,,., ,.F.. „:t,.l.l,. TL... .... .,1.:...,.ri,quiriaig iiiu,iaiwuca~ia~,~,. c,:íi.ccuo ~tic iiuiiivci vi icpáiriilcii avaiiavic. 1 iic iii~tciliiic

repair problem is also known as machine interference problem and as finite
source queueing problem.

In this chapter we focus on controlling a production system by adjusting
the repair rate. Our system consists of two units and a single repairman. The
system is considered to be `up' if one unit is operating and the other one is
either under repair or kept in spare position (cold standby). At breakdown of
the operational unit, this unit is sent into the repair facility to be repaire~d.
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The spare unit takes over the working position. The system goes `down' if a
unit is still under repair at breakdown of the other one. Then, at completion
of the ongoing repair the repaired unit enters the operating position, a repair
is started on the failed unit, and the overall system recovers to up state.

After inspection of a failed unit the repairman knows how much work is to
be performed. Then he has the option to choose either a slow or a fast repair
rate to carry out this amount of work. When the system breaks down while the
repairman is working at slow rate, he has an additional opportunity to switch
to the fast rate.

In Section 3.2, we prove that if there are no positive fixed costs associated
with overall system breakdowns, then the policy which minimizes the long-
run average costs is a two-dimensional control limit rule (also called threshold
policy). If fixed costs are incurred every time the system breaks down, then
the optimal policy is not necessarily of control limit type. This is illustrated
by an example where a four-region policy is shown to be the optimal one. In
Section 3.3, assuming a two-dimensional control limit rule to be imposed on
our system, we present explicit expressions from which the long-run average
costs, all moments of system up- and down-times, and an additional number
of operational characteristics can be calculated.

An extensive survey of papers on various types of machine repair problems
that appeared since the 1976 survey of Pierskalla 8L Voelker [1976] can be
found in Cho óc Parlar [1991]. In many papers structural results are derived on
optimal policies such that the long-run average costs are minimized. Systems
are controlled, for instance, by reduction of the number of repairmen (e.g.
Winston [1978], Albright [1980]); by opening or closing the repair shop (e.g.
Hatoyama [1977]); by taking operating units out for preventive maintenance
(e.g. Kawai [1981], Hatoyama [1977]); etc.

Relatively few papers consider direct control of the repair rate of the repair-
men (Crabill [1974], Winston [1977], Albright [1980], Weber 8e Stidham [1987],
Karmeshu 8i Jaiswal [1981]). They all assume the repair rate to depend on
the number of units that, have broken down and are waiting for repair. A gen-
eral conclusion is that the optimal repair rate is a non-decreasing function of
the number of failed units. In these papers, however, failure and repair times
are exponentially distributed; fixed costs related to changing the repair rate
or with a system breakdown are not considered; and the repair rate is chosen
independently of the actual amount of work that is to be performed. In our sit-
uation failure and repair times have general probability distribution functions.
We also investigate the influence of fixed costs on the structure of the optimal
policy. Furthermore, in our model we allow the repair rate to depend on both
the number of failed units and on the amount of work to be carried out on the
unit that is under repair.

Throughout this chapter we make the following assumptions.
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Assumption 3.1 The amoant of work that is required to restore a failed unit
into `as good as new' condition, is known before the repair is started.

This amount of work becomes known after inspection of the unit. This in-
formation is used to decide whether to start a repair at fast or at slow rate.
At system breakdown, the residual amount of work is equal to the original
amount of work minus the amount of work carried out during operation of the
last working unit.

Assumption 3.2 It is not possible to switch back to slow rate during a fast
re.pair.

Assumption 3.3 The repairman retarns to slow rate at completion of every
repair.

Assumptions 2 and 3 are explained by assuming that a regular maintenance
crew is present permanently, working at a certain (slow) rate. If necessary,
an additional crew is hired to increase the repair rate. The additional crew is
hired on a contractual basis for one repair task only. So, even if two consecutive
repairs have to be carried out at fast rate, a fixed cost is charged for each of
them.

We use the following notation:

. Q~ :- slow repair rate,

~ Q2 :- fast repair rate (~Z ~ al ),

~ ci :- variable cost rate for repairing at rate Qi,

~ c2 :- variable cost rate for repairing at rate Q2,

. R"2 :- fixed costs to start a repair at ( or switch to) fast rate a2,

~ c,~ :- variable cost rate during down-time ( e.g. loss of production),

~ Iíu :- fixed costs at start of system down-period,

. L:- lifetime of a unit ( i.i.d. with general distribution function
F~t~. i~ n. Frni - n~-,-„~- ,-,.-, ..,.

. F(l) :- 1- F(l); l) 0,

. hi :- ~~l dF(l) c x,
0

. b~' :- amount of work for a repair (i.i.d. with general distribution
function G(w); w 1 0),
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. G(u~) :- 1 - G(w); v~ ~ 0,

x

. icW :- ~ u~ dG(w) G oo.
0

Now we make an additional assurnptioir on the variable down costs c,~,.

Assurnption 3.4 There e~ists a policy with average costs (AC) less t,han- c~~.
i.e. cd 1 AC.

If Assumption 3.4 is not fulfilled, then either the production system should be
closed or the design should be adjusted to make the system profitable.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 considers the optimal control
of the repair unit. First, in Section 3.21, we describe our system by a semi-
Markov decision process. In Section 3.2.2, we give a definition of a control limit
rule. Then, in Theorem 3.2.1, we show that at system-breakdown, the repair
rate is switched to the fast rate Q2 according t.o a control limit rule. In the
next two theorems we assume Kd, - 0(no fixed costs at system-breakdown). In
Theorem 3.2.2, we prove that the repair rate to start a repair is chosen according
to a control limit rule. For the special case that no additional opportunity exists
to switch to Q2 at system-breakdown, in Theorern 3.2.3, we prove the repair
rate to be chosen according to a cont.rol limit rule as well. If Kd ) 0, then t.he
optimal rate to start a repair is not necessarily chosen according to a control
limit rule. This is illustrated by a counterexample in Section 3.2.3. Assuming
a two-dimensional control limit rule to be applied, in Section 3.3 we present
performance rneasures such as long-run average costs, all moments of system
up- and down-times, system availability, etc.

3.2 Optimal control

The repair rates are chosen such that the long-run average costs are minimized.
While repairing at slow rate ~i (fast rate Qz), a cost cr (cz) per unit of time~
is incurred. Fixed costs KZ are charged every t.ime when either a fast. rate
Q2 is chosen at the beginning of a repair, or when the repair rate is switched
from Qi to ~2 at the beginning of a down-period. Due to loss of production
an additional variable cost rate cd is incurred during down-time. There are
fixed costs Kd every time the system breaks down. Lifetimes (L) of the units
are i.i.d. according to a general distribution function F(l); l 1 0 with finite
mean ~~. The amounts of work that have to be performed on failed units
form a sequence of i.i.d. random variables with general distribution function
G(ur); w 1 0 with finite mean ieW. Repaired units are `as good as new'.
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3.2.1 Semi-Markov decision process
The system is inspected at two types of decision epochs: either when a new
unit enters operation and a repair is started on the other one, or when the
operating unit just failed and repair on the other unit has not been finished
yet (system breakdown). Inspection reveals the system to be in a state x E X.
The infinite state space X is defined by:

X.- {(U, w), (D, Qi, w), (D, Q2i w); w] 0},

where

U(D) denotes that a new repair is to be started (an ongoing
repair has to be continued at system breakdown),

~i ,~z denotes the current repair rate,
w denotes the amount of work (still) to be carried out

on t.he unit currently under repair.

If a new repair is started, then after inspection the repairman finds the system
in a state (U, w) and has to choose either a slow or a fast rate to perform this
repair. If the repairman is working at slow rate, then at system breakdown
he has to decide to continue working at slow rate or to switch to fast rate.
Formally, if at an inspection epoch the system is in state x E X, then the
repairman has to choose an action a E A(x). The finite action space A(x) is
given by:

{~r, a-2} if x E {(U, w), (D, Qi, w); w~ 0},

if x E {(D, Qz, w); w) 0},

where ~r, Q2 denotes the rate at which the current (residual) repair will be
continued.

A stationary policy rr is employed, i.e. the repair rate chosen depends on
the present state of the system only:

~r(x) E A(x); x E X. (3.2)

This controlled dynamic system is a semi-Markov decision process because the
following properties are satisfied (cf. Tijms ([1986]). The time until, and the
~r~r., .,t fh.. ..r .l, ,.r, ,l„ ...t ..1. at... ..~ v ,-.a.i~w~.. u~, ~..., ...,,.~ u.;~iSivii ~pv.,a. ucpci.u viii.y' Oiï i~uc pïcScii~ State x C ~~ aiiu

the chosen action Q E A(x), and are thus independent of the past history of
the system. Also, the costs incurred until the next decision epoch depend only
on the present state, and the action chosen in that state.
Let

r(x; Q) .- expected time until the next decision epoch, given that

the current state of the system is x E X and an action
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Q E A(:r) is chosen.

c(x; Q) .- expected cost incurred during the time until the next

decision epoch, given that the current state of the

system is x E X and an action a E A(x) is chosen.

P(.~x; a) :- probability distribution of the state of the system at

the next decision epoch, given that the current state

of the system is x E X, and action Q E A(x) is chosen.

In Appendix 3.A we show that, in case G(.) has finite support, there exists a
bounded function v(x), x E X and a constant g, which satisfy the following
set of average cost optinzality eqaatiores.

v(x) - min { c(x; ~) - 9r(x; Q) ~- J v(y) dP(y~x; Q) }; x E X.
oEa(~~ l yEx JJJ

(3.3)

According to Ross [1970], for any policy which, when in state x, selects an action
minimizing the right-hand side of (3.3), we have that the long-run average costs
are minimized and are equal to g. So to find the optimal policy ~r' we have to
investigate which decision is to be made such that. (3.3) is minimized.

In our model T(x; Q) and c(x; a) are given by the following expressions:
w

T(D,~i,w;~i) - -,

r(D, Qi, w; a2)

T (D, ~2, w; ~2)

T(U,w;Qi)

T(U,w;~a)

c(D, ai, w; Qi )

c(D, ~i ~ w; ~a )

c(D, a2, w; ~2)

w
Kd -i- (cl ~ cd) á ,

i
w

Kd f K2 -~ (c2 ~- cd) ~ ,
a

w
Kd~(c2~cd)~ ,

z
f w

c(U,w;Q1) - cl J al l dF(l) ~ w F(w)
o Qi Qi

ci ~ - ~ ~ F(t) dt~ ,
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c(L', w; az) - K2 ~- c2
rw
IL a2

- J n2 F(t) dt J .

Substituting these expressions for 7(x; a) and c(~; Q) into (3.3), gives us the
optimality equations for our semi-Markov decision process:

v(U, w) - min S cl I w ul F(t) dt Jl L~~ ~~~
f Ui

-~ J o v(D, a1,w-Qll) dF(l) ~ F(oi )Z,
0

K2 f c2 I 2 - J '2 F(t) dt J
~~~~ v(D, Q2i w-~2l) dF(l) f F(~)Z ~- 9p~, (3.4)

0

v(D, al, w) - min ~ (ci f c~t - 9) ~, K2 f(c2 ~ cd - 9)
2~

fKd ~ Z, (3.5)

v(D, ~2i w) -(c2 f c~ - g) w f K~ ~ Z, (3.6)
Q2

where

Z:- J x v(U, w) dG(w).
0

3.2.2 Control limit rule

From (3.1) we observe that there are two types of decision epochs in which an
actual decision should be made: (Il, w) and (D, Ql, w). (Due to Assumption 3.2
in (D, o2i w) the repair rate remains unchanged). For any stationary policy ~r,
we define (cf. (3.2)):

~rv(w) :- ~r(U,w),

~~(w) ~- ~(D, ~i, w).

Definition 3.2.1 For any stationary policy ~r, we call ~v a Control Limit Rule
CLR(m~) if there exists some threshold value m~ such that:

0

~r~(w) -~2 iff w 1 mU.
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For rrp a similar definition of CLR(mp) applies. If ~rU is CLR(mU) and ~rp is
CLR(mp) then the overall system is controlled by a two-dimensional control
limit rnle CLR(mi,,mp). The optimal policy is denoted by ~r' with corre-
sponding ~rU and ~rD.

In Theorem 3.2.1, we prove that in state (D, a.r, w) the repair rate is
switched from ~r to Q2 according to a cont.rol limit rule CLR(mp), no matter
what (stationary) policy is followed in states (U, w). For Kd - 0, and using
the result of Theorem 3.2.1, we prove in Theorem 3.2.2 that in state (U, w) the
fast rate Q2 is chosen according to a control limit rule CLR(mU) as well. In
Theorem 3.2.3, we consider a restricted version of the model presented so far.
In this adapted version we assume that it is not possible to change the repair
rate during an ongoing repair. This means that in state (U, w) a repair rate is
chosen which holds for the entire repair task. For such situations with k"d - 0,
in Theorem 3.2.3 again we prove that the optimal rate is chosen according
to a CLR. However, if Kd ~ 0 then the optimal policy in state (U, w) is not
necessarily a CLR. A counterexample and an intuitive explanation are given in
Section 3.2.3.

Theorem 3.2.1 ~rD is a control limit rule CLR(mp).

Proof: From (3.5) we conclude that az is chosen in state (D, vr, w) iff
w w

K2f(c2fcd-g)- G (cl~cd-g)- ~
~z ~r

w ~Cr fCd -g - C2~Cd -g
i ~1 .2

~r ~a

If
cr~-cd-9 ~ cz~-cd-g

~r - ~z

then (3.7) will not hold for any w 1 0. So, the repairman will never switch to
~2 (mp .- oo) -

If
C1 ~ Cd - 9 , C2 ~ Cd - g

Q1 Q2

then Q2 is chosen iff

w 1 mp,

where

mp :- K2
~r ~2~ ~cr~cd~g-c~~cd~g~

So, a2 is chosen according to a control limit rule.
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Remark 3.2.1 In Theorem 3.2.1 we havc not. used any information about
the structure of the (stat.ionary) policy employed in state (U, w). Actually,
assurning an arbitrary stationary policy to be employed in state (U, w), one
can construct an alternative semi-Markov decision process on the embedded
states {(D, Q, w); w 10, Q E{vi , Qz}} only. From the corresponding optimality
equations it is easy to see that. the condit.ions for the repairman to choose Q2
in state (D, ar, u~) are sirnilar to those found in the proof of Theorem 3.2.1.
So, in state (D,~r,~w) the repair rate is switched from Qt to v2 according to
a control limit rule CLR(mo), no matter what stationary policy is followed in
state (U, w). 0

In Theorem 3.2.1 we have shown that the best way of switching to ~2 at the
beginning of a down-period, is according to a CLR. Therefore, in Theorem 3.2.2
we assume ~rU to be CLR(~no), where mo is the optimal control limit in state
(D, ar, w), as defined by (3.8).

Theorem 3.2.2 If K~ - 0 and either `r- )~ or F(l) is IFR, then ~rU is aQ, ~z
control lim,it rule CLR(~na~ J.

Proof: Consider the optimality equations (3.4) to (3.6) with Kd - 0. First we
substitute (3.6) into (3.4). By changing the order of integration, this simplifies
the second minimization ternr of (3.4):

K2 f cz ~~~ - ~~~ F(t) dt~ ~- ~~~ v(D,Q2iw-azl) dF(l) -~ F(az)Z

c2 ~
- K2~-wf(cd-g)~~ F(t)dt~Z.

~2 0
For the remainder of this proof we distinguish three cases.

Case (i) ct ~ cd - 9 ~ c2 f cd - 9.
~r ~z

From the proof of Theorem 3.2.1 we know that in this case in state (D, ar, w)
alwa,ys ~r is chosen. In (U, u~) there is even less reason to work at fast rate, as
no variable down costs c~ are accounted (initially) and Kd - 0. So, one would
expect al to be optimal in this case. This is just what happens. From (3.5) we
see:

v(D, ~r, w) -(cr ~- cd - g) w~- Z.
~r

(3.10)

Substitution of (3.10) into (3.4), and using (3.9) yields:
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cl ~
v(U, w) - min ~w-~ (cd - g) ~~ F(t) dt ,

a~,a~ Q

Now Q2 is chosen iff

I~z f ~~ w~ (cd - g) ~~~ F(t) dt ~ f Z- 9h~. (3.11)

K2 -~ ~~ w -}- (cd - g) ~ ~~ F(t) dt G ~~ w f (cd - g) ~ ~~ F(t) dt ~
0

(cd - 9) f ol F(t) dt ~ L cl - ~2 J w ~ K2. (3.12)
o~l a2~2

However,

(cd - 9) ~w F(t) dt f ~~i - ~~ ~ w
~1 Q2

2

c r cl -f- cd -
9- ca ~ cd - g J ,w G 0.L ~i ~z

(3.13)

By combining (3.12) and (3.13) we conclude that. al is chosen for all w 1 0
(ma - ~).

-

Case (ii) ci ~ cd - g ~ cz f cd - 9 and w G m~.
Q1 Q2

As in case (i), we note that if condition (ii) holds in a down-state (D, Ql, w),
then ~1 is chosen (due to Theorem 3.2.1). Again we prove that QI is optimal
in (U, w) as well, which is intuitively clear. In (3.4) v(D, Qi, w-~il) only
occurs for

0 C w- vll G w G mD.

So, again (3.10) is to be substituted into (3.4). From (3.11) we see that
chosen if (3.12) holds. However,

(cd - 9) fw 1 F(t) dt f ~~i - á2 J w
oz

G Icl~-cd-g-c2-Fca-gl m - k
D 2,

Q1

~Z is

(3.14)
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by (3.8). Now again by combining ( 3.12) and (3.14) we conclude that Ql is
chosen for all w 1 0.

Case (iii) cl ~ c`~ - g 1 c2 ~ cd - g and w 1 mD.
Q1 Q2

In this situation a non-trivial control limit is to be expected. Furthermore, in
this case we will actually use the condition that either á)~ or F(l) is IFR.
From Theorem 3.2.1 we know that ~2 is chosen in state (D, ~1i w- Qll) iff

w- Qll 1 mD C~ 0 G l G (w - mD)~~1,

and vl is chosen otherwise. We use this result to simplify the first minimization
term in (3.4):

I

~~ v(D, ~i, w-Qil) dF(l) f F(~)Z -

~~~~ [Ka f(c2 f cd - g)
w- Qil ~

Z~ dF(l)
~2

f

(cz f cd - 9) ~~ ~ ~~ F(t) dt -f- (ci f cd - g) ~~~~o F(t) dt ~ Z. (3.15)
v,

After substitution of (3.9) and ( 3.15) into ( 3.4) we finally find that Q2 is chosen
ifF

K(w) ) CH(w), (3.16)

where

K(w) .-

~( w - ~il ~ Z~ dF l (Q )clfcd-g) () -~ F - Z -

i -~o
ol

-mD

[1 - F(t)] dt,

H(w) :- Iw 1 [1 - F(t)] dt,
.l 02

C .- (cd-9),I~i f cl~-c~-9-c2~cd-gJ~
` L ~1

Q1

QZ

(3.17)

Due to Assumption 3.4 cd 1 g, and thus C 1 0. From ( 3.16), it is easy to see
that the optimal policy is CLR if 0 G C G 1. We have not been able, however,
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to derive a similar general result for C) 1 without the additional assumptions
of the theorem. Furthermore, since C contains g, the condition 0 G C G 1
cannot be checked beforehand, which makes it useless for practical purposes.

To obtain suf6cient conditions that guarantee the optimality of a CLR, we
note that

K(m~) - 0 ; lim K(w) -~L ] 0,
u!~x

cx(m~) - c ~ ~ [i - F(t)] dt ~ o ; lim cx(w) - o.
~n~D za--~z

02

SO.

K(m~) G CH(m~) ; K(oo) 1 CH(oo). (3.18)

This implies that K(w) and CH(w) intersect at least once; K(w) lies below
CH(w) initially and exceeds CH(w) finally. A first conclusion from (3.18) is
that there exists some 0 G w G oo, such that Q2 is chosen for all w) w.

From (3.16) and (3.18) we see that a necessary and sufficient condition for a
CLR to be optimal, is that K(w) and CH(w) intersect only once. A sufficient.
(not necessary) condition to guarantee this is:

K'(w) 1 CH'(w), for w~ S, (3.19)

where K'(w) and H'(w) denote the derivatives of K(w) and H(w), respectively:

K'(w) :- ~~ ~1 - F(woi`o)~ 1 0, (3.20)

H'(w) :- ~~ ~1 - F(~~ )~ - 2[1 - F( a2 )] E IR , (3.21)

and
S:- first intersection point; K(S) - CH(S); K'(S) ) CH'(S).

A sufFicient condition which guarantees ( 3.19) is:

~' ? ~2. (3.22)
Q1 Q2

From (3.21) we see that in this case

CH'(w) G C~1 - 1~~1 - F(u~ ~.ao)~
Q1 Q2

[~~ - ~~~- r ~' ~~ 1 ~l - F( ~~-~`o )~ C K~(zu).
I ~lfCd-9 - ~2f~d-91 Q1 `~1L al 02 J
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So, if (3.22) holds then the optimal policy is CLR.

Another condition sufficient for (3.19) to hold, is that the lifetime distribution
function with density function f(l) is IFR, i.e. F(l) has an Increasing Failure
RatF:

1 f(F(~) ~ 1 f(F(y)' for x G~, (3.23)

which is explained as follows. From (3.17) and (3.21) we see:

H(0) - 0; H'(0) ] 0; H(oc) - 0.

In Lemma 3.B.1 we prove that if F(l) is IFR, then H(~w) is unimodal, i.e. H(w)
reaches its maximum in wy (say) and

H'(w) 1 0, for Oc wGwfi,
H'(w) G 0, for w) wH.

If S 1 wH then (3.19) is certainly satisfied because H'(w) G 0 for w) S. If
S G wH then consider

K'(u~)
L(w) :- H~(w~, for S G w G w"y.

Now (3.19) is satisfied if

L(w) 1 C, for S G w G wH. (3.24)

A sufficient condition to guarantee ( 3.24) is for S G w G wH:

L'(w) 1 0 ~

1 l ( 21!-~2p )al o~

1 - F( w-~"n
)al

á f(ol)- óf(~Z)1 2G
~ [1 - F(Q; )] - ~ [1 - F( ~z )~ ~

which is satisfied if F(l) is IFR. Thus ( 3.19) is satisfied, which is a sufficient
condition for a CLR to be optimal. ~

In Theorem 3.2.2, the condition ~ 1~~ has an intuitively appealing interpre-
tation. Repairing at rate Q; costs c2 per unit of time, while Qi units of work are
performed per unit of time ( i - 1, 2). Thus ó denotes the cost of performing
one unit of work at rate QZ. If ~)~ then working at fast rate a2 reduces
both variable repair costs and the expécted length of a down-period. Once w
is so large that K2 is sufficiently compensated by these reductions, there is no
reason to believe Ql to become optimal again for larger values of w.
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The case 1 c`~ is less evident, because working at slow rate is cheapest.a7 02
Both K2 and the additional variable repair costs have to be fully compen-
sated by a reduction of the expected down-time. Once w and ~ are given,
the expected down-time is determined by the lifetime distribution F(l). Theo-
rem 3.2.2 states that ~~ is a control limit rule if F(l) is IFR, which is intuitively
clear. We have not been able, however, to develop intuitive arguments to ex-
plain why a control limit rule would not be optimal if both ~- C~ and F(l)al oy
is non-IFR.

Theorem 3.2.3 considers a restricted model where the repair rate cannot be
switched during an ongoing repair. This is equivalent with setting mD - oo in
the general model considered in Theorems 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. For this restricted
model we prove in Theorem 3.2.3 that ~U is a CLR, without any limitations on
either F(l) or the variable cost rates.

Since the repair rate remains unchanged at system-breakdown, we have to
consider embedded states (U, w) only. Thus we have to consider a modified
semi-Markov decision process with corresponding state space X and action
space A(x) given by:

X :- {w; w 7 0},

A(x) .- {Qi, Qz}, x E X.

r(x;~) and c(x;Q) are given by:

T(w~ ~1)

T(w~~2)

~al ~`-' dF(l) f ~zl dF(l)
o ~1

ol

- ~`-' ~- ~x F(t) dt,
~1 ol

?" ~ ~w F(t) dt,
~2

02

c(w; Qi ) - ci w~- K~F( ~)~ cd
Q1

w
c1 ~ f KdF( á)~- cd

i

J. ó,

ó;

w - l dF(l)
~1

F(t) dt,

c(w;Q2) - K2 f c2 w~- KdF(ó ) f cd ~~~ F(t) dt.
~2 2 0

As in the general case, it can be shown that for this model there exist v(x), x E
X and g which satisfy the average cost optimality equations ( cf. (3.3)):

f f x
v(w) - min ( cl - g)~ f KdF( á1 )~ CdJ o ~ F(t) dt - gJ F(t) dt ,

o,
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K2 f(c2 - g) w~ KdF( z)~cd ~~ F(t) dt - g 1~ F(t) dt
a2 o J

02

~- ~~ v(w) dG(w).
0

a2

65

(3.25)

Theorem 3.2.3 If Kd - 0 then in the restricted model ~~ is a control limit
rule CLR(mU).

Proof: If Kd - 0 then from ( 3.25) we see that Ql is chosen if:

KZ f(c2 f cd - g) á2 - cd J a 2 [1 - F(t)] dt - g J ~[1 - F(t)] dt ]
02

w
(ci -~- cd - g)- - cd

al G [1 - F(t)] dt - g J w [1 - F(t)] dt ~
al

K2- [ci~cd-g - c~~cd-g~wf(cd-g)~~~[1-F(t)] dt?0
Q1 Q2

~

H(w) ~ Cw - K, (3.26)

where H(w) is defined by ( 3.17) and

C :-
[cifcd-g-c2fcd-g~ c i

[ d-g]- ,
Q1 ~2

K :- Í1'2~(~d~ - g)-

Due to Assumption 3.4 K] 0. In Lemma 3.B.2 (Appendix 3.B), it is shown
that

H(aw) 1 aH(w), forw70 and OCacl.

Now suppose (3.26) is satisfied for some mU ) 0, i.e. ~1 is chosen if w- m~.
Then

H(mU) 1 Cm~l - K.

Then using Lemma 3.B.2, for 0 C a C 1:

H(crmU) ) aH(m.t;) 1 c~(CmLr - K) 1 Camt; - K.

Thus,

d 0 G w C m.~,. : H(w) ) Cw - h.

So, if Ql is the optimal repair rate for some mU ) 0, then Ql is the optimal
choice for all 0 c w G m~r. This is exactly the definition of a control limit rule
(cf. Definition 3.2.1). O
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3.2.3 Counterexample: four-region policy

If Kd 1 0 then the opt.imal policy in (U, w) is not always a control limit rule.
It may be a four-region(rnl, rraz, m3) policy which is defined as follows:

if w E{(0, mi] U (m.2i m3] }, then Qi is chosen,

if w E{(m1im2] U(m3ioo)}, then ~2 is chosen,

where

0 C ml C rn2 C m3 C oc.

The optimality of this four-region policy is intuitively argued as follows. If
w E(0, mi] then the probability of a system-breakdown is negligible. So,
there is no need to switch to the fast rate ~r2. If w E(ml, m2] there may be
a considerable chance of a system-breakdown occurring during a slow repair,
incurring fixed costs Kd. One may prevent the system from breaking down by
switching to 02. Then the expected down costs are reduced such t.hat K2 is
sufficiently compensated. If w E(m2i m3] then there may be a considerable
chance of a system-breakdown, even when repairing at fast rate. So, in this
case Kz has to be compensated mostly by a reduction of variable repair and
down costs. If this reduction is too small then Ql becoines optimal again. For
u~ ] rn3 the reduction of variable costs may be such that switching to a2 is
just.ified.

The previous reasoning is illustrated by a small example.

L - 100 (dete~rministic),

W E W :- {4,104,204,1000},

P(W - w) - 0.25, w E W,

~i - 1, ~a - 2,
ci-1, c2-2, cd-10.

hd, K2 1 0.

This example inhibits all properties just. mentioned. If w- 4 then the system
will not break down, even when ~i is applied. If w- 104 then the system
breaks down when ~i is applied, whereas the system keeps operating when Q2
is applied. If w- 204 then the system breaks down, even if a2 is applied.

Several policies are excluded from consideration beforehand. In Theo-
rem 3.2.1 we have shown that the optimal switching policy at the beginning of
a down-period is of CLR type. So, only CLR policies are considered in state
(D, Qi, u~). Furthermore, all policies that choose a2 in state (U, 4) are non-
optimal, because a fixed cost K2 is incurred whereas no variable cost savings
are made.

For each of the remaining twenty policies we have derived explicit expres-
sions for the average cost as fimction of Iid and Kz (using a regenerative
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approach, which is explained in Section 3.3.1). Now consider a four-region pol-
icy ~r4, which never switches rates in a down-state, and which chooses Ql in
(U, w) if w E {4, 204} and ~2 if w E {104, 1000}. By comparing the average
cost function of ~r~ with all other average cost functions, we conclude that ~r4
out.performs all control limit rules if the following three conditions on Kd and
h'2 are satisfied:

k'd G 13026 - 27.087i2,

Ii~~ ~ 1344 - 5.43K2,

K~ ] 1.02K2 - 12.

n~ is optimal if (3.27) is replaced by

Kd G 1344 - 1.90Kz.

(3.27)

Since the ainount of work tiï~ is completely known to the repairinan after inspec-
tion, its distribution fiznction G(w) does not have any influence on the form of
the optiinal policy. Note that in both intuitive reasoning and the example, the
repair policy is tuned to the~ chance of the occurrence of a system breakdown,
which in turn is detertnined by the lifetiine distribution F(l). We expect the
optimality of a non-CLR. in state (U, u~) with Kd 1 0 to depend strongly on the
forin of F(1). If F(l) is a continuous distribution function and if Qi (variance
of L) deviates significantly from zero, then no accurate prediction of L can be
given. In this case the long-run average cost function will be quite insensitive
to the form of the repair policy applied. So, even if a non-CLR is the optimal
policy, the best CLR will be close to optimaL If Qi is close to zero then it may
be possible to fine-tune the repa.ir policy to the quite deterministic lifetimes of
the units such that a non-CLR is optimal.

3.3 Performance under CLR(mU, mD)

3.3.1 Average cost function
In this section we compute the long-run a~erage cost AC(nz~-, mo) of con-
trolling our two-unit standby syst.e~rn by a two-dimensional control liinit rule
CLR(m~~, mD). This forinula may be useful when searching for the optimal
valiiPC nf m., anrl yn.,

The time epochs at which one unit starts operating and an (instantaneous)
inspection is carried out. on the other one, are regeneration points for the sys-
tem. The evolution in tiine of our system can be rnodelled by a regenerative
process, i.e. after every regeneration point the system evolves as if it has just
been started. The time between two regeneration points is called a cycle. From
the theory of regene~rative processes (cf. Tijms [1986]) we know that the average
cost function can be obtained froni:
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E[cycle cost]
AC(m~,m~) :- E[cycle length] ~

( 3.28)

The expected length of a cycle is obtained from:

E[cycle length] :- tcL ~ P( L C ó~E[Down], (3.29)

where t.he probability of a system-breakdown within a cycle is given by:
m ~- oc

P (L c ó ) - ~ F(~ ) dG(w) ~ ~ F(z ) dG(w), (3.30)
0 mU

and

E[Down] :- expected length of a system down-period,

which is computed in Section 3.3.2. The expected cost during one cycle is
computed from:

E[cycle cost] :- c1E(time Ql] ~ KZP(v2 is chosen) f c2E[time Q2]

~ P (L c ó ~ (Kd -~ cdE[Down]), (3.31)

where E[time ~i] denotes the expected time the repairman is working at rate
o~ per cycle (i - 1, 2).

E[time Ql] - J mD w dG(w)
o ~i

~1 l dF l f w F( ) dG(w),~ u mD ( )
wómn

o ~1
~mu

f
mD

E[time Qz]
iitU al

m.D 0

P(QZ is chosen) -

- n` D

m D

w-~il dF(l) dG(w) f~x w dG(w),
Q2 mU ~2

F( ~" ~~n ) dG(w) ~- G(m~).

It is not possible to derive a closed-form expression for AC(mU, m~). After
reduction, (3.29) and (3.31) have to be evaluated using some numerical routines.

3.3.2 Moments of system up- and down-times

Often long-run average measures as defined in Section 3.3.1 provide insufficient
information about the actual way a system will be operating. For planning
purposes it may be important, e.g., to be able to predict the length of an
arbitrary down-period. In such situat.ions it is useful to know the moments
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(mean, variance, etc.) of system up- and down-times, which are obtainable
from the corresponding Laplace transforms ( with s) 0):

x
~~r(s) .- ~ e-5tP(U~ ) t) dt ,

0
~D(s) - ~x e-.StP(Down ) t) dt .

0

Furthermore, ~~(s) denotes the Laplace transform of the lifetime distribution
function. Using the regenerative nature of our system (cf. Section 3.3.1), in
Theorem 3.3.1 we present a closed-form expression of ~U(s). Theorem 3.3.2
gives ~o(s).

Theorem 3.3.1

~u(s) -~z,(s) ~ ~1 - 7(s)~ , s 1 0,

where

~y(s) :- ~ ~' e-s~G(~it) dF(t)
0

~~-s~
e-'tG(Q2t) dF(t) - G(m~r) J~ e-st dF(t).

02 aZ

Proof: We consider an arbitrary regeneration cycle (cf. Section 3.3.1) to begin
at time 0 with

L .- lifetime of the unit operating in that cycle,

R .- repair time of the unit under repair in that cycle.

We need the conditional probability that the repair will have been completed
before the operating unit fails, given that it fails at time l; i.e. we need the
conditional repair time distribution given that no additional opportunity to
switch repair rates has occurred yet:

P(Rcl ~ L-l)

- PCá cl; WCm~) ~ PCW Gl; Yi~')mi~)

G(Qll).

G(~il) }- G(~2l) - G(mu)

G(~2l)

ifOclC~,

if~Glc~
02 al ,

if~GlGoo.

~

(3.32)
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Due to the regenerative nature of our system the distribution of the length of
a system up-period is obtained from:

P(Up 1 t) - P(L ) t) f~~ P(R c l; Up ) t- l ~ L- l) dF(l)
o -

- F(t) -}- ~~ P(R c l ~ L- l) P(Up 1 t- l) dF(l).
0

Taking Laplace transforms and using ( 3.32J we obtain

~U (S)

~L(s) f ~~ e
r-o

~L (s)

t P(R c l ~ L- l) P(Up ) t- l) dF(l) dtJ -o

~- ~~ P(R C l ~ L- l)e-s~ ~~ e-~sil-~iP(Up ) t- l) dt dF(l)
t-o t-t

-~~(s) ~~v(s) ~~ e-~`P(R ~ a ~ L- i) dF(l)
0

- ~~(s) ~ ~v(s) ~r(s),
which completes the proof of Theorem 3.3.1. 0

Let

N(s) :-
-~ ~n~
ol e-St f F(~- t) dG(w) dt

Jo, tI
~~ e-st ~ Fw-azr ) dG(w) dt

D ~~~2 oZt

~ Z
f~ e-'~ó~ ~~ esuF(u) du dG(w)

~~ o

02 ~U

~~02

~

e-`t dt
o~

T~ D

F( u' Ómo ) dG(w).

Recall from Section 3.3.1 that the probability of a system-breakdown occurring
in a cycle is denoted by P(L C ó~, which is defined by (3.30). Now the
Laplace transform of the length of a system down-period is obtained from the
following theorem.

Theorem 3.3.2

~o(s) - N(s) ~ P (L c ~ ~ . (3.33)

J 7nU

Proof: See Appendix 3.C. 0
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3.3.3 Additional long-run average measures

Several important. operational characteristics can now easily be calculated using
the expressions found in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2. For instance:

. E[Up]~(E[Up] f E[Down]) :- availability of the system (which is the
fraction of time the system is operational),

~ P(L G á)~E[cycle] :- mean number of system breakdowns occurring
per time unit,

. 1~E[cycle] - mean number of repairs performed per time unit,

~ G(mU) :- fraction of the total number of repairs that are fully carried
out at rate a2,

. P(a2 is chosen) - G(mU) :- fraction of the total number of repairs that
are started a.t rate al and completed at rate ~2 after an intermediate
switch at system-breakdown,

~ E[time Q;]~E[cycle] :- fraction of time the repairman is working at rate
Q~, 2 - 1, 2,

.(E[cycle] - ~i-i E[time Qi]) ~E[cycle] :- fraction of time the repair-
man is idle.

3.4 Concluding remarks and further research

Several questions are still open for further research. At first, for the general
model, in Theorem 3.2.1 we have shown that in state (D, Qi, w) it is average cost
optimal to switch to the fast repair rate QZ according to a CLR. For Kd - 0,
in Theorem 3.2.2, we have shown that in state (U, w) the optimal repair rate
is chosen according to a CLR if either ~~~ or F(l) is IFR. We have nota~ - ~2
been able to obtain structural results on the optimal policy if both ~- G`-~
and F(l) is non-IFR, but on the other hand we do not have intuitive arguments
wh}~ a control limit rule would not be optimal in this case.

Let

c cmU, mD,

mU, 9R

9c : the optimal control limits, and the minimum

average costs, of the general model considered
in Theorems 3.2.1 and 3.2.2.

: the optimal control limit,, and the minimum

average costs, of the restricted model considered

in Theorem 3.2.3.
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For K~ - 0, the following relationship is intuitively clear.
G R GmL~ 1 mU ) mo. (3.34)

After choosing the proper repair rate in the restricted model, it takes some time
before the system eventually breaks down; thus mU ~ mv. This inequality
follows easily from (3.7) and (3.26), since g~ ) g~. In the restricted nrodel
there is no additional opportunity to switch repair rates; thus we expect m~; )
m~. From (i) and (ii) in the proof of Theorem 3.2.2, it is imrnediately clear
that m~ ~ mD. However, we have not yet found the right argurnents to prove
the first inequality of (3.34).

By numerical experiments one can investigate m~notonicity of the average
cost function AC(mU, mD) as a function of mU and mo. This result may lead
to considerable savings of computation time when effrciently searching for the
optimal control limits m,L, and m,D.

Most intriguing is the form of the optimal policy for K,r ~ 0. At the
end of Section 3.2.3 we argued that the best control limit rule will be (close
to) optimal if Q~ deviates significantly from zero. This conjecture may be
verified by numerical experiments after properly discretizing the probability
distribution functions. Other questions may be answered, such as: When is the
best CLR a good alternative to an optimal non-CLR? What is the influence
of Kd and F(l) on the form of the optimal policy? Are there optimal policies
with more than four regions? (we believe not), etc.

Sensitivity results may be obtained by varying input parameters during the
numerical experiments. One might, for instance, var,y the fast repair rate, the
slow repair rate, variable down costs (loss of production), or one might apply
a non-optimal control limit rule, etc.

Appendix 3.A Existence of an average cost op-
timal policy

In this appendix we outline the proof of the existence of an average cost optimal
policy, under the additional assumption that G(w) has a finite and F(1) has an
infinite support. First we make use of Theorem 2 of Ross [1970], which guar-
antees the existence of an average cost optimal policy, provided the following
two conditions are satisfied:

Condition 3.A.1 There exist finite numbers b 1 0 and e 1 0 such that

P( T(x;Q) C b) G 1- E, for all x E X, Q E {al,a2},

where T(x; a) denotes the time until th.e next decision epoch, given the current
state x and current action Q.

Condition 3.A.2 There exists a bounded Baire functíon v(.) on X and a con-
stant g satisfying the optimality equatian (.3.3).
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Theorem 2 of Ross [1970] states that under Conditions 3.A.1 and 3.A.2 any
policy which, when in state ~, selects an action minimizing the right-hand side
of (3.3) is average cost optimal.

Condition 3.A.1, however, is ~eot satisfied in our model, since for i- 1, 2

inf { 7(x;Q;) } - 0. (3.35)
~'EX

To overcome this diffïculty, we slightly modify our original semi-Markov deci-
sion process into an equivalent semi-Markov decision process for which Condi-
tion 3.A.1 does hold. This modification is based on a preliminary analysis of
the average cost optimality equations (3.4) to (3.6). Note that (3.35) is caused
b,y those states ~ E X which are represented by (D, ~;, w) for srnall values of w
(i - 1, 2). Hence we modify our semi-Markov decision process such that those
states are removed from X. Due to (3.6) the states (D, Q2, w) can be removed
without any difficulty for all w 1 0: simply insert (3.6) into the second term
of (3.4) (cf. (3.9)). Moreover, we note that ~i is the minimizing action in (3.5)
(independently of the value of g~ 0) in those states (D, Qi, w), with w c w~`,
where

Q i k~2 1 0.
ci -I- c~

So by rernoving those states from the state space for which the optimal action
can be determined beforehand, we arrive at the following modified semi-Markov
decision process, which is equivalent to the original one (i.e. the average cost
optimality equations for both models have exactly the same solutions):

X7z -{(U, w); w) 0} U {(D, Ql, w); w~ w~` },
A,,, - A~,~(.~) -{Qi,a2}, x E X~,

T~a (U, w; ~i )

T~n ( U~ w ~ ~1)

r.,~(U, w; ~2)

tcL ~ ~ ~~ F!t) dt,
0

l~L f ~w-~ {F(t) - F

OCwCw

dt, w 1 w ,
al

p,i f~~~ F(t) dt, w? 0,
0

w
Tm,(D~~IiuJiai) - - i w i w~a 2- 1~2i

~i

(U, w; Qi ) - ~w f KdF ~~~-F- cd~ ~~ F(t) dt, 0 c w C w',
o - -
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c,,, ( U, w; ~i )

~1

-f-cd J olus [F(t)-Fru ~lz"~`1]dt-1-Kd[F~~ I - F~w~lw~~] ,ol ` J j

w)w'.

c~,, (U, w; ~2) - Kz ~- ~~ ~ KdF ~ ó~-~ cd~ ~~ F(t) dt, w~ 0,2 -
w

c,n(~, ~i, w; ~i) - Kd f(ci f cd)-, w) w~`,
Q1

w
c,m (D, a i, w; ~2) - Kd f K2 -F (c2 f c~)-, w 1 w~`.

QZ

Finally, the one-step transition probabilities are given by

p~~{(U, [o,v]) ~(U,w;~i)Í - G(v), o c w c w`,
pm{(U, [fi, i']) ~(U, w; ~1)} - G(v)[1 - F ~u'~w~ ~], w 1 w`,

p..~.{(v, [o,v]) I(U,w;~2)} - G(v), w) o,
p~n{(~, Ql, [w - D-it, w]) ~ ILÍ, 20i Ql)} - F(t), w i w~, ~ C t~ w-~~~ ,- - vl

p,,,{(U, [~,v]) ~(D,~i,w;~i)} - G(v), w) w',i - 1,2.

Note that for this modified semi-Markov decision process the transition times
T„2(x;Q) between two successive decision epochs have the property

w'
T,,, (x; Q) ~ min L , - ,

Q2
for all x, Q.

Since F(0) - 0, Condition 3.A.1 is certainly sat.isfied for the modified model.
To verify Condition 3.A.2 for the modified model, we invoke Theorem 3.1 in
Kurano [1985], which states that Condition 3.A.2 holds if Conditions 3.A.3
and 3.A.4 below are fulfilled.

Condition 3.A.3 The one-steP transiti.on fnnctions r,,~(x;Q) and the one-steP
cost fanctions c,1z (x; Q) are boureded on X„i x A,n .
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Condition 3.A.4 There e~cists a finite measure -y on X,,, and a 0 G,6 C 1
such that

(2) p~n.~~ I (~~Q) ~~ T~n,(x~Q)~(~)~ for any BOrel Set ~ Of X~ni

(~~) ~(Xia~ ~ ( 1 - ~3)~7~ni(xe Q)~ for an7,~ ( ~~ D-) E X~n X f~m.

Condition 3.A.3 is trivially satisfied under the following assumption.

Assumption 3.5 G(w) has finite support [0, w„~~,.] and F(l) has infinite sup-
port.

Note that Assumption 3.5 implies that the state space X„Z can be restricted to
the states (U, w) and (D, ar, w) with w C w,,,~,~.

From the specification of the one-step transition functions 7,n(~; a) and
the one-step transition probabilities p,,,{ . ~(~; Q) } it is straightforwardly
verified that the following choices for the measure -y(.) and the number ,Ci satisfy
Condition 3.A.4.

ry(U, [~, v])
G(v) ~1 - F ~ u~~~us

~ ~
T„~a~

ry(D, Qr, [0, w]) - 0, w) 0,

and
1 - ~ - TneiTa

0
T~nax

where

T~iai~n, .- Inf{ T(x~ 0') } and T~raax ~- Sllpl Tl~e ~~ ~'
~~a x.a

The exposition above yields the following theorem.

Theorem 3.A.1 Under Assamption 3.5 Equation (3.3) has a bounded solu-
tion, and any policy which, when in state ~, selects an action minimizing the
right-hand side of (3.3J is average cost optimal. ~
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Appendix 3.B Lemma's used in the proofs of
Theorem 3.2.2 and 3.2.3

Let H(w) be defined by (3.17).

Lemma 3.B.1 If F(1) is IFR then H(w) is ~nimodal.

Proof: Since H(w) - 0 if F(Q2 )- 1, and H(w) is monotonically decreas-
ing if F( z) G 1 and F(~~ ) - 1, we only consider w such that F( ~) G 1.
From ( 3.17) and ( 3.21) we note that:

H(0) - 0; H'(0) 1 0; H(oo) - 0.

So, there is at least one solution to the following equation:

H'(w) - 0. (3.36)

H(w) is unimodal iff (3.36) has a unique solution. For convenience we assume:

Ql - 1 ; QZ ~ 1.

Now (3.36) is equivalent with

1 - F(w)
Q(w) ~- 1 - F(z ) (3.37)

Since

R(0) - 1 ) 1 ,
QZ

a solution to (3.37) is unique if

Q'(w) G 0 ~

1 f(áz) f(w)
~2 [1 - F(óz )~ ~ 1 - F(w)'

which is satisfied if F(l) is IFR.

Lemma 3.B.2

H(aw) ~ aH(w), w 1 0; 0 c a G 1.
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Proof:

aH(u~) - ~~ a[1 - F(t)] dt
02

s-F"(oi-oz)~ [i - F(t)~ dt~
02

C ~1 [1 - F(t)] dt - H(aw).
f-~

a2~

77

Remark 3.B.1 l~ote that Lemma 3.B.2 is equivalent with the statement that
H(w)

iu
is non-increasing for w) 0.

In the literature this property is referred to as star-shapedness of -H(w). For
a dis,~ussion of the relation between star-shapedness and the IFRA property of
distribution functions we re~fer to Barlow ~ Proschan [1975]. :~ote, however,
that Lemma 3.B.2 does not require any structure on the probability distribution
fimction F(l). p

Appendix 3.C Proof of Theorem 3.3.2: ~D(s)
Consider an arbitrary regeneration cycle to begin at time 0. Let

Q .- initial repair rate,

Q' .- repair rate after system-breakdown.

The distribution of the length of a system down-period is given by:

P(DOwn ~ t) - P(Wo~L 1 t~ L G tia )

- p(w~o~ ] t) ~ p(L c ~a~)
P(L C W) is obtained from (3.30). Le~t the indicator func~tion I(a 1 b) with
a, b E IR be defined by

1(n ~ b) -

~'ow:

p ( w-~L
~~

1 if a ) b (true),

0 otherwise ( false).

~ t)
Jti

,nc,

P("' ó'L 1 t) dG(w)

fJ x P( u~ á22L ~ t) dG(u')
~n~.

- A(t) ~ B(t) ~ C(t),
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where A(t), B(t) and C(t) are defined by:

,r~~ f

A(t) : IIIt`~ ~ I~~~ - l ) t~ dF(l) dG(w),
-

~, J ~ ~i D
al

1Il (,' - r~ ~

B(t) .- ~ ~~~ I~~"óz'~ 1 t~ dF(l) dG(w),
„~ D o

C(t) .- ~ x P(L G QZ - t) dG(w).
raU

Careful inspection of A(t), B(t) and C(t) leads to the following expressions:

A(t) -

B(t) -

f tnp fm~.

J F~ó - t~ dG(w) - J F r~u ~1raDl dG,(,~)

art ` mp ` J

0

~~ D

~n p

F(~' á~"D ) dG(w) if 0 C t G~,
~~~~~

F~"~-~~~~ dG(w) if "~ G t G~,
Q, ~z n2. rr2r

ift~~,02

~xF ~ z- t~ dG(w) if 0 c t C~~,
1R [.~

~2c
xF ~Q~ - t~ dG(w) if t? ó.

ifOCtG~or ,

ift~ "~,- a,

qD(s) can now be obtained by integrating o~-er the appropriate regions for t:

~o(s) -~x e-st [A(t) f B(t) -f- C(t)J dt ~P (L c
0

w~~ ~

which gives (3.33). o
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Chapter 4

A Two-Unit Standby System with
Markovian Degrading Units

A two-unit cold standby system with Markovian degrading units
and one repair facility is considered. Two types of repair are possi-
ble: preventive and corrective. Repair times depend on the actual
state of a unit. We consider the case that repairs are non-preemptive
(i.e. repair on a unit is continued until completion), as well as the
case with preemption. The system is controlled by a repair policy
of control limit type: a preventive repair on the working unit is car-
ried out as soon as the state of this tmit exceeds a certain threshold
unless the repair facility is occupied by the other unit. The main
result of this chapter is the derivation of the Laplace transforms of
the up- and down-periods of the system, which provide much more
insight in the performance of the system than average measures
like the long-run availability. An iterative numerical procedure is
presented for the special case of generalized Erlangian distributed
repair times.

4.1 Introduction
~~io rnncirlor t}io }~acim m~~ol nf a tii.n-nnit rn1rÍ ctanralw evctom ~i.ith ?1,~arlrn-

vian degrading units and a siugle repair facility. The units themselves can be
considered as complex fault tolerant configurations consisting of many (not. nec-
essarily identical) components. The system can be maintained by two types of
repair (either preventive or corrective). Repair times have general probability
distributions which depend on the actual state of the unit (this is called State
Dependent Repair. SDR). This model reflects the situation of a. production line
with a critical and expensive fault tolerant production unit. When this unit
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becomes too unreliable or when it fails the unit is remove~d entirely, while the
standby is plugged in. The removed unit is seirt to the repair facility, where
it. receives an overhaul. The interchange of the units in the production line
can be carried out without interruption of the production process. However,
the time to ove~rhaul a disconnected unit is substantial and can certainly not
be neglected. The time for an overhaul depends on the condition (failed or
degraded) of the unit at the moment at which it is plugged off.

Initially we assume tha~t repairs are Non Preemptive (NP), i.e. repair on
a unit is continued until completion. This implies that sometimes the system
goes down unnecessarily, i.e. if a unit breaks down when preventive repair is
carried out on the other (non-failed) unit. Such behaviour is prevented in the
model with Preemption (P), where preventive repair on a tmit is preempted if a
corrective repair on the other unit is required. In this way the system will not
be forced to go down unnecessarily. We show that under a control limit rule
results for this model (SDR~P) can be obtained in a way similar (but much
more complex) to the case SDR~NP.

In an earlier paper Kawai [1981] considers the case with State Independent
preventive Repair and no preemption (SIR~NP), i.e. preventive repair times
are independent of the actual state of the unit, and repair on a unit is continued
until completion. Kawai shows that under certain regularity conditions on the
system parameters the maintenance policy that maximizes the long-run system-
availability is a control limit rule, i.e. a preventive repair on the working unit
is carried out if and only if the repair facility is free and the condition of the
working unit is worse than or equal to a prespecified critical level. Moreover,
using probabilistic arguments Kawai [1981] derives an explicit formula for the
long-run availability of the system under a given control limit rule (Van der
Duyn Schouten 8z Ronner [1989] obtain the same expression by applying the
embedding technique from ~Iarkov decision theory). For the case with state
dependent repair (SDR~NP), Kawai [1981] has shown the optimal policy to be
a control limit rule. However, Kawai's analysis to obta.in an expression for the
long-run availability cannot be applied to this case.

In studying the performance of a production system with unreliable units
one is often not only interested in steady state measures like the fraction of time
the system is available in the long-run or the average total costs of operating
the system in t,he long-run. These long-run average measures do not always
provide t.he proper information in practical situations. For a gas production
platform, for instance, the information that the system is available for 360
days a year on average is not sufficient to determine the appropriate penalty
clause in sales contracts. Short interruptions of several minutes can easily
be covered by inventory, whereas a loss of production for several subsequent
days may cause serious problems in meeting sales contracts (see Van Rijn and
Schornagel [1988] ). Characteristics like the expected length of a system up- and
down-period are more appropriate in this respect. Therefore, for both SDR~NP
and SDR~P, we present the Laplace transforms of the up- and down-periods
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of the syst.em from which all moments can be obtained and which provide
insight in the availability of the system. From the first. rnoments the long-run
availability is simply obtained. We also show that the long-run availability can
be obt.ained without knowledge of the distributions of system up- and down-
times, by generalizing the approach of Van der Duyn Schouten 8c Ronner [1989].

From a computational point of view there is a strong connection between
the long-run availability and the expected lengths of a system up- and down-
period. According t.o the regenerative method the usual procedure is first to
compute the expecte~d length of a system up-period (E[U]) and the expected
length of a system down-period (E[D]). When the system regenerates itself
at the beginning of a system up-period the long-run availability of the system
simply equals E[U]~(E[U] f E[D]). However, in stand-by systems like the one
introduced above, the computation of the expected lengths of a system up-
and down-period is rather involved, due to the fact that between two sub-
sequent regenerative epochs (which are the moments at which the system is
restarted aft.er a down-period) many interchanges of units (due to either cor-
rective or preventive maintenance) may have occurred. For this reason both
Kawai [1981] and Van der Duyn Schouten 8e Ronner [1989] obt.ain the long-run
system availability not via the regenerative method. Hence, although the long-
run availability is known the expected lengths of system up- and down-periods
were not available until now, let alone their distributions. In this chapter we
present a method to obtain these distributions. Numerical experiments provide
general insight in the behaviour of the system as a function of several input
parameters.

Maintenance of a si.ngle-unit multi-component system has been studied by
many authors in the~ Management Science and Operations Research literature.
There are certain similarities between the two-unit models as presented in this
chapter and multicornponent systems controlled by group maintenance poli-
cies (Haurie óc 1'Ecuyer [1982], Ozeki~i [1988], Assaf 8t Shanthikumar [1987]
and Ritchken 8z Wilson [1990]). The first two references deal with structural
properties of optimal group maintenance policies in a multi-component sys-
tem, based on the age information of each individual component. Assaf 8c
Shanthikumar [1987] and Ritchken 8~ Wilson [1990] determine optimal group
maintenance policies wit.hin certain classes, where the information structure
consists only of the number of failed components. In fact one unit in our model
can be considered as a complex multi-component system consisting of a number
nf rnTnnnnantc ~ziith (nnt nn~pccarilv iflontirali ovr~nnon4iol lifa4ii~~o fl~ch.-~}.~~4:.~.~o~- ~~' -r ~--"--.,., ...... `~ ..., .-..~....,.,~.,- .~ ..~~...,.., .~ .t ..............V. .,....,....., ~...,.,....,~..,,~....,

and as such the units in our model are generalizations of the system studied
by Assaf Re Shanthikumar [1987]. They prove that for a mult.i-component par-
allel system consisting of a number of identical components with exponential
distributed lifetimes the optimal maintenance policy is of cont.rol limit type,
i.e. repair the system as soon as the number of failed components exceeds a
critical level. For a parallel system with identical components with general
lifet.ime distribution Ritchken 8z Wilson [1990] propose and analyze a group
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maintenance policy which is determined by two critical levels rn and T: group
maintenance is conducted at time T or upon m failures, whichever comes first.
The maintenance~ time distribution in these models is taken into account only
implicitly in the cost structure.

In this chapter we investigate the performance of a system for which re-
dundancy is modelled by a cold standby unit. We use the system availability
as performance criterion, although imposing a more general cost structure will
not afiect the analysis to be presented. The repair time distributions are taken
into account explicit.l,y. Apart. from the cold standby structure the emphasis
on transient behaviour (distribution of length of up- and down-periods and in-
terval availability) is a major point of difference with the literature mentioned
above.

The motivation for this model stems from the control of a production unit
which is structured as a coherent system consisting of several interrelated com-
ponents (machines, transmission lines, switches, etc.). Each of the components
is either up or down, resulting in an overall condition of the production unit. As
long as the production continues, ma.intenance on the individual components
is not possible. In order to maintain a high level of availability, an identi-
cal production unit is ready to take over the production instantaneously when
the other unit is shut off for (either corrective or preventive) maintenance.
As concrete example one might think of a blast furnace (see also Stengos Rc
Thomas [1980]), the control of a power generating system in a hospital or the
control of a critical computer system.

With these applications in mind let us review our model assumptions. The
assumption that the state of the system is continuously observable without sub-
stantial additional costs is not unrealistic, since the state of the system might
be determined by those components in the coherent system that have failed or
by other observable global condition measures for the individual components
(good, doubtful, bad and down). Also this model is useful in situations where
down costs far outweigh possible inspection costs. The assumption that the
length of a preventive repair depends on the actual state of the unit allows
one to model repair times as gene~ral as possible (although the case SIR may
still occur when both a preventive repair as well as a corrective repair imply
an overhaul of the complete unit.). The assumption that the cold standby unit
can take over without loss of time is not always realistic, in particular in case
of a corrective repair. However, when the repair times are substantially longer
than the st.art-up times this assumption is quite reasonable.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2 we give a detailed model
description of the SDR~NP model. In Sect.ion 4.3 we derive the probability
distribution and the Laplace transform of a typical operational period and in
Section 4.4 we deal with a typical system down-period. In Section 4.5 we show
how the long-run availability is obtained using the results of Section 4.3 and
4.4. We also show that the long-run availability can be obtained without any
knowledge of the distributions of system up- and down-times by generalizing the
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approach of Van der Duyn Schout.en ëc Ronner [1989]. Using the expressions
derived in Sections 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5, in Section 4.6 we present a numerical
exarnple of a typical sit.uation to which our model applies. In Sect.ion 4.7
preemption of preventive repairs is incorporated in the model (SDR~P). Finally,
Section 4.8 contains some remarks about possible application of the results of
this chapter to obtain approximations for the interval availability distribution.
We eud up with some directions for further research. In Appendix 4.A we give
a well structured iterative procedure by which all quantities of interest can be
calculated for the special case of generalize~d Erlangian repair time distributions.

4.2 Model description

We consider a two-i.mit cold standby systern consisting of two identical Marko-
vian degrading units (cf. Gertsbakh [1977], ch. 3) ancí a single repair facil-
ity. At most one of the units is working at a time. The other unit is ei-
ther in repair or in standby position. A unit may be in any of the states
{i ~ i E S- {0, 1, ..., n, n. f 1}} (0 : perfect state; 1...n : degraded states; n f 1:
failed state). Under the absence of repair the condition of the working unit de-
teriorates according to a continuous time Markov process {X(t), t ) 0} with
absorbing state ~n f 1 and infinitesimal generator Q- (q,,~), i., j E S~As usual
we denote qZ :- -qi;. We assume that qz~ - 0 for j G i, i, j E S, which means
that a unit cannot improve without. being repaired. A unit. in standby state
neither fails nor degrades (cold standby).

In applications a Markovian degrading unit may be used, for instance, to
represent a sub-s,ystern consisting of n~ 1 parallel and identical components
whieh are subject to breakdowu. During operation of the unit, one or more
compouents could fail (cf. Assaf óe Shanthikumar [1987]). The ability of the
unit to recover (with a specified "coverage") to a fault-free configuration con-
sisting of the remaining non-failed components can be incorporated easily (cf.
Meyer [1982]). Note that a Markovian degrading unit may also be used to
describe a genera.l coherent system (cf. Barlow 8z Proschan [1975] ) consisting
of a number of not necessa.rily identical components. However, the number
of possible states of the Nlarkovian unit incrcases exponentially fast with the
number of components in the coherent system.

There are ~. ~ 1 types of maintenance. As long as a working rmit is in a
degraded si,aie k(ic - ï, ..., n), ihe opiion of a corresponding type h preventive
repair exists, provided the repair facility is free. When the working unit enters
state n f 1(failed state), however, a corrective (type ~ f 1) repair is required.
Repair times of type 1, ..., n f 1 constitute n f 1 mutually independent seduences
of i.i.d. random variables. Let. the randorn variable RA. denote a repair time of
type k. For k- 1, ..., n~- 1 let

Gk(t) :- P(Rk c t), t~ 0,
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G~(t) :- 1 - G~(t),

vk .- ~~[1 - G~(t)] dt - E[R~].
J c~

We assume

G~.(0) - 0, k- 1, ..., n~ 1.

The repair times are independent of the sojourn times of the working unit in
the different states. A repaired unit is as good as new (state 0).

Repair on a unit is continued until completion, i.e. we assume that an ongo-
ing preventive repair on one unit cannot be preempted in favour of a corrective
repair on the other ( NP). Note that such preemption might be worthwhile since
it prevents the system from going down immediately, although it may enlarge
system down-time in the future. In Section 4.7 we present results for the model
with preemption (P).

When a unit enters the repair facility the other one takes the working posi-
tion in state 0. A unit leaving the repair facility is as good as new ( state 0). At
repair completion the repaired unit takes the cold standby position provided
the other one is still functioning and not demanding preventive maintenance
(i.e. the other unit is still in one of the states 0, ..., m- 1). Otherwise the
unit just repaired takes the working position immediately. We assume that the
time for interchanging the units at the working position is negligible. A system
down-period starts when the working unit enters state n f 1, while the other is
still under repair and the down-period ends as soon as this repair is finished.

The system is observed continuously in time. We consider a maintenance
policy of control limit type. The control limit rule with control limit m(denoted
by CLR(m)) is defined as follows. Maintain a unit as soon as the repair facility
is free and the unit is in any of the states m, m -}-1, ..., n f 1. For both SIR~NP
and SDR~NP, Kawai [1981~ has shown that under certain regularity conditions
the policy which maximizes the system long-run availability is of CLR type.

4.3 System up-period

The process describing the evolution of our system regenerates itself every time
when one unit enters operation and a repair is started on the other one being
in a certain state of deterioration. The distribution of a system up-period is
obtained by introducing regenerat.ion states k(k - 1, ..., n f 1), where the
system is in state k if one unit enters operation and a type k repair is started
on the other one. The time to system failure starting in a state k is denoted by
U~. Hence, the length of a system up-period is equal in distribution to U,,~1.
In this section we present the Laplace transforms ~~k (s) of Uk, k- 1, ..., n-~ 1:

~u,;(s) :- J xe-s~P(Uk 1 t) dt, (4.1)
0
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from which all moments can be obtained by differentiation. Before presenting
the main result in Theorem 4.3.1, we introduce some additional notation and
preliminary results.

In Section 4.2, we introduced the stochastic process {X (t), t 7 0} denoting a
continuous time Markov chain on S-{0, ..., n~ 1} with infinitesimal generator
Q, describing the deterioration of a single unit in operation. Assume that
X(0) - 0. For j E S we denote:

H~(t) :- P(X(t) - j ~ X(0) - 0).

For j E S and k- 1, ..., n f 1 let:

A;~( ) .-
x

e-StH~(t)G~.(t) dt, (4.2)

a,~(s) :- ~~e seg~(t) dG~(t), (4.3)
0

B~k(s) :- ~~ e-~tH~(t)Gk(t) dt, (4.4)
0

h~ (s) .- ~~ e-`tH~ ( t) dt. (4.5)
0

For t.he continuous time Markov chain {X (t), t 1 0} on S- {0, 1, ..., n, n~ 1}
with infinitesimal generator Q we introduce the entrance times

Q~ :- inf{t ? 0 ~ j c X(t) c n f 1}, j- 1, ..., n~ 1,

T~ :- inf{t ? 0 ~ X(t) - j}, j - 1, ..., n-I- L (4.6)

S(i, j) :- {X(r~ ) - i},

i.e. S(i, j) is the event that the entrance into state j occurs by a jump from
state i.

and

Let:

Lemma 4.3.1

rt
P(T; C t; S(Z,j)) - 9z., J H~.(x) dx.

0

Proof: See Van der Duyn Schouten ~ Ronner [1989~. 0

From now on we assume that the system is controlled by a fixed control limit.
policy CLR(m) and that at time 0 the system restarts operation after a dowu-
period.
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The following theorem shows that the Laplace transform of a systern up-
period (~~„t, (s)) can be obtained by solving a set of ra - m. -}- 2 equations
with n - m-}- 2 unknowns ( ~h~~, (s), k- rn, ..., n f 1). In Remark 4.3.1 we will
see that for the case of State Independent preventive Repair ( SIR) an explicit
expression for qL~„~, ( s) can be obtained by solving only a set of two equations
with two unknowns.

Theorem 4.3.1 For k - 7n, ..., n f 1

,n-i

hj(s) f ~ . Aj~(s)
j-0

nfl
J-m

rn-1

~, Q~'~ (S)
~~-o

9zjB,~~( )~
r

~ (s)ajk,(s). (4.7)

Proof: The length of a system up-period exceeds t eit.her if the current (time
0) operational unit stays operational until time t, or if a regeneration occurs
before time~ t and no systexn failure occurs the reinaining time until t. So, under
CLR(m), for k - m, ..., n~ 1

P(Uk ) t) - P(~,,, 7 t) ~- P(a,n c t c T~fi ; Rti ) t)
~zf i

~~ P(Rk C Qm ~ t i Qtin - Tj ; Uj i t- Tj)

~-rn

~r.

f~ P(7j C R.~ C ajfi ; Rk C t; Uj ] t- Rti,)
7 -~n.

nr-1

-~ Hj (t) ~ P(X (t) - m,, ..., n; Rk 7 t,)
j-o

~~i r
~ ~~ P(Rkcx; Uj1t-x)dP(7jCx;

j-~~ o
-

r~ f t
f~ J Hj(x)P(Uj 1 t- x) dG~(x)

J-~n ~

~"o's(~,.~))

n~-1 n

~ Hj (t) ~ ~ Hj (t)Gk (t)
j-o j-„z

nfi ,.,-i t
f~~ q;,j ~ H~(x)Gk(x)P(Uj ) t- x) dx

j-~,~ ~-o 0
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i-„~ ~ o
~., H,(~)P(U; ] t - x) dGx,(~) .

The last equality is based on Lemma 4.3.1. Now the Laplace transform of U~
is obtained from (4.1) in the following way.

~Us:(s) - ~ , h.i(s) ~ ~ , ``l.ik~~(s)
~-o i -„r

~rfl ~ra-1 x x

i-„r ;.-o
q,~ ~ H,(x)G~(x)e-.~.,~ ~ e-'slt-~~P(U~ 1 t-~) dt d~

. ,~-o t-s

~r. x, x,
-.ti:f' -.S(i-L~~- ~ H~ (~)e e P(U~ 1 t- x) dt dG~ (x),

J-'rr~ :c-U 1-r

from which (4.7) follows. ~

Theorem 4.3.1 shows that ~v~ (s) (k - na, ..., n-~ 1) can be computed once
(4.2), (4.3), (4.4) and (4.5) are known. The following lemma indicates that.
only the A~~ (s) have to computed. In general this has t.o be done by numerical
integration techniques. In Appendix 4.A, however, we present an easy iterative
procedure to obtain A~k(s) in case of generalized Erlangian distributed repair
times.

Lemma 4.3.2

a~k(s) -~ 4~~Aik(s) - sA~~(s), j- 1, ..., n -f- 1, (4.8)
z-o

B~k(s) - h~(s) - A~~(s), 0 C j C n, (4.9)

ho(s) - 1 (4.10)
s~qo'

h~(s) -
1

s f q~
(s), 1 c j c n. (4.11)

Proof: Relation (4.8) is proved by integrating the right-hand side of (4.3) by
parts. (4.9) follows immediately from the definitions (4.2) and (4.4), while
(4.10) follows by observing that Ho(t) - e-9o`, t 1 0. Finally, (4.11) is ob-
tained by integrating (4.5) by parts and by application of Kolmogorov's forward
differential equations:

7

H~(t) - ~Hz(t)q
~-o

(4.12)

~
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We obtain the mean up-times E[U~] by setting s- 0 in (4.7), and solving t.he
set of n- m f 2 equations with n- m f 2 unknowns. Taking derivatives in
(4.7) yields:

~(JA (S) -

m-1 n

hj(s) ~ ~ Ajk(s)

71~1 m-1 7E~1 7i1-

~ ~ ~U;(S) ~ QijBik(S) ~ ~ ~U;(S) ~ qijBik(s)
~ -~n

n

j-~n i-0

~ ~ {~u; (s)aj~(s) ~ ~u; (s)ájk(s) } . (4.13)
j-m

Again, by setting s- 0 and solving ( 4.13) (again a system of n-mf2 equations
with n - m~- 2 unknowns, ~Uk (0), m C k C n-I- 1), we obtain E[U~]. Higher
moments can be obtained in a similar way.

Remark 4.3.1 Choosing all preventive repair time distributions equal, the
case SDR~NP reduces to the case of State Independent preventive Repair
(SIR~NP), for which the long-run average availability was derived by both
Kawai [1981] and Van der Duyn Schouten 8z Ronner [1989]. Actually in case
of SIR there are only two regeneration states ( denoted by C and P). At a re-
generation epoch one unit enters operation and either a corrective repair (state
C) or a preventive repair ( state P) is started on the other unit. The time to
system failure given that the current state is C (P) is denoted by U~ (U~,). In
(4.7) we replace ~~;,~}, ( s) by ~i,~ ( s) and for k - m, ..., n we replace ~L~k (s) by
~iUP(s). Then ( 4.7) is reduced to a system with only two equations with two
unknowns, ~U~ (s) and ~UP (s):

m-1 ~a

~~~(s) - ~ hj(s) -1- ~ Aj~(s) ~ ~Up(s)
j-~ j-m

m-1

-~ ~v~(s)

i-0

j-~n

(s ~- qj.nti )8.~~(s)

4j.nt~Bjc(s)~ (4.14)
j-0

m-1 n.

~ hj (s) ~ ~
j-0 j-m

n.

ip(S) ~ ~Up(s) ~ (s ~ Qj,nfl)BJP(S)

m. -1

~~U~(S) ~ qj.nflBJP(s)'

~-m

j-o

From this set of equations ~~r~ (s) can be solved explicitly:

(4.15)

(1 - Dmc(s)) kncP(s) ~ DmP(s) Kmc(S)
~U~(S) -

DmP(S) (1 - Lrnc(S)) - (1 - Dmc(S)) Lmp(S) ~
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where for 1 C m c n f 1 and k- p, c:

D,,,~-(s) :- 1 - ~ , (s f ~li,,~fi)B~~(s), (4.16)

L~,~~(s) .- ~ 4~,,,.fiB~k(s). O
~-o

4.4 System down-period

In this section we derive an explicit expression for the Laplace transform of the
length of a systein down-period. Recall that a system down-period starts at
a moment at which the working unit enters the failure state n f 1, while the
other is still under repair. The length of a down-period is equal to the residual
repair time of the unit under repair at the moment the system goes down. We
speak about a system down-period of type k ( k - m, ..., n f 1) if the repair
going on at the beginning of this down-period is of type k. For k - m, ..., n f 1
let:

D~ :- length of a down-period of type k.

Since the system regenerates itself at the beginning of a system up-period and
since there is exactly one down-period in every regenerative cycle it follows that
the lengths of the successive down-periods form a sequence of i.i.d. random
variables, assuming that a regenerative cycle starts at time 0. Let ~r~ denote
the probability that a down-period is of type k, k- m, ..., n~ 1. Denoting the
length of a system down-period by D and conditioning on the type of repair to
be completed during that down-period, we have

~fi
P(D 1 t) - ~ ~r~P(D~ ~ t).

k-~n

Lemma 4.4.1

(4.17)

~fi ~ Gk(t ~ y) dHnfi(y)P(D ] t) - ~ ~r~ fo . (4.18)
~-„~ anfi,~(q)
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Proof: For the~ continuous time Markov chain {X (t), t] 0} on S- {0, 1, ...,
n, n f 1} with infinitesimal generator Q and starting in state 0 the distribution
of r,, fi ( which is defined in (4.6)) is given by:

P~7a-tr G t) - Hnfr~t). (4.19)

Now

P(Dk 1 t) - P(Rk -Tr:fi ~ t ~ Rk 1 T,~~i),

and hence (using (4.3) and (4.19) )

fx Gk~t ~ y) dHafi~y)P(Dk 1 t) - o .
~n~-l.k~~)

(4.20)

(4.21)

Combination of (4.17) and (4.21) yields (4.18). ~

Remark 4.4.1 Due to the memoryless property of the exponential distribu-
tion we conclude from (4.17) and (4.20) that in case of exponentially distributed
repair times the length of a down-period has a generalized hyperexponential
distribution. 0

To obtain an explicit expression for the Laplace transform yhD(s) of D we
introduce the following notat.ion. For k- m, ..., n f 1 let:

V~fi,k(s) .- ~ e-s(z-y)H~fi(y)Gk(z) dy dz.
z 0 y 0

Theorem 4.4.1

n}1

~D(S) - ~
k-Ta

Proof: From (4.21) we obtain:

- ~x e-~tP(Dk 1 t) dt
0

k (Anf1,k~0) - SVzfl,k~s)1

1` a~fl,k~~) J

- ~ e-sr.Gk~t ~- y) dt dHT~fi~y) ~
y-0 J t-0

(4.22)

a~.~i,k(0). (4.23)

By choosing a new variable z- t~ y and interchanging the order of integration
we find:

x fx e-StGk~t f y) dt dH~~fi~y)

x z
e-s(z-y)Gk~z) dHafi~y) dz

z-0 y-0
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~x~eSZH,ifi(z) - s J Z PsyH~fi(y) dy J e-szGk(z) dz-

J~-p ` y-0

- ~x H~rfl(z)Gk(Z) ClZ -

S~.~~p pz ~
s~z-y)Ha}1(y~~i~(z) C~2J C~2

z-0 0 Jy-O

- ~1afi.k(0) - sI!~,fi.r~(s).

Combining this with ( 4.17) and (4.23) yields ( 4.22). 0

Remark 4.4.2 Note that Gh~(s) can be evaluated if A~w(s) and T~a~i,k(s) are
known for j - 0, ..., n-F 1, k- m, ..., 7a ~ 1. Moreover we note that the e~-
pected length of a down-period can be obtained from (4.22) without calculating
U~~i,~(s) (take s- 0 in (4.22)). In general the functions A~k(s) and [t~ fi,k(s)
have to be evaluated by numerical integration techniques. In case of generalized
Erlangian distributed repair times, however, they can be obtained iteratively
usitig Lemmas 4.A.1 and 4.A.2 from Appendix 4.A. O

We conclude this section with the computation of the probabilities ~rk. To make
the definition of irk more explicit we consider an embedded Markov chain. For
l 1 1 let:

Tl .- the lth epoch at which one unit enters operation and the

other one goes under repair (either preventive or corrective),
with Ti - 0, (4.24)

ZL .- type of repair that started at time Ti, with Zi - n~ 1, (4.25)
p~ .- time to finish the repair that started at time Ti,

T~ .- time to failure of the unit that entered operation at. time T~,
with T~ - oo if at T~~1 a preventive repair is carried out.

Now {Z~, l ] 1} is a positive recurrent Markov chain on the state space
{m, ..., n f 1} starting with Zi - n-}- 1. For k- rrz, ..., n f 1 we define the
steady state probabilities of {Z~, l 1 1} by:

.- lim P(Zi - k),
l~x

which are solved from the balance equations:

~r - ~rP, (4.26)

where P-{p~~ ; l~, j- m, ..., n f 1} denotes the matrix of transition proba-
bilities. For l 1 1,

pk~ .- P(Z~fi -.7 ~ Z~ - ~)

- P(T~ ? R~- ; U~oiS(~,.7)) -~ P(r~ G Rk C~.ifi)
m-1

- ~ 4~~;Bz~(~) ~ a~~(d), (4.27)
~-o
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where Q,t }z - oo.

Next we define stochastic variables

Ni .- inf{l ~ 1 : T~ C p~},

Nz .- inf{l 1 N~-i : T~ C p~}, i) 2,

i.e. N; denotes the number of the last embedded point before the i-th down-
period. Since the process regenerates itself at the beginning of every system
up-period, the probability that a down-period is of type k(~k, k - m, ..., n~ 1)
is equal to:

~k - P~ZN~ - k), 2 1 1.

We use this equality in the following lemma.

Lemma 4.4.2 For k- m, ..., n f 1:

antl,k~~~~k
~k - .

~j-ra,...,nf1 anf1.7~0~~7

Proof:

lim P(Z`~' - k)
l -~ x.

lim P(Zt - k I rl ~ Pl~
~~~

lim
P(T~ C p~ ~ Z~ - k) P(Z~ - k)

i-,~` ~i-„~,....~~i P~T~ ~ P~ I Z` -~) P(Z~ -.7)
p~7afi c R~)~~

~j-m....,af1 P~T~~fl G R7~~7

Using (4.3) and (4.19) we get (4.28).

(4.28)

Remark 4.4.3 As in Remark 4.3.1, results for the case SIR~NP are obtained
by choosing all preventive repair times equal. It turns out that ~~(s) is ob-
tained simply by replacing all summations ~k};~ by ~k-P ~ in this section.

Explicit expressions can now be obtained for ~rr and ~r~, the stationary
state probabilities of the embedded Markov chain {Z~; l 1 1} on the state
space {p, c}, since the balance equations (4.26) are reduced to a set of only two
equations with two unknowns. So, finally

1 - D~a~~~~ ~mp~~~
~P - D~P~o) ~-1- D~~(o) ' ~` - D~P~o) ~ 1- D~~(o) '

where D,,,r(0) and D„~~(0) are given by (4.16). ~
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4.5 Availability

In this section we present two ways to obtain an expression for the long-rttn
availability of the system under CLR(m). For 1 C m G n-~ 1 we define

AV(m) :- long-rtm fraction of time the system ís up under CLR(m).

From the t.heory of rege~nerative processes (cf. Tijms [1986]) we know that

AV(m) - E[U`] (4.29)
E[U~] ~ E[D] ~

So, using the results of Section 4.3 and 4.4, the availability of the system is
obtained by substitution of q~,.(0) and p~(0) into (4.29).

The availability can also be obtained without knowledge of the distributions
of U~. and D. In case of SIR~NP, Van der Duyn Schouten 8c R.onner [1989]
app13 the embedding technique from 1~Iarkov decision theory to obtain the
availability. This approach can easily be extended to SDR~NP. Consider the
embedded Markov chain {Z~; l] 1} which has been defined in Section 4.4 (see
Equation (4.24) and ( 4.25)). For l) 1 let:

ck .- E[ down-time during [T~,T~}1] ~ Zc - k]

7~ .- E[ T~fI - T~ ~ z~ -~].
Then it follows from Theorem 3.4 in Tijms [1986] that.

~~ti
AV (m) - 1- ~~-"'~ ~kc~ m- 1, ..., n f L (4.30)~ztl

~k-ne ~k~'k

Expressions for cr,- and 7k. are obtained as follows.

Ck- - E[ maX{Tn~l, Rti.} - T~~~1 ]

~z[ i- P(T,~f~ ~ t)P(R~ ~ t) ] dt - ~x[ i- P(7~~I ~ t) ] dt
0 0

J ()
Kaf~(t)G~,.(t) dt

x

Antl,k(~) ,

Ef TZ-~~ - Tl I z'~ - k:1

I
x

[1-P(T~}1-T~ct~ Zl-k)]dt

J ~[1-P(RkCt; QmCt)]dt
0
~ ,~~-i

~[ 1- P(Rh c t)(1 - ~ P(X(t) - z) ] dt
o - ~-o
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,n- r
vk f ~ Bz~ (~) .

~-o

Remark 4.5.1 Again results for the case SIR~NP can be obtained by choosing
all preventive repair time distributions equal. Then from both (4.29) and (4.30)
we can derive a closed-form expression for AV (m).

(1 - ~~nc(0)~ Avtf1,P(~) ~ ~rra7r(~) A~afl,c(~)AV(m) - 1 -
(1 - D~ac(~)) Hnap ~ D,np(~) H~,ac

where D,,,~(0) and D~,~~(0) are given by (4.16), and

, (4.31)

„z-z
H~,Lk .- U~ -F ~ B~k ( ~), ~- p, c.

~-~

Formula ( 4.31) has been obtained previously by Kawai [1981] (employing prob-
abilistic arguments) and Van der Duyn Schouten óc Ronner [1989] ( embedding
technique). ~

4.6 Numerical example

A typical situation to which our nzodel applies is the following. A unit consists
of r~ identical components connected in parallel ( also the case of non-identical
components can be considered at the cost of a larger state space). Each com-
ponent has an exponential lifetime distribution. At failure of any individual
component the unit as a whoi~ incurs a shock which may cause the unit to break
down. Moreover, the failure rates of the individual components may depend
on the number of failed components. This situation gives rise to a Q-matrix in
which the only non-zero elements are q;z, qí,ifz and qZ,,, fl for i- 0, ..., n-~ 1.
The numerical examples presented by Kawai [1981] and Van der Duyn Schouten
8c Ronner [1989] are of this type. For reasons of comparison we will use the
sarne structure and data as Kawai [1981] and Van der Duyn Schouten 8i Ron-
ner [1989]. The examples in this section show that additional insight in the
functioning of the system is obtained from the knowledge of bL;~(s) and ~U~,(s)
next. to the long-run unavailability g(m) (- 1- AV(m)).

Note that all examples in this section consider the case SIR~NP, since
Kawai [1981] and Van der Duyn Schouten ~ Ronner [1989] present results
for this case only. Furthermore, because of the many steering parameters for
the case SDR~NP, we believe the results for this case to be especially useful for
analyzing systems of particular interest and not for deriving conclusions that
are ge~nerally valid. In this section we derive some conclusions for SIR~NP.

Let n- 7 and let the Q-matrix be given by:
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0
1
2

Q- 3
4
5
6
7
8

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
-1 0.98 0.02

-2 1.95 0.05
-3 2.90 0.10

-4 3.80 0.20
-5 4.70 0.30

-6 5.50 0.50
-7 6.30 0.70

-8 8
0

As repair time distributions we consider:

Gr(t) is exp(~Cr) and Erlang(2, 2~CP) respectively
with f cp - 1.1, 1.3, 1.5, 2.0, and 4.0,

G~(t) is e:rp(1.0) and Erla~ng(2, 2.0) respectively.

In Table 4.1 we present the optimal control limit m' ( minimizing g(m), the
long-run average fraction of time the system is down), the optimal unavailability
g(m'), the expected lengths of up- and down-periods ( E[U~] and E[D]) as
well as their squared coefficients of variation (c~ [U~] and c~ [D] ). The squared
coefficient of variation c~[X] of a non-negative variable X with expectation lc
and variance a2 is defined by c2[X] :- a2~g2. These quantities are obtained
from (4.14), (4.22) and ( 4.29) by a well structured iterative procedure which
applies to the class of generalized Erlangian repair time distributions and which
is presented in Appendix 4.A. The quantities m' and g(m') correspond to
those reported in Kawai [1981] and Van der Duyn Schouten ~ Ronner[1989].
Computation of all twenty entries presented in Table 4.1, only takes a few
seconds CPU-time on a SUN-Spare station.

Some conclusions can be drawn from this numerical example. First of all
they confirm that besides g(m) also the quantities E[U~] and E[D] are of inde-
pendent interest. For example increasing the speed of preventive repair has in
general a much larger proportional influence on the expected lengths of the up-
periods tha.n on the expect.ed lengt.hs of the down periods. A second conclusion
is about the coefficients of variation of the up-periods. In availability studies
the lengths of up-periods are often assumed to be exponentially distributed
1~.,,,~,-0.7 ~~of~~;o„r .,f ., ;~r;.,,, o,~1~ t. ~f (7a,-r~},~U}, f7dAAll T},;~ ~~„Y......,.. ..............~ .,. .w..w~.~.. .q:..~.., ~, .. ~..,.~.,.,w... ~~.,.,.~~. ~...., ~~.,..rnp-
tion seems to be fairly good in our model provided the lengths of preventive
repairs and the lengths of corrective repairs are fairly close t.ogether. How-
ever when preventive repair is much faster than corrective repair considerable
deviations from exponentiality are experienced.

Another general conclusion, which can be drawn from Table 4.1 and which
is confirmed by additional numerical experiments, is that. in case of fast repair
a decreasing coefficient of variation of the corrective repair time distribution
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G~ e,rp(1.0)

Gn F~r m~ 9(m~`) E~U~~ cz~U~~ E~D~ e2~D~
1.1 7 0.0465 19.43 1.03 0.95 1.00
1.3 6 0.0368 22.59 1.08 0.86 1.03

e~p(p~) 1.5 5 0.0292 26.30 1.12 0.79 1.08
2.0 3 0.0175 36.80 1.20 0.65 1.25
4.0 1 0.0060 79.30 1.28 0.48 2.04
1.1 5 0.0339 20.65 1.08 0.73 1.07
1.3 4 0.0252 25.29 1.14 0.65 1.18

Erl.(2, 2tin) 1.5 3 0.0193 30.08 1.18 0.59 1.30
2.0 2 0.0115 44.21 1.24 0.52 1.61
4.0 1 0.0047 95.99 1.29 0.46 2.43

G~ Erl.(2, 2.0)
GP I~P m~ 9(m~) E[U~] e~[U~] E[E] e~[E~

1.1 8 0.0302 21.30 1.03 0.66 0.88
1.3 7 0.0287 24.46 1.06 0.72 0.97

e~p(pp) 1.5 6 0.0230 28.25 1.09 0.67 0.95
2.0 4 0.0138 40.03 1.16 0.56 0.98
4.0 2 0.0043 98.08 1.24 0.42 1.34
1.1 7 0.0264 23.13 1.05 0.63 0.88
1.3 5 0.0199 27.59 1.10 0.56 0.91

Erl.(2, 2pp) 1.5 4 0.0151 33.17 1.14 0.51 0.95
2.0 3 0.0087 50.44 1.20 0.44 1.10
4.0 1 0.0032 101.44 1.25 0.32 1.75

Table 4.1 Optimal control limits, unavailability and first
and second moment of system up- and down-periods.

has a positive influence not only on the long-run availability but also on t,he
expected length of both up- and down-periods. Also the optimal preventive
repair limit (m`) increases under decreasing coefficient of variation of correc-
tive repair. This can be explained by noting that preventive repairs can be
postponed since the probability of excessively long corrective repair decreases.
On the other hand a decreasing coefficient of variation of the preventive repair
time distribution also has a positive influence on the long-run availability as
well as on expected length of up- and down-periods, but the optimal preventive
repair limit will decrease.

Finally, we note that a decreasing coefficient of variation of the input dis-
tribution Gp(.) does not necessaril,y imply a decreasing coeH'icient of variation
of the length of system up-periods.
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4.7 Preemption

So far, we have assumed that repairs are Non Pree~rnptive (NP), i.e. repair on
a unit is continued until completion. This implies that sometimes the system
goes down unnecessarily, i.e. if a unit breaks down when preventive repair is
carried out on the other ( non-failed) unit. Such behaviour is prevented in the
model that is presented in this section. In this model with Preemption (P),
preventive repair on a unit is preempted if a corrective repair on the other unit
is required. In this way the system will not be forced to go down unnecessarily.

We assume that a unit whose preventive repair is stopped before completion,
is put into operation again in the condition of that unit just before starting
the preventive repair. Preventive repair effort executed so far is assumed to
be lost. There are no explicit delay times involved when a preventive repair is
preempted.

Because of the possibility of preemption in case of a failure of the working
unit. in many cases there is only a small risk associated with preventive repair.
When maximizing the long-run availability, we might expect preventive repair
to become too attractive ( optimal control limit m` close to 0), to obtain realistic
values of the optimal control limit m.`. Therefore, we propose to penalize
corrective repair in case of preemption. Corrective repair without preempting
a preventive repair is still called a type n~ 1 repair. However, corrective repair
that preempts a preventive repair is now denoted by a(new) type ~n -}- 2 repair
with probability distribution function Gn}Z(t) for it.s durat.ion, with t 1 0 and

G,Lf2(t) ~ G,zfl(t), t 1 0.

Note that delay times can be modelled implicitly by using Gn~z(.).
For this system (SDR.~P), again controlled by a control limit rule, we are

able to derive expressions for the Laplace transforms of system up- and down-
times, and for the long-run availability, in a way that is similar ( but more
complex) to the case without preemption (SDR~NP; Sections 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5).
Therefore in this section we only present the main ideas and final results for
~v(s), ~~(s) and AV(rn).

First we introduce some additional ( adjusted) notation. For i, j E S let

H,.~ (t) :- P(X (t) - j ~ X(0) - i).

Fnr i ~ F.4 ~ G~ anrl k- 1 n~~ lPt.----iJ~-J.-J,...-~~... ~J..J.i~~~.,,.

x

e-StH;~(t)G~.(t) dt,

~~e-`rH~~(t) dG~.(t),
0x z

-s(z-y)e H~~.~~fi(~J)G,~fz(z) dy dz.
z-0 y-0
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For the case of generalized Erlangian distributed repair times, iterative com-
put.ational schemes can be derived for A.i~k(s), a.i,~~(s) and L;.~,~fi,,,~.z(s), which
are analogous to (4.37), (4.38), (4.8) and (4.39) respectively.

As for the case SDR~NP, the process describing the evolution of our system is a
regenerative process. The regeneration epochs are those time instants at which
one unit enters operation and a repair is started on the other one. However, we
should be more careful now when defining regeneration states (cf. Section 4.3).
As in the previous model we have to know what type of repair is started at
a regeneration epoch (m, ..., n~ 2). In the model with preemption, however,
we need an additional state variable, because the unit put into operation at a
regeneration epoch is not necessarily in perfect state (0). Ongoing repair on
this unit may have been preempted, because the other unit needed a corrective
repair. The former unit is put into operation again in the condition of that
unit before sta.rting the preventive repair (m, ..., n). Therefore the state at a
regeneration epoch is described by a two-dimensional vector

(i,~), (i,.7) E ~~

with

S2 - {(0, m), ..., (0, n f 1), (m, n f 2), ..., (n, n-I- 2)}. (4.32)

To obtain the distribution of the lengt.h of a system up-period we int.roduce

Ui,~ .- t.ime to system failure starting in state (i, j) E Sé.

Now, the length of a system up-period is equal in distribution to Uo,,,,tl. Em-
ploying similar arguments as in Section 4.3, we obtain a set of 2(n - m.) ~- 3
equations with 2(n - m) ~ 3 unknowns from which the Laplace transforms
yh~~, ~(s), (i. j) E S2 can be solved. We state this result without proof in the
following theorem.

Theorem 4.7.1

~~.~O,k~ (S) -

m-1 ri

hi(s) ~ ~, Aik(s)
7-~ J-~?

n m-1

~ ~ WUp.~(S) ~ qijBík(S) ~ QJk(S)
~-m i-0

m-1 n

~- ~Uo.nti(S) ~ ~i,nflBik(S) ~ ~Uk.,xt2(S) ~qi.~zflAik(S~,

i-0 i-0
k - nt, ..., n.,
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~vo,,~t~ (s) -

i-0
n n

~v~,~t2 (s) - ~ Ak,~.nfa(s) f ~ ~uo.~ (s)ak,~,nfa(s), k - m, ..., n.

Before presenting ~D(s) and AV(rra) we consider an embedded Markov chain
{Z~; l] 1} on the state space SZ (which is defined in Equation (4.32)). For
l ) 0 let:

T~ .- the lth epoch at which one unit enters operation (possibly
in a degraded state after preemption) and the ot.her goes
under repair (either preventive or corrective), with Ti - 0,

Xi .- state of the unit put into operation at T~ (possibly after
preemption),

XZ .- type of repair started at T~ ,

Z~ .- (Xi, Xz), with Zi -(0, n f 1).

The transition probabilities P(~,~)-,(~.,~), (i, j), (k, l) E S2 are~ obtained by em-
ploying similar arguments as in Equation (4.27) in Section 4.4.

m.-1

p(o.~)-a(o,~)

~h
~-u (s) ~ ~ A~,~tr(s)

j-m

n (rn-1

~ ~ ~L~o.1 (s)

J-m

4z,jBz,nf1(s) ~ d7,n-fl(5)~

-0
m.-1

f ~Uo.~.ti(S) ~ qi,nflBi,~nf1(S~e

~-o
42~ B2~ (0) ~ a~k (0), {k - m, ... , n. ~- 1; j- m, ..., n}

U{k-n~1, j-nf1},

Ê~(O,k)-.(O,n}1) - ~ Q
i-0

~n,., . , . . Ifll
rlv,k~-.(~,nt~) - wnti,w~"l,

p(~.nfa)-.(o,i) - ak,i,nfz(0)~

~n -

lim P(Z~ - (~~~))~ (~,~) E ~,
lyx

,ntiB~~(0), k - m,...,n,

1,e - i~c,...,Tc,

{k - m, ..., n; j- k, ..., n~ 1}

The steady state probabilities of {Z~; l] 1} are defined by

~(2.~) .- (4.33)

and are solved from the balance equations (cf. (4.26)).
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Now we are ready to present the Laplace transform of the length of a system
down-period. As for SDR,~NP, we use the observation that the system down-
time D equals the residual repair time of the unit under repair at the moment
the system goes down because of failure of the working unit. Due to the option
of preemption of preventive repairs, we note that the repair to be completed
during system down-time is always a corrective one (either type n~- 1 or type
n~- 2). However, the failing unit causing the system to go down, may have
started its operation in one of the states {0, m, ..., n}. Therefore we obtain
the distribution of the length of a systeln down-period by conditioning on the
starting state of the failing unit.

Theorem 4.7.2 C Antl,n-~1(0) - sViefl,~a-~1(S) 1
~D(s~ - ~~

Qnfl.nfl(0) J
11 C Ak,n1-l,nf2(0~ - SVk,nfl.n-~~(~)~

~ ~ ~k
ak,n-~l.n }2(0)

k-m

with

an-~l,nfl (~)~O,nfl

an-f-l.n-{-1(~)~O,nfl f L~J-m a7,nfl,rvf2(0)~j.nf1 ~

ak,n-{-l,n~-2 (0)~k,nf 1
~x

an~-l,n-~1(~)~O,nfl ~ ~j-~n aj,nfl,nt2(~)~7,nf1
k - m, ..., n.

Proof: Similar to the proofs of Lemina 4.4.1, Lemma 4.4.2 and Theoreln 4.4.1
in Section 4.4. ~

As in Section 4.5, the long-run availability can be obtained simply by substi-
tution of ~hvo ~t~(0) and ~D(0) into (4.29).

Using equivalent definitions as in the previous sections, the long-run avail-
ability of the system under CLR(m) can also be obtained (without knowledge
of ~uo,,~tl(s) and ~D(s)) from:

AV(m) :- 1- ~(~,j)E~t ~(~,j)c(~,j) m- 1, ..., n~ l.
~(~,j)ES~ ~(~,j)7(~,j)

The steady state probabilities ~r(z,j) are obtained from the balance equations.
Employing similar arguments as in Section 4.5, we obtain the following expres-
sions for c(~,j) and -y(~,j).

~(O,k) - 0,

~(O,n-~1) - Anfl,nfl(0)e

C(k,nf2) - Ak,n}l,n.}2(0)i

k - m, ..., n,

k - m, ..., n,
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i'(O,k)

7(~,nf 1)

rn-1

i~k -~ ~ ~ii,k(0) - .4nfl.k(0), ~ - m, ..., n,,

4.-0

777. - 1

v7L~1 ~ ~ Ui.71~1(O~)

~Y(k,ni-2) - Un~-2~

2-0

1~ - m, ..., n.

We close this section wit.h a small example for the case SIR~P. A selection has
been made from the data used in the example of Section 4.6. The preventive
repair times are distributed according to GP(.), which is e~p(pP) with ~c~, - l.l,
2.0, 4.0. Corrective repair times are Erlang(2,2.0) distributed.

In Table 4.2 and Table 4.3 no penalty is imposed upon preemption of pre-
ventive repairs. In Table 4.4 we implicitly incorporate delay times connected
with preemption, which are distributed according to an Erlang(2,2.0) distri-
bution. So, in Table 4.4 t.ype n f 2 repairs are assumed to be Erlang(4,2.0)
distributed. Table 4.2 and Table 4.4 present results for the optimal value of the
control limit m` (minimizing the long-run availability). For reasons of com-
parison, Table 4.3 considers t.he control limit m that. was optimal for the case
without preemption (see Table 4.1).

Gv F~n m` 9(m~) E[U~] c2[U~] E [D] c2[D]
1.1 1 0.0230 30.46 1.09 0.72 0.82

e~p(u~,) 2.0 1 0.0090 77.45 1.21 0.70 0.84
1.0 1 0.0033 205.84 1.25 0.68 0.86

Table 4.2 Availability measures SIR~P; opt.imal control limits;
G,lfi (.) is Erlang(2, 2.0).

GP F~P m 9(m) E[U~] c2[U~] E[D] c2[D]
1.1 8 0.0302 21.30 1.03 0.66 0.88

e~p(p~,) 2.0 4 0.0140 51.40 1.17 0.73 0.80
4.0 2 0.0043 158.67 1.24 0.69 0.85

Table 4.3 Availability measures SIR~P; control limits as in Table 4.1;
G,,~1(.) is Erlang(2,2.0).

Gn Irr m` 9(m') E[U~] c2[U~1 E[D] c2[Dl
1.1 8 0.0302 21.30 1.03 0.66 0.88

e~p(~cP) 2.0 2 0.0266 42.53 1.15 1.16 0.65
4.0 1 0.0083 119.85 1.23 1.01 0.75

Table 4.4 Availability measures SIR~P with penalized preemption; optimal
control limits; G,~~i (.) is Erlang(2, 2.0), G,~ f2(.) is Erlang(4, 2.0).
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From Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 we see that in this example the option of pre-
empting preventive repairs improves the performance of the system. However,
by comparing Table 4.1 and Table 4.3 for the case where G~,(.) is exp(2.0), we
see that the mean up-time is increased (as is to be expected), but the mean
down-time increases even more (since now a down-period will always be of type
n f 1 or n-}- 2), and thus the unavailability increases. Therefore we conclude
that preemption alone does not always improve the performance of the system.
One should re-compute the optimal value of the control limit. By comparing
Table 4.1 and Table 4.4, we see that even for the optimal value of the control
limit m~` the performance of SIR~P is not always better than SIR~NP. There-
fore the CLR(m) policy is not necessarily the optimal pol~cy for SIR~P. We say
more about this at the end of Section 4.8.

4.8 Concluding remarks and further research

The analysis presented in this chapter provides means to get insight into the
performance of a repairable cold standby system with a general structure.
1~1any theoretical as well as practical questions can be addressed in this frame-
work. For example one might want to know how the deterioration process of a
unit (expressed by the Q-matrix) influences the short term production output
and to what extent this influence can be neutralized by preventive maintenance.
Another question might be to what extent one can take advantage of reduction
of variability in the repair time distribution to improve sales contracts. The
model has many steering devices which can be used either in combination or
isolation. The parameter n and the matrix Q concern the design phase of the
production unit, the distributions Gk are related to the organizational struc-
ture of the repair facility, while the choice of the control limit m is a matter of
optimal tuning of repair capacity and production requirements.

In a production environment long-run average performance measures like
the fraction of t.ime that a s,ystem is available in the long-run, do not always
provide sufficient information. For instance short interruptions of production
for several minutes can easily be covered by inventory, whereas a loss of pro-
duction of several subsequent days may cause serious problems in meeting sales
contracts. In such situations it is important. to have insight in the duration of
separate up- and down-periods of the system. The distributions of up- and
down-periods provide such insight.

Furthermore, in production planning one often requires the production sys-
tem to be available for at least a specified fraction of time over a finite time
interval. Steady state measures like the average long-run availability usually do
not provide enough information to decide upon an appropriate penalty clause in
sales contracts (cf. Goyal 8c Tantawi [1988] and Van Rijn 8L Schornagel [1988]).
Knowledge of (the moments of) the distribution of system up- and down peri-
ods provides us with important information to obtain approximations for the
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interval availability distribution. In Chapter 5 we describe how the results of
this chapter can be used to obtain approximations for the interval availability
distribution of our system.

Future research should by directed to investigation of the optimal policy
for the case with preemption ( SDR~P). In Section 4.7 performance measures
have been derived by assuming a(not necessary optimal) control limit rule
CLR(m) to be applied. Currently, preemption is prescribed any time when one
unit is under preventive repair and the working unit fails. There are situations,
however, where it might be better first to complete the preventive repair before
starting a corrective repair on the failed unit. If preventive repair on a bad unit
is preempted, then all repair effort so far will be lost and the preempted unit will
be put back into operation in this bad state. Since there will be an increased
probability that a bad unit will fail soon after re-installation, there will be an
increased probability that a long down-period (almost equal to the length of
the corrective repair time) will follow soon after preemption. In such situations
it might be better first to complete the ongoing preventive repair, implying
only a short down-period to occur (with certainty). Therefore a better policy
for the model with preemption might. be a two-dimensional control limit rule
CLR(mr, m2), where mr has the same meaning as our current control limit m.
However, preemption will only occur if the state of the unit under (preventive)
repair does not exceed m2 (1 G mr c mz C n f 1).

Appendix 4.A Computational schemes - gener-
alized Erlangian repair time distributions

To cornpute ~~k(s) and ~o(s) from (4.7) and (4.22) we need the functions
A~k(s) and U,Z}r,~(s). In general these functions have to be evaluated by nu-
merical integration techniques. In case of generalized Erlangian distributed
repair times, however, A~k(s) and Tj~}1,~(s) can be computed by a straightfor-
ward iterative procedure.

For notational convenience we omit the index k in the following expressions.
In case of Erlang(r,.~) distributed repair times we denote:

~-r (~t)z
Gr(t) -~ e-~t l i , r E {1, 2, ...}, .~ 1 0, (4.34)

~-o

A~ (s) .- I e-'`tH~(t)G~(t) dt, (4.35)
w

Vafl(s) .- J ~ J z e-s(z-y)j~~tr(y)GT(z) dy dz. (4.36)
z-0 y-0
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Lemma 4.A.1 Let Gr(t) and A~ (s) be as defined i~ (l~.34) a~d (4.35) res~ec-
tively. Then, for 1 G j G n f 1

Aó(s)

Z-o

r-1 `l r~

i
A~(s) - - , ~ , ~ ~Qi.i ~ ~ ~ , , ~~ A~-~(s) . (4.38)

~~ i-o t-o

Proof: For j- 0 we have:
rx

Aó(s) - J e-ste-qotGr(t) dt
0

For 1 C
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r-1 ~l

e-~S}9p}~~ttl dt
~-o l.~ o
'-1 1~ ~t

(s -~ Qo f- .~)ttl '
l-0

G n~ 1 using Kolmogorov's forward integral equations:

t 7-1
Hj(t) - e-9~t ~ ~qijHi(x)e9j~ dx,

we find from (4.34) and (4.35):

A~ (s) -

j-1 x

r.-i ~ i

~(s~4o~~)

x.

~ Qij f Hi (
i-o ~-~

j-1

ij ~~ e-st~r(t)e-q~t ~~
Hi(x)8q~~ dx

t-o ~-o

)
x

9~x e-(S~g,)tGr(t) dt dx
t-~

x

j- ~Qi Hi(~)e9'~
i-o ~-o
J-1 x

- ~4i Hi(x)ee;~j

i-0 ~-~

- 1
S-{-Qj ~í`

n i ~ t l

~-o t! Jt-~
r-1

l-0

e-~s~q~~ ~ t dt dx

-(~i~ta~~
l

~n-0
n~(S~Qj ~~ll-~nfl

(4.37)

dx

j-1 r-1 l ~ r-1-1 ~
~ ~ ~ ~,~ e S.~Hi(x) ~ e-ax (~~~ d~.

i-0 l-0 s-~Q~~í`
y-p m-~ 771.

In a similar way we prove:
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Lemma 4.A.2 Let Gr(t), A~(s) and V,~fi(s) be as defined in (4.34), (4.g5)
and (1r..36) respectively. Then

~
V~~ti s) -

~-1 l1 ~ r l

s ~ ~ ~ s f ~ A~~,fi (0).
l-O

(4.39)

Note that Lemma's 4.A.1 and 4.A.2 can easily be extended to the case of gen-
eralized Erlangian distributed repair times. Such distributions can be used
to approximate arbitrarily closely the distrihution of any nonnegative stochas-
tic variable (Tijms [1986], pp. 397-400). For example if G(.) is a mixture
of an Erlang(nl,.~) distribution and an Erlang(n2,~) distribution then for
OGpGl:

~ t -ac (~t)i
~z-1

-~c (~t)t
G(t) .- p 1- ~ e ~ ~-(1-p) 1- ~ e i ,

~-o l' i-o l.

A~(s) - pA~' (s) f (1 - p)A~~~(s),

V~~ft(s) - pV~zfr(s) ~ (1 -P)V~~ft(s)~

where we obtain A~' (s), A~`~ (s), V~~i (s) and V,~i (s) from Lemma 4.A.1 and
Lernma 4.A.2 respectively.
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Chapter 5

Bounds for the Interval Availability
Distribution

Bounds are presented for the interval availability distribution of a
two-state single-component system which alternates between `up'-
and `down'-state. Computational schemes are given for the case in
which both up- and down-times are distributed according to mixed
Erlang distributions. A numerical example shows how approxima-
tions of the interval availability distribution can be obtained for
the two-unit standby system that has been treated in the previous
chapter.

5.1 Introduction

The long-run fraction of time that a system will be operational does not provide
enough information about the availability of the system in general ( cf. Chap-
ter 4). For instance in production, to meet sales contracts, one may require the
production-unit to be operational for at least 90 percent of time over the next
two years. Not. meeting this requirement may result in claims by clients, loss
of goodwill and worse sales-perspectives in future. For the producer it is im-
portant to know the risk of not meeting the sales contracts. Similar reasoning
h"l~l~ f" „to ~a., ,.h., ~il~ „f., ~t,. .:Fl. ~.. .,t,.,.,]'...,...~ ..,. w .,~.::p..~~. .~.....,~ ....., ,,.,..~ „vmpu~..~ sy~~~...~ rra~.. c~ suara~a~~..~
level of availability in the 95-100 percent range over a finite period of time. (cf.
Goyal 8e Tantawi [1988]). To evaluate the probability of not meeting the avail-
ability requirement over a finite time interval one needs the interval availability
dístributiore.

Even for simple models there are no closed-form solutions. For a two-state
single-component system Takács [1957] has derived an expression for the inter-
val availability distribution, which consists of an infinite summat.ion of terms,
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each consisting of multiple convolutions. In this chapter we present bounds on
the interval availability distribution, which may be used to truncate the infi-
nite summation properly. Evaluation of a large number of multiple convolu-
tions requires the use of computationally tractable distribution functions. Van
der Heijden [1987] uses the exponential distribution, whereas Van der Heijden
8c Schornagel (1988] use the gamma distribution. We present computational
schemes for mixed Erlang distributions.

If the behaviour of a svstem is modelled as a continuous-time Markov chain
with discrete finite state space, several techniques are available to numerically
evaluate transient measures of the rnodel. An overview of numerical meth-
ods and an extensive list of useful references on the subject can be found in
Reibman et al. [1989]. One particular useful technique that should be men-
tioned here is the uniformization technique (also called randomization tech-
nique), which has been further developed by De Souza e Silva 8c Gail [1986].
The uniformization technique is elegant, robust, easy to implement, and can
be used to compute various measures over a finite observation period related to
availability modelling. De Souza e Silva 8L Gail [1989] have later extended this
technique such that (more general) performability measures can be evaluated:
by assigning rewards to states of the underlying Markov chain, the combined
effect of performance and availability is captured (see Meyer [1992] for a sur-
vey on performability). A major drawback of Markov models is that for more
complex systems modelling tools are needed to facilitate the specification of
the underlying Markov chain (cf. Meyer [1992] and Haverkcrt [1991]). Further-
more, computation times strongly depend on the size of the state space of the
underlying Markov chain.

If we consider non-Markovian models or if the state space grows too large,
aggregation and approximation techniques become necessary to analyze the
system (we restrict ourselves to analytic modelling, since historic data anal-
ysis and simulation may be (computationally) infeasible in many situations).
Promising results in this area have been obtained by Van der Heijden [1987]
and Van der Heijden 8c Schornagel [1988]. Application of the results of Van der
Heijden óL Schornagel [1988] to our situation leads to the following procedure:
Compute the first two inoments of the sojourn times of the system in up- and
down-state. Fit computationally tractable probability distribution functions to
these moments to obtain approximations for the distributions of the sojourn
times of the system in up- and down-state respectively. Then, the original sys-
tem is approximated by a two-state single-component system which alternates
between up- and down-state. Sojourn times of the single-component system
in up- and down-state are assumed to be independent, and are generated by
the approximating distributions that were obtained by the two-moment fits.
For this two-state single-component system the interval availability distribu-
tion is computed using t.he results of Takács [1957] (see Section 5.2). Van der
Heijden 8L Schornagel [1988] apply this procedure to compute the interval un-
effectiveness distribution for a k-out-of-n reliability system. For a 1-out-of-2
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reliability system, Van der Heijden [1987] applies the same procedure with only
one-moment fits, leading to exponentially distribute~d up- and down-times. In a
numerical example we show how this procedure applies to the two-unit standby
system presented in the previous chapter.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2 we describe the two-
state single-component model and the expression for the interval availability
distribution that has beeu obtained by Takács [1957]. Theorem 5.2.2 presents
upper and lower bounds for this expression. Section 5.3 considers the situation
where the lengths of alternating up- and down-periods are distributed according
to mixed Erlang distributions. In Section 5.4 we show how the approximation
procedure of Van der Heijden [1987] and Van der Heijden 8L Schornagel [1988]
applies to the two-unit standby system that is considered in Chapter 4. In
Section 5.5 we end up with some concluding remarks and suggestions for further
research.

5.2 Interval availability distribution

Consider a system consisting of one single component. This system can be in
one of two states: `up' or `down'. Sojourn times in up- and down-state consti-
tute two sequences of i.i.d. random variables which are assurned to be mutually
independent. The length of an up- (down-) period is distributed according to
a general distribution function G(t) ( H(t) ), t~ 0, which is assumed to be ab-
solutely continuous. The n-fold convolution of a general distribution function
F(t) is denoted by F~~~ (t), with F~o~ (t) - 1. For t ? 0, and given that at time
0 the system starts with the beginning of a period of type y(y - U(D) if the
first period is an up- (down-) period), we define:

a(t; y) .- total sojourn time in up-state during [0, t],

~3(t; y) .- total sojourn time in down-state during [0, t],

~(t, ~; y) :- P(,~(t; y) c x), 0 C~ C t.

Since
a(t; y) -}- ,Q(t; y) - t, (5.1)

and the distribution functions G(t) and H(t) are absolutely continuous, the
cumulative operational time distribution is given by:

Y(a(t; y) ~~) - 1- s t(t, t- x; y), o ~ x ~ t.
Let IA(t; y) denote the interval availability over the interval [0, t], i.e.

IA(t; y) :- a(t; y)
t

Obviously the interval availability distribution is given by:

P(IA(t; y) C z) - 1- S2(t, (1 - z)t; y), 0 C z C 1. (5.2)
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Takács [1957] has proved the following theorem.

Theorem 5.2.1 Assume that the system starts at time 0 with an up-period.
Then, for 0 G x G t, the random variable ~3(t; U) has the following distribution:

x

st(t, x; U) -~ x~n~(x) ~ c~~~(t - x) - c~~~}~~(t - x) ~. (5.3)
n-~

Remark 5.2.1 If we assume that the system starts with a down-period at
time 0, we can prove in an obvious way, similar to Theorem 5.21 (cf. Remark 1
in Takács [1957]), for 0 G x G t:

x

st(t x; ~) -~ H~nf~~(x) ~ G~n~(t - x) - c~nt~~(t - x) ~. (5.4)
n-0

Computation of the interval availability distribution using Theorem 5.2.1 in-
volves evaluation of an infinite summation. In Theorem 5.2.2 we provide bounds
on SZ(t, x; U) which may be used to truncate the infinite summation properly.

Theorem 5.2.2 Assume that the system starts with an up-period at time 0.
Le t:

Low(N) :- ~ H~~~(x) ~ G~n~(t - x) - G~n'~~~(t - x) ~ , (5.5)
,~ -o

UPP(N) .- Low(,V) ~ G(Nti)(t-x) HlN~il(x). (5.6)

Then for 0 G x G t, N 1 0:

Low(N) G S2(t, x; U) G Upp(N).

Proof: All terms in the summation ( 5.3) are non-negative. So, if the sum-
mation is truncat.ed after N terms (N 7 0) the intermediate result gives us a
lower bound for S2(t, x; U). ~

The upper bound on S2(t, x; U) is obtained by overestimation of the error
obtained by truncating ( 5.3). Let e(N) denote the error obtained with the
truncation of the infinite summation ( 5.3) to N terms.

S2(t, x; U) - Low(N) ~ e(N).

Then we see that e(N) satisfies:
x

e(N) :- ~ Hi'i~(x) ~ Gini(t - x) - Glnf~l(t - x)
~

n-N-}-1
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x
~ ~ HtNt~i(x) ~ Gt~~)(t - x) - Gl~tr)(t - x) ~~-Nf~

- Gi.wf~)(t - x) HiNf~)(x) o

Remark 5.2.2 An alt,ernative proof of (5.7) is obtained by employing the
following relationship between a(t; y) and ~(t; y), which holds for 0 c x C t;
t10;y-U,D:

P(Q(t; y) c x) - 1- P(a(t; y) C t - x): (5.8)

Because of symmetry we obtain from (5.4) for 0 C x c t:
x

P(a(t; U) ~ x) -~ G~~~~~(x) ~H~~~(t - x) - H~~~~~(t - x)~ . (5.9)
,~ -o

Substitution of (5.9) into ( 5.8) gives

x
~(t x. U) - 1 - ~ G.(nf~)(t - x ) ~ H~n)(x) - H(n.f~)(x) ~ . (5.10)

~~-o

Again all terms in the summation are non-negative, so truncating (5.10) after
N terms (N ) 0) gives us an upper bound for S2(t, x; U). This upper bound
can easily be rewritten to (5.6). ~

Remark 5.2.3 If we consider the computat.ion of U~P(n), n ~ 0, we note that
G~"~~(t -.r) is used already in the computation of Low(~n.), and H~~~~i~(x) is
needed to compute Low(n ~ 1). So, if (5.3) is truncated after N tenns, N) 0,
only one~ additional convolution (H~'~~~ii(x)) has to be evaluated to obtain an
upper bound on S2(t, x; U). In fact, one may txuncate the iteration procedure
if the gap between Lou~(N) and Upp(N) reaches some prespecified level. This
might lead to computational savings, because of truncation of the iteration
procedure at an earlier stage. p

Remark 5.2.4 Equivalent bounds on S~(t, x; D) can be obtained easily. Trun-
cating (5.4) returns a lower bound. Using the symmetry of the model one can
obtain an upper bound on S2(t, x; D) from (5.8) and (5.3). o

5.3 Application to the class of mixed Erlang
distributions

Numerical calculation of bounds for the interval availability distribution using
Theorem 5.2.2, involves evaluation of n-fold convolut.ions for n- 1, 2, ..., N-F 1.
This requires the use of computationally tractable probability distribution func-
tions for the alternating up- and down-times. Van der Heijden [1987~ uses the
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exponential distribution. The convolution of an exponential distribution is an
Erlang distribution, which can be efficiently evaluated recursively. In a similar
way one could use the Erlang distribution itself, since the convolution of an
Erlang distribution is again an Erlang distribution. The squared coefficient of
variation of an Erlang(n, .~) distribution with mean v and variance a2 is equal
to cZ :- a2w2 - l~n for n- 1, 2, ... ,.~ 1 0. Therefore the Erlang distribution
can only be used for distribution functions with c2 - 1, 2, 3, ... . Van der
Heijden 8i Schornagel [1988] use the Gamma(n,.~) distribution with n] 0,
.~ ~ 0, which is a generalization of the Erlang distribution. The convolution of
a Gamma distribution is again a Gamma distribution, which, however, has to
be evaluat.ed by employing numerical integration routines. With the Gamma
distribution all values of c2 can be modelled. A disadvantage of the Gamma
distribution is that the distribution function is fully determined by its first two
moments (mean and variance).

In this section we present computational schemes for convolutions of a mixed
Erlang distribution. This distribution does not require the use of numerical in-
tegration routines, and is easy to implement. Furthermore, all values of c~
can be modelled, whereas t.his distribution function is not fully determined
by its mean and variance. Thèrefore the mixed Erlang distribution allows
three-moment approximation of general distribution functions ( cf. Van der Hei-
jden [1988], Johnson 8L Taaffe [1989], [1990a], [1990b]). The mixed Erlang dis-
tribution is also very useful for carrying out sensitivity tests by varying the
third moment and keeping the me~an and variance fixed (for an extensive treat-
ment of the properties of mixed Erlang distributions we refer to Tijms [1986],
pp. 397-400).

Let f( x) denote the probability density function of a nonnegative stochas-
tic variable with probability distxibution function F(:r). The corresponding
Laplace transform is defined by:

F" (s) :- J x e-St f(t) dt, Re s) 0.
0

We consider a mixture of two Erlang distributions with parameters {k,.~} and
{m, g} respectively; k, m- 1, 2. ... ;.~, p~ 0. For 0 c p C 1, the distribution
funct-ion and the Laplace transform are given by: ~

~ -a:~ (~x)~ ~ ~s (!~x)~

~
F(x) - P 1 - c ~ ~(1 - p) ~1 - e- ii. i.C i-0 i-~

~ ~ m

F~(s) - p(~~s) ~ ( 1-~)~~~s~ .

Using Newton's Binomium we obtain the Laplace transform of the rc-fold con-
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volution F~"~(x):

rt

(F~(s)) - ~z-o
C n~ ~ i n-i ~ ~ ~ ki ~ ~ ~ m(n-i)

p(I-p)
z .~~s p~s
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We observe that in evaluating the rz: fold convolution F~"~(x), convolutions of
Erlang distributions are involved.

If .~ - Ei, t,hen the n-fold convolution Fl"~ (~) is given by:

F~~`i (~) . (5.11)

Evaluating (5.5) and (5.6) for the case in which G~n~(.) and H~n~(.), n? 0,
are represented by (5.11), yields a highly efficient numerical scheme, since the
embraced term in (5.11) is just the distribution of an Erlang(l~i. ~- m(n - i), .~)
distributed stochastic variable.

If ~ ~ il then F~~zl ( x) is given by:
~

FiT~I(~) - ~
i-o

n
z ~ p'' (1- p)~~~-z:F~~~.a)~(~(~-~),u) (x), (5.12)

where F~,L1.E~ll~~n2.~z~(x) denotes the distribution function of the sum of an
Erlang(nr, ~ci) and an Erlang(n2, p2) distributed variable; ni, n2 - 1, 2, ... ;
p1,I~2 ] 0; pl ~ pZ. Using conditioning argurnents the following expression
can be derived:

F(ni,~i)~(~z.~z)(x) -

1
~Z 1

x

- ~ e-u~~

;-o

n ki~-~n(~-i)-1
~

- ~ i p~(1 - p),~.-; 1 - ~ e-a~ (~~)
~-o ~-o ~'

rx)~~ lr1

z~ - `l~r - l~2

~ ~1

~~f~-~-r l - 1 ~-~~
~~ ~nr - 1~ ~p2~~pi~

t-r ;
x 1 - ~e-(~~-v~)~ ((Fn - {~2)x) ~

z!;-o

~, f,~z t r
) ~ ~ .~ e-F~ax (i~2x

i!i-o
However, one should be careful in using this expression when icr is close to icz,
since in that case it may become numerically unstable due to the presence of
both positive and negative terms in the summation over l.

Harrison [1990] obtained the probability density function of a finite convo-
lut.ion of exponential distributions by inversion of the Laplace transform. Using
Harrison's results we obt.ain an alternative expression for F~~,.~~~~~„~,~zi(~):

F(n,,r~~)~(nz,~2)(x) - 1 - {rr~'ir2~(~l(x) ~ ~2(x))~

(!r
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where Di(~) and D2(x) are defined for i, j- 1,2; i~ j:

Dr(x) .- (-1)~~e-c~~~
Í~i.(l~i -1.G7)rai~-n~-1

n~-1 k k ~
~ ( ni ~ nj - ~C - 2 ~ ~ Ni - ~7 1 ~ (~i~)

n~ - 1 gi l!x I` J .k-o t-o

This expression may also become numerically unstable when p,l is close to p,2.
For example if nl - n2 and if ~1 is close to p2 then D1(x) approaches - DZ(x),
which causes a loss of significant digits.

5.4 Numerical example

In this section we present an illustrative example to show how the results of
this chapter can be used to obtain an approximation of the interval availability
distribution for the system with two Markovian degrading units that is analyzed
in Chapter 4. We apply the approach of Van der Heijden [1987] and Van der
Heíjden 8c Schornagel [1988], which is described in Section 5.1.

For the two-unit standby system of Chapter 4 we determine the first two
moments of the sojourn times of t.he system in up- and down-state from Theo-
rem 4.3.1 and Theorem 4.4.1 respectively. Then the original system is approx-
imated by a two-state single-component system which alternates between up-
and down-state. The approximate values of the interval availability distribution
are based on several approximation arguments, viz.:

~ the length of a down-period depends on the length of the up-period imme-
diately preceding it, while in the approximation independence is assumed.

~ instead of the exact distributions G(t) and H(t) for the length of an
up- and down-period, we use in (5.3) approximate distributions G(t) and
H(t) based on the first and second moments of G(t) and H(t).

We note t.hat (5.3) does not apply to a situation in which we start at time 0
with an operating and a new stand-by unit.

Table 5.1 presents the interval availability distribution of a two-unit standby
system for the case SIR~NP. The working unit deteriorates according to a
Markov process with infinitesimal generator Q, which is given in Section 4.6.
Preventive and corrective repair times are assumed t.o be distributed according
to an Erlang(2,2.6) and an Erlang(2, 2.0) distribution respectively. Preventive
repair is carried out according to a Control Limit Rule CLR(5) (see Section 4.2
for a definition). From (4.7) and (4.22) the first and the second moments of
system up- (U~) and down-periods (D) are obtained:

E[U~] - 27.59; c2[U~] - 1.10; E[D] - 0.56; c2[D] - 0.91.
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We have consecutively approximated the distribution G(t) of the length of
a system up-period by a hyperexponential distribution with balanced means
(BM), a líz-distribution with gamma normalization (GN), a mixture of an
Erlang(k, .) and an exponential distribution (Ei,k), and an exponential distri-
bution ( E~p). The distxibution H(t) of the length of a system down-period is
approxirnated consecutively by a mixture of Erlang(k, .) and Erlang(k - 1, .)
distributions ( Ek-i,k), a GN-distribution, an Er,k-distribution, and an expo-
nential distribut.ion. These approximations are all based on fitting the first and
(if possible) second moment. For more detailed information about the specific
properties of these distributions we refer to Tijms [1986] ( pp. 397-400).

We present the approximated value of P(IA(140) c 0.95) ( which is com-
puted employing the bounds presented in Theorem 5.2.2) for all combinations
of approximations for the distributions of U~ and D. For e - 0.0001, the infinite
summation ( 5.3) is truncated after N terms, when

Upp(N) - Low(N) c F.

In the example of this section N varies from 14 to 16 terms. CPU-time used to
compute the analytic values lies within the order of seconds on a SUN Sparc
station. Those values are to be compared with the simulated value, which is
0.0249, with [0.0239,0.0259] as its 95Q1c confidence interval (80,000 simulation
runs have been carried out to obtain these results). The relative errors are
given as well.

Down-fit Ek-r,~t o1o GN ~lo Er,k o1o Exp cIo
Up-fit
BM 0.0209 -16.1 0.0211 - 15.3 0.0191 -23.4 0.0234 -6.0
GN 0.0217 - 13.0 0.0218 - 12.3 0.0199 -20.1 0.0242 -3.0
El,k 0.0261 4.9 0.0263 5.5 0.0246 -1.0 0.0285 14.4
Exp 0.0190 - 23.5 0.0192 -22.7 0.0172 -30.9 0.0215 -13.7

Table 5.1 Approximations of P(IA(140) C 0.95).

In many reliability applications, unit lifetirnes last considerably longer than
unit repair times. Hence, system failures become rare events, as compared to
the duration of system up-periods. In such situations the exponential distri-
hiitinn (tUhirh ha.c r2 - 1 O1 ic nftPn iicar~ ac an annrnvin.atinn fnr Í!(fl (~f' i rr- ................ .. `. ~ `...

Gertsbakh [1984]). From Table 5.1 we see that the exponential distribution is
definitely not a good approxirnation for G(t) in this example (c2[U~] - 1.10,
which probably deviates too much from 1.0).

In this example, the Ei,ti. de~nsities are the only ones that are bimodal (i.e.
have two local maxima). This might explain why in this example the best
result is obtained for the combination Ei,k-E~,k. The mean lifetime (E[L]),
mean preventive repair tirne (E[RP]), and mean corrective repair time (E[R~])
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are equal to

E[L] - 2.55; E[R~,] - 0.77; E[R,.] - 1.0.

The mean time to system failure given that the system is in state C(one unit
starts operating and a corrective repair is started on the other one) is smaller
than the mean t.ime to system failure given that the system is in state P(one
unit starts operating and a preventive repair is start.ed on the other one). At.
the beginning of a system up-period the system is in state C, whereas during
this up-period state P may be entered. Hence, either the length of a system
up-period is fairly long or it is rather short, depending on whether state P is
entsred during this up-period or not. This might explain the bimodality of the
density of the up-times. For the down-times a similar reasoning holds.

For their particular applications Van der Heijden [1987] and Van der Heijden
8i Schornagel [1988] claim that the approximation is sufficiently accurate for
practical purposes. We do not give general conclusions on the quality of the
approximation for our situation, since for that purpose much more numerical
experiments should be carried out.

5.5 Concluding remarks and further research

Since the infinite summation (5.3) is rapidly converging, the bounds presented
in Section 5.2 are especially useful for truncating the summation properly.

As one can see from Table 5.1, the interval availabilit.y distribution strongly
depends on the distributional forms of G(.) and H(.) respectively. Further
research should initially be directed towards sensitivity analysis of the interval
availability distribution (5.3) with respect to the distributional form of G(.)
and H(.). The results of Section 5.3 will turn out to be very useful for this,
since a mixed Erlang distribution function is not fully determined by its mean
and variance.

Next, one could test the quality of the approximation procedure of Van
der Heijden [1987] and Van der Heijden 8L Schornagel [1988] when applied to
the model presented in Chapter 4. Especially the influence of the dependency
between subsequent up- and down-times should be investigated.

Finally, we note that if G(.) and H(.) are distributed according to mixed
Erlang distributions, then the interval availability can also be calculated with
the uniformization technique (cf. Section 5.1). The tailor-made expression of
Takács [1957], however, is much faster than the generally applicable uniformiza-
tion algorithm. One might even directly apply the uniformization technique
to the model of Chapter 4 to obtain the exact value of the interval availability
distribution (as an alternative for simulation). However, in that case one will
need a tool to specify the underlying Markov chain, since it will become too
complex to do this manually (cf. Meyer [1992] and Haverkort [1991]).
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Chapter 6

Transient Failure Behaviour of
Repairable Systems

Theoretical models are presented to st.udy the transient failure be-
haviour of repairable systems tmder four different maintenance stra-
tegies: breakdown maintenance, minirnal repair, block replacement,
and age replacement. The main feature of the approach is that the
usual steady-state assumption which is deemed to be unrealistic
for technical installations is avoided. Specific attention is given
to the number of (planned and unplanned) repairs and replacements
that occur during a specified period of time. The study described
in this chapter has been performed as part of a project on mainte-
nance manning assessment in oil-industry. The results obtained are
of direct use for the analysis of maintenance workload, the centre
of attention in the project.

6.1 Introduction
Some basic mathematical models are presented for the analysis of the transient
failure behaviour of technical systems. The study has been performed as part
of a project on maintenance manning assessment in oil-industry. This project
a.imS at the tlavel~nmPnt of a mPt,hnd fnr thP systPmati~ accaccmPnt nf minimiim
manning levels for existing and future offshore installations.

It is realized that maintenance workload is an important factor for deter-
mining manpower requirements. The maintenance workload primarily depends
on the failure behaviour of the system's constituent components and on the
maintenance and shutdown strategies and philosophies. In our study of the
maintenance workload, we use stochastic rnodels to account for the uncertainty
about the exact time epochs at. which failures will occur. The usual approach
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for analytical studies of this type is to assume a steady-state situation, i.e.,
the system has been in operation long enough for its failure pattern to have
reached a state of equilibrium. This assumpt.ion greatly simplifies the anal-
ysis; a transient analysis (i.e. taking time-dependence into account) is much
more complex and requires considerably more computing power. Nevertheless,
we believe that, for technical installations, a steady-state assumption is gen-
erally unrealistic. In particular, with the current drive towards more reliable
equipment, design-out of failures, and campaign-type maintenance strategies
for smaller installations, this assumption can no longer be just.ified (Ascher óc
Feingold [1984], Groenendijk [1990]).

Mathematically, á technical installation is modelled as a set of components.
Components are the smallest individually identified parts of the system dis-
tinguished in the model. Depending on the level of detail, a component may
range from an elementary failure mode to a complete sub-system. The failure
behaviour of components is described by a probability distribution of the Time
Between Failures (TBF) of the component. Upon failure, components are ei-
ther replaced~repaired `as good as new' (corrective repair), or repaired `as bad
as old' (minimal repair). It is assumed that `failure' of a component is well
defined, and that a component can be in either one of two states: operational
or failed. Parameters that. forecast failures (condition monitoring or system
parameter supervision, see Gertsbakh (1977]) are not taken into account. Pos-
sible preventive maintenance to be carried out on a component is dictated by
the maintenance schedule. When preventive maintenance is performed on a
component it is restored to a state `as good as new'.

Throughout this chapter we make the following assumptions.

Assumption 6.1 Repairs and replacements are carried ont instantaneovsly.

This assumption is motivated by the difference in time scale between times
between failures on the one hand, and repair~replacement times on the other.
Since for a well-designed system the expected time between failures for any of
its components is much larger than the expected time to repair, the influence of
repair times on the faílure behaviour should be small. Furthermore, in practice,
a component will be replaced by a new or previously reconditioned one if repair
of the component would take too long. Repair on the component will then be
carried out at some other location, and not affect the failure beha.viour of the
system.

Assumption 6.1 may also be justified by measuring time in terms of oper-
ating time. This is realistic for equipment that is (almost) continuously in use,
and where no further wearout is accumulated during repairs.

Assumption 6.2 Failure of a component does not directly affect the failnre
behaviour of any other component.

Assumption 6.2 is justified by the fact that the failure patt.ern of a system is
mainly determined by failures of working components and not by standby coan-
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ponents. So, only functioning components are considered, which are assumed
to be repaired instantaneously. Furthermore, hardly any data on accelerated
or reduced wearout of components caused by failures of other components are
available (cf. Both [1989]). If information about serious accelerated wearout
is available, then efforts should be directed towards adjusting the system de-
sign or the maintenance scheme to prevent such behaviour, instead of towards
modelling it explicitly.

Note that the above assumption does not exclude the possibility of simul-
taneous execution of preventive maintenance on different components. Such
`synchronization' effects may introduce statistical dependence between failure
times of components.

Assumption 6.2 allows us to study the failure behaviour of components in
isolation. An example in which replacement of components depends on failure
of other components is presented at the end of Section 6.5.

This chapter is organized as follows. In the next section, we discuss some
scientific literature on transient failure processes. In Section 6.3, the problem of
describing the failure behaviour of a component in isolation is mathematically
formulated in terms of a stochastic process. We show that the so-called Rate
of OCcurrence Of Failures (ROCOF) is a convenient vehicle for the description
of the time-dependent failure behaviour of components. Also, we demonstrate
how a reward structure can be imposed upon the model. At the end of Sec-
tion 6.3, an example is presented to illustrate this approach. Using the for-
malism introduced in Section 6.3, Section 6.4 describes the failure behaviour of
single components under four well-known maintenance strategies. Section 6.5
presents some extensions to multi-component systems. Appendix 6.B contains
a theoretical investigation of the renewal function under age replacement.

6.2 Literature survey

The literature discussed in this section studies the occurrence of failures of
repairable systems during a finite time interval, under the assumption that
repair is carried out instantaneously (uur Assumption 6.1). In Section 6.3, it
will be shown that this problem can be formulated in terms of a special type of
stochastic process, viz., a point process. In Thompson [1981], [1988], a useful
overview of results on such processes is presented.

The apt)roach in this chapter is mainlv based on techniques from renewal
theory. Other approaches use Markov point processes (Brammer 8L Malm-
borg [1987], Thompson [1988]; see e.g. Tijms [1986] for a general introduction
to Markov processes) or simulation (cf. Both [1989]). These methods provide a
great flexibility in modelling failure behaviour, dependencies, and maintenance
schemes. However, for large problem sizes, a large amount of computational
effort (memory and CPU-time) is required to find a solution. Also, it is hard to
obtain insight into the structure of the problem. We believe that one should an-
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alyze the system analyt.ically as far as possible. Only if the analytical methods
cannot be applied, perhaps due to intricate dependencies between components
or special TBF distributions, should numerical or simulation methods be used.
So far we have not come across situations that our analytical approach based
on renewal theory could not handle.

Soland [1968], Blumenthal et al. [1971], [1973], and Downton [1972] present
results for systems in which components are characterized by their distribut.ions
of time between failures (TBF), fail independently (Assumption 6.2), and are
individually and instantaneously (Assumption 6.1) replaced at failure. Preven-
tive maintenance is not taken into account. Under these conditions, the failure
behaviour of a single component can be described as a renewal process (see
Cox [1962]; see also Section 6.4.1). The failure behaviour of the total system
is determined by the superposition of the underlying renewal processes. This
superimposed process is not a renewal process in general (since subsequent
times between failures may be statistically dependent. and non-identically dis-
tributed), but a mathematically much more complex stochastic point process.

The approach of Soland, in particular, is very similar to ours (see Sec-
tion 6.3). In Soland [1968], the probability distribution of the demand for
replacement. parts in a finite time interval is analyzed. This distribution is
then used in predicting replacement requirements - a major problem in logis-
tics. Soland assumes that there are many independent identical components
generating failures, all to be replaced from the same source. Preventive main-
tenance is not considered. Note that, in our situation, we have different types
of components which may be maintained preventively. Standard results of re-
newal theory (Cox [1962]; Soland [1968]) yield the mean and the variance of
the number of components to be replaced within a certain time interval. Due
to Soland's assumptions, the total number of renewals during a finite time in-
terval is approximately normally distributed if the number of components is
large. This greatly facilitates his analysis.

Blumenthal et al. [1971], [1973] and Downton [1972] consider systems with
different types of components (no preventive maintenance), in which every fail-
ure of a component causes system failure. They restrict attention to the times
between failures of the system. Again the failure behaviour of components in
isolation is modelled as a renewal process and the failure behaviour of the sys-
tem is obtained as the superposition of those processes. Under the assumption
that the renewal processes are independent and have been running for a long
time (i.e., are in steady state), it is well known that the distribution of times be-
tween failures for the superimposed process is approximately exponential if the
number of processes is sufficiently large (failure rate becomes constant; see Sec-
tion 6.3). Blumenthal et al. [1971], [1973] provide corrections to account for the
length of time the processes have been in operation (the `age' of the process), as
well as the number of processes involved. Note that, if the system consists of a
large number of identical components, the time to first failure is approximately
distributed according to a Weibull distribution (cf. Downton [1972]). Results as
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derived by Blumenthal et al. [1971], (1973] and Downton [1972] may be useful
for analyzing the failure behaviour of a single component consisting of a large
nurnber of parts. The required assumptions (no distinction between di,f,~erent
types of system failure, and no preventive maintenance), are too restrictive for
direct application in our specific problem context.

Furthermore, we have not come across any papers in literature or commer-
cially-available software tools that we could use.

6.3 Basic approach

6.3.1 Mathematical model

We present the mathematical model for the failure behaviour of components
in isolation. It is assumed that the failure behaviour of components is given
thrcugh a probability distribution for the times between failures. Possible
preventive maintenance to be performed on a component is dictat.ed by the
maintenance schedule for that component. Components are repaired either
preventively (planned, before breakdown), correctively (unplanned, at break-
down) or minimally (unplanned, at breakdown). After preventive or corrective
repair, a component is assumed to be `as good as new'. After minimal repair,
a component is functioning again, but is assumed to be `as bad as old' (see
Section 6.4.2).

Remark 6.3.1 In general terms, we study the occurrence of maintenance
events: i.e. repairs and replacements (either preventive, corrective, or min-
imal). Since repair and replacement times are ignored (Assumption 6.1), it
is often convenient to speak of replacements in a broad sense: i.e., including
repairs. ~

Mathematically, the failure behaviour of the component is modelled as a re-
ward process. This is a stochastic process which can be viewed as a sequence
of intervals representing the times between subsequent replacements. To each
replacement corresponds a certain `cost' (the reward). By taking man-hours as
costs, the link to maintenance workload can be made at a later stage. Preven-
tive maintenance can be incorporated into the reward structure by introducing
it as an added source of `failures' which mav (e.e. block renlacementJ ~r ma.v
not (e.g. age replacement) occur at fixed epochs. A more detailed discussion is
provided in the sequel.

6.3.2 Analysis

For a single component, the questions of how much and when maintenance
events (cf. Remark 6.3.1) occur during a finite time interval will be addressed.
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These questions can only be answered in a deterministic situation. In a stochas-
tic environment, the basic questions are reduced to how naach events will occ.ur
on average and what is the probability of an event occnrring in a fïnite time
interval (t, t ~ Ot] ?

Recall from Assumption 6.1 that components are assumed to be instanta-
neously repaired or replaced. Let {N(t); t 1 0} be the process that `counts' the
number of such events occurring in (0, t]: -

N(t) :- number of events that occur in (0, t].

{N(t); t ~ 0} is called a point process (Thompson [1981]). We assume N(0) -0.
The expected number of events in (0, t] is denoted by

M(t) :- E[N(t)].

By ~(t) we denote the derivative of M(t). For those values of t where this
derivative exists:

a(t) :- lim E[N(t ~ ot) - N(t)] - lim M(t ~ ot) - M(t) . (6.1)
or-.o Ot ot-.o Ot

If ~(t) does not exists at sorne r due to a discontinuity of M(t) at T, then for
notational coirvenience we define:

.~(t) :- ó(t - r)[M(7) - M(T-)] for t- T, (6.2)

where~ M(T) - M(r-) denotes the discontinuity of M(t) at r. b(.) denotes
Dirac's delta function (which is defined in Appendix 6.A).

By definition. .~(t) is the instantaneous rate of change of the expected num-
ber of events with respect to time. We will refer to .~(t) as the Rate of OCcnr-
rence Of Fail~ares, or ROCOF (cf. Ascher ~ Feingold [1984]). In the literature
.~(t) is sometimes referred to as the failure rate of the process {N(t); t~ 0}.
To avoid possible confusion with the failure rate of a probability distribution,
we shall use the term ROCOF throughout. Since a component is assumed to
be instantaneously replaced at failure, it is often convenient to speak of ~(t) as
the rate of occurrence of replacements or just the replacement rate rather than
the ROCOF.

If simultaneous failures do not occur, and if E[N(t)] G oo for each t~ 0,
then (6.1) is equivalent to: ~

63
~(t) '- óimo P[N(t

f 0~~ N(t) ? 1] , ( . )

which is the intensity function of the process {N(t); t~ 0}. As can be observed
from (6.3), ,~(t) has a simple but useful probabilistic interpretation; viz., for
small ~t:

~(t)Ot ~

P[ an event ( not necessarily the first) occurs in (t, t f Ot] ]. (6.4)
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This interpretation motivates our interest in ~(t), since it demonstrates that
.~(t) represents the expected failure behaviour of a component as it varies with
time.

To study the number N(y, yft) of events within a certain time interval (y, y~t],
we define the mean and the variance of N(y, y f t) as follows:

M(y, t) :- E[N(y, y f t)] ,

~~(y~ t) -- ~~[N(y, y ~ t)] ~

Since ~(t) is the derivative of M(t), we have the following relationship between
M(t), ~(t) and M(y,t):

M(y, t) -~ a(~) d~ - M(y f t) - M(y).
~y,'yft]

Thus M(t) is short for M(0, t).
If a component is `as good as new' after each replacement, then due to

Assumption 6.1 each replacement can be seen as a renewal of the process. In
this case (Soland [1968]):

a~~(y, t) - M(y, t) [1 - M(y, t)] -I- 2~t M(y, t- x)~(x) dx. (6.5)
0

Equation (6.5) can be proved using the key renewal theorem ({N(y, yft); y, t j
0} is a modified renewal process in this case; cf. Tijms [1986]). For more general
processes we do not know of any expression for QZ(y, t).

6.3.3 Reward structure

As discussed above, to each replacement corresponds a`reward' (representing
replacement cost), which in principle may be time dependent. Let:

w(t) .- cost of a replacement at time t,

p .- discount factor.

~., --1 ~,C~,,

e-Ptw(t)~(t) .- discounted cost rate at time t, (6.6)

e-Ptw(t).~(t) dt :- expected total discounted cost over

the interval (Ti,T2]. (6.7)
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When estimating workload or manpower requirements, of course no discounting
should be applied (i.e. in that case, p- 0 should be taken, so e-Pt - 1).

To be able to quantify total expected maintenance cost, one has to con-
sider multiple replacement rates: for example, if a component is replaced ei-
ther preventively (planned, before breakdown) or correctively (unplanned, at
breakdown), we have to consider two replacement rates (note their mutual
dependence):

.~P(t) .- preventive replacement rate,
~~(t) .- corrective replacement. rate,

at time t. The expected number of preventive and corrective replacements in
(T1,T2] are obtained by integration of the replacement rates over time, i.e.

~r(t) dt and ~ .~~(t) dt,
(T~ ,Tz]

respectively. If replacement of a component at time t costs either w1,(t) for a
preventive replacement or w~(t) for a corrective replacement, then the expected
total maintenance cost in (Tl , T2] is given by

~T,.T~1
{wr(t)~p(t) ~- w~(t)~~(t)} dt.

In Section 6.4, we show how to compute .~p(t) and .~~(t) for a number of well-
known maintenance strategies.

6.3.4 Example

To close this section, we present an example of the ROCOF ~~(t) of a single
component which is repaired (as good as new) only at breakdown. Since no
preventive maintenance is carried out, .~P(t) - 0. Suppose that the component
is new at time 0. In Section 6.4.1, it will be demonstrated that .~~(t) is the
renewal rate of the corresponding ordinary renewal process in this particular
case. Times bet.ween failures (TBF), of the component, represented by the
random variable Tbf, are distributed according to an Erlang(k, p) probability
distribution with k- 10, p- 2, i.e. P[T6f c t] - F(t), where

k-1
F(t) - 1-~ e-~`t (~ i)~ k- 10, p- 2, t 1 0.

~-o ~~

The mean time between failures (MTBF) of the component, denoted by Tbf,
is 5 years (- k~lc); the standard deviation is ~- 1.6 (- ~); the squared
coefficient of variation is c2 :- Q2~Tbf - 0.1.

The patterns in Figure 6.1 can be explained as follows. A failure in the
first two years is very unlikely because the cornponent is quite new; then the
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Figure 6.1 ROCOF for component under breakdown maintenance.

likelihood of failure increases and peaks around 5 years. It subsequently drops
because, after 5 years a failure most probably has occurred and therefore the
then-operating component is relatively new (it has just been replaced) and not
very likely to fail immediately. The peak around 10 years is caused by the fact
that this is about the time the second failure is expected. The spread in the
TBFs makes accurate prediction more than 10 years ahead impossible, which
is reflected by the increasing flatness of the graph beyond 10 years. Recall
from the beginning of Section 6.3.2 that we addressed the questions how ~nuch
and when maintenance event.s occur during a finite time interval. The ROCOF
.~~(t) becoming constant at time t indicates that, from that point in time, all
information about when failures will occur has disappeared. We only know how
rn.ii.ch fa.ihirPS will nccnr nn a.vera~P (a..(nnl - 1 ~rti~ - q.2 failnrP~ nPr vParl~ , , , , ~~ . ., ,

Figure 6.1 is typical in the sense that a few peaks and valleys occur, and
then the graph flattens out eventually. The number of distinguishable peaks,
how pronounced they are, and how long it takes before the graph flattens
out, depend on the specific TBF distribution - particularly on its mean and
standard deviation. However, ot.her types of curve are possible. For instance, a
monotone decreasing curve tnay reflect a component displaying manufacturing
defects or infant mortalit.y. It may also reflect a component with strongly
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irregular TBF. Another possibility is a bath-tub like shape.
Further examples will be presented in Sections 6.4 and 6.5.

6.4 Component failure behaviour

In this section, we consider the transient failure behaviour of a component in
isolation under some well-known maintenance strategies. Four basic strategies
are considered: breakdown maintenance, minimal repair, block replacement,
and age replacement. For each strategy, expressions for the ROCOFs will be
derived for preventive ( ~r,(t)), corrective ( ~~.(t)) and minimal ( .~~,~(t)) repairs.
As before, a component is characterized by its TBF distribution F(t) with
existing density function f(t) - dF(t)~dt. The component is assumed to be
new at time 0.

6.4.1 Breakdown maintenance

Under breakdown maintenance, no preventive maintenance is carried out. A
component is repaired~replaced upon failure (at breakdown) and starts oper-
at.ing in perfect state (as good as new). As each replacement can be seen as a
renewal of the process, the failure behaviour of the component is described by
an ordinary renewal process. The expected number of repairs~replacements of
the system during the time interval (0, t] is denoted by Mo(t) (renewal func-
tion), which can be computed from the renewal equation (Cox [1962]):

Mo(t) - F(t) f J t M~(t - x) dF(~). (6.8)
0

Differentiation of (6.8) yields the renewal rate mo(t):

nao(t) - f(t) f~t mo(t -~) dF(x). (6.9)
0

The rate of occurrence of corrective replacements equals this renewal rate:

~~(t) - ma(t), (6.10)

~p(t) - ~~n(t) - 0. (6.I1)

An example of this strategy is presented in Section 6.3.4 (Figure 6.1). Only for
a few types of distribution functions F(t) are explicit expressions available to
compute Mo(t) (see for instance Tijms [1986], p. 74). In general, M~(t) has to be
solved for numerically. For instance by the simple method of Xie [1989], which
recursively solves a discretized version of the following forru of the renewal
equation (cf. (6.8)):

Ma(t) - F(t) f~t F(t - x) dMo(x).
0
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Other methods such as the extended cubic splining algorithm (Baxter et al.
[1982]) and the simple approximation of Smeitink 8c Dekker [1990] use

X
M~(t) - ~ F~~„~(t),

,~-~

where F~'"~(t) is the n-fold convolution with itself:

F.i~"i(t) -~~ F~,~-~)(t -~) dF(x,), n - 1, 2, ... ; F~o~(t) - 1; t) 0.
0

Such methods are used in conjunction with the following well-known asymptotic
expansion (see for instance Cox [1962], p. 47):

t Q~ 1Nlo(t) ,~„ ,rb f 2,~2 - 2~ t-~ oo, (6.12)
Ï 6f

where ref denotes the TBF's expectation, and Q its standard deviation. The
rat.e of convergence of the renewal fimction 1~-I~(t) to its linear asymptote (6.12)
is mainly determined by the peakedness of the probability densit;y function
f(t). A density which is e.g. closely concentrated about its mean will have
slow, oscillatory approach of Mo(t) to (6.12). Something similar will happen
when the probabilitv density has a singularity near zero (Baxter et. al. [1981]).
The question about the accurateness of (6.12) for small-to-moderate values of
t is difficult. to answer. Several rules of thumb are proposed in the literature.
(Define the squared coefiicient of variation as c2 :- ~z~TGf). For instance, Cox
[1962] (p. 48) gives a rule of thumb onlv for c~ GG 1: Equation (6.12) may be
used when t 1 BCoxTbf, where

BCox - l~c~ if 0 G c~ GG 1. (6.13)

According to Tijms [1986] (p. 7), Equation (6.12) mav be used when t)
BTijmsT~f . where

1 ifOGczcl,
BTijms - 1.5c` if c~ ) 1. (6.14)

Baxter et al. [1981] state that~ `this approximation is seldom sufFiciently accurate
for t he s;~~all-to-.~.oderat.e ~a,ues of t enccuntered i:à practicc'. Fro:.. our c..r.
experience, from Tijms' [1986] arguments for proposing his rule of thumb, and
from the numerical experiments reported by Sahin [1986], we believe Baxter
et al. [1981] to be too pessimistic about, the usefulness of (6.12). For c~ close~
to zero, Tijms [1986] is too optimistic, however, since times bet.ween failures
are almost deterministic, causing slow and strong oscillatory approach of 117o(t)
to (6.12). Such behaviour is reflected in BCox (- l~c~), which turned out to be
quite pessimistic in our experiments. According to Sahin [1986], in general the
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value of t from which M~(t) is sufficiently close to its asymptote is minimal if c2
approaches 1. The critical value of t increases both if c2 increases from 1(due
to sorne higher order asymptotic result; cf. Sahin [1986]), and if c~ decreases
from 1 down to 0(due to increased oscillation of M~,(t)).

The rules of thumb (6.13) and (6.14) can only serve as guidelines for using
(6.12); one should be cautious when using them.

6.4.2 Minimal repair

Due to physical or economical reasons, in some situations it is unrealistic to
assume that a component is fully renewed at failure (as good as new). The other
extreme is to assume that at failure of a component only a minimal repair is
carried out, which means that reliability of the component will be unchanged
by failure and repair (as bad as old). If most repairs involve replacement of only
a small fraction of a component's constituent parts, it is plausible to assume
that the rate at which failures occur has not bee~n altered by the repair.

Under minimal repair, the ROCOFs are given b,y:

.~„~(t) - r(t), (6.15)

~P(t) - ~~(t) - 0. (6.16)

which will be explained below. In (6.15), r(t) is the hazard rate of F(t):

r(t) - f (t) (617)
1 - F(t) ~

The~ hazard rate uniquely determines the distribution F(t):

F(t) - 1 - e- ,~o r(x)dr

In models without repair, r(t) is sometimes called the Force Of Mortality (FOM,
cf. Ascher 8c Feingold [1984], Thompson [1981]), due to the fact that r(t)Ot
approximately equals the conditional probability of first and only failure in
(t, t f Ot], given survival up to time t. Under minimal repair, however, r(t,)Ot
equals the unconditional probability of a failure, not necessarily the first, oc-
curring in (t, t~- Ot]. This explains (6.15) (see also (6.4)).

In practice both ,~(t) and r(t) are called `failure rate'. However, .~(t) is the
failure rate of t,he process N(t), whereas r(t) is the failure rate of the probabili.ty
distribntion F(t). Under minimal repair .~(t) and r(t) are equal. It is crucial
to emphasize that,

~(t) ~ r(t)

in general, which is a rnajor point of confusion for many reliability practitioners.
In the case of an increasing hazard rate r(t), minimal repair in combination

with block replacement (preventively replace at T, 2T, ... ; see Section 6.4.3)
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is a useful policy for maintaining components which are relatively expensive to
repair as good as new and which are relatively cheap to (minor) repair.

6.4.3 Block replacement

Block replacement is a well known preventive maintenance policy, which is easy
to implement in practice. Under block replacement, a component is preven-
tively replaced at T, 2T, ... When a component fails, one has the option of
either corrective repair or minimal repair. Block replacement with corrective
repair is particularly useful if a large number of components is considered, and if
fixed replacement costs are high and independent of the number of components
to be replaced. In that case, it rnay be cost-effective to replace all components
at the same time (synchronized block replacement).

Under block replacement, the component is preventively replaced at, every
multiple of T (uo stochastics involved). Hence, NIn(t), defined as the expected
number of preventive replacernents during (0, t~, is given by:

z

NIp(t) :- ~ U(t - nT), t 1 0,
17-1

where U(t) denotes the unit step function ( which is defined in Appendix 6.A).
The derivative with respect to t of Mp(t), which is the preventive replacement
rate ,~~,(t) ( cf. (6.1) and (6.2)), does not exist at multiples of T and is zero
ot.herwise. To be able still to present an expression for ,~7,(t), we use Dirac's
delta function b(t) (which is defined in Appendix 6.A as well). Now, under
block replacement with corrective repair ( `as good as new'), we have:

~~(t) - mo(t - nT) if nT C t c(n, ~ 1)T, n - 0, 1, . .., (618)
~

~~,(t) -~ b(t - nT) if t) 0, (6.19)
n-1

,~,,, (t) - 0 if t 1 0, (6.20)

where mo(t) denotes the renewal rate defined in Section 6.41.

Under block replacement with minimal repair ( `as bad as old'):

r(t - nT) if nT C t G (n f 1)T, n- 0, 1, ..., (6.21)
x

b(t - nT) if t 1 0, (6.22)
n-i
0 if t ) 0, (6.23)

where r(t) denotes the hazard rate defined by (6.17).

In Figure 6.2, we present two examples: block replacement with corrective
repair at failure (BRC'), with .~r.(t) given by (6.18), and block replacement
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Figure 6.2 ROCOFs uiider block rephce~inent (T -~)
with corrective ~nd minimal repair.

with mininial repair (BR.1~1), wit.h ~,,,(t) given by (6.21). The same d~ta as
in Section 6.3 are used. ti~~e have chosen a preventi~-e inaintenance interval of
length T- 4 (80~1c of A-7TBF) for hoth BRC and BR~7.

Note that~, in Figure 6.2, t.he ROCOF for minimal repair is always greater
than the ROCOF for full (as good a~s new) repair. This is caused by the fact
that the TBF dist,ribution in this example has ~ii incre~sing haz~rd rate ~r(t):
a new coinponPnt is better than an old one. Note that, if the costs associated
with miniinal repair are sinaller than those ~ssociated with full repair, BR~1
may yet be more cost-effective than BRC.

6.4.4 Age replacement

For some applicatious. block replaceiiient with corrective repair may seem unrr'-
alistic, because theoreticallp it is possible that a component fails and is replaced
at t.ime T- ~t (Ot small). This implies that, at time T, an almost perfect
coinponent is replaced. The age replaceme.nt policy does not have thiti draw-
back. Under age replacement, a compone~nt is replaced at failure or at ihe end
of a specified time interval (length T), whichever occurs first. This strategy is
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often referred to as ( run-)t.ime-based maintenance.
Under an age replacement policy, there are no fixed regeneration epochs at

T, 2T, . .. , etc. At time T, a new component is installed onlv with probability
1-F(T), because the probability is F(T) that at least one failure, has occurred
before T. At time 2T, a new component is inst,alled only with probability
[1-F(T)]~, etc. Using standard renewal-theoretic arguments, we obtain M~(t),
the expected number of corrective replacements in (0, t]:

111a(t) ifOCtCT,

~~`~(t) - [1 - F(T)]M~(t - T) f~ [1 ~ M~(t - x)] dF(x) if T c t,
[o,T )

( 6.24 )

where M~(t) denotes the renewal function associated with the TBF distribution
F(t), with renewal rate m.o(t), as de~fined in Section 6.4.1.

Mr(t), the expected number of preventive replacements in (0, t], is ob-
tained using the following observation: every component newly installed during
[0, t- T] will be preventively replaced (and thus will make a contribution to
the number of preventive replacements in (0, t] ) with probability 1- F(T).
This leads us to the following computationally ef~icient recursive expression for
M~(t) (the proof will be presented in Appendix 6.B):

0 ifOCtCT,MP(t) - [l - F(T)][l f M~(t - T) f Mr(t - T)] if T c t. (~-25)

Taking derivatives in (6.24) and (6.25) we obtain:

m~(t) if 0 C t G T,

~~(t) - [1 - F(T)] ~~.(t - T) ~ ~ ~~(t - x) dF(x) if T C t,
. [o,T) -

(6.26)

0 ifOCtCT,
~~(t) - [1 - F(T)] b(t - T) if t- T, (6.27)

[i - F(T)] [a~(t - T) ~ a~(t - T~] if T ~ t.
Using their probabilistic interpretation, (6.26) and (6.27) can also be derived
rlirnrflv (~f (Fi illl (F. ~~1 ..l.f.. ...7 1. ~f.,.,,1.,,-,7 ..1 ..~.. ~., ...]:~-..~-~. .~ `~.. `....~~. `v....v~ .., ...,.,i.,,u~,u .~y o~u,uuc.eau ii.iii`r'vu,i arsuiiicuo~ 1~.~uur

tioning on the time of first replacement). (6.27) is obtained in the following
way. Before time T breakdown maintenance is applied. Hence~ ~~,(t) - 0 for
0 C t C T. At time.T a preventive replacement. occurs iff the first component is
still operational (with probability [l - F(T)]). Now the following observation is
crucial. At time t 1 T a preventive replacement occurs iff an arbitrary replace-
ment, occurs at time t-T and no more failures occur until time t. So, for t) T
the probability ~r(t)~t that a preventive replacement occurs within (t, t-I- Ot]
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is approximately equal to the probability [~,.(t - T)~t f .~~,(t - T)Ot] that
an arbitrary replacement occurs within (t - T, t- T~- ~t], multiplied by the
probability [1 - F(T)] that the component installed within (t - T, t- T~ Ot]
does not fail before time t. ( 6.24) and (6.25) can be obtained by integrating
(6.26) and ( 6.27) respectively ( cf. Appendix 6.A).

In Appendix 6.B we present the Laplace transforms of Mr(t) and M~(t).
These expressions, although interesting from a theoretical point of view, are
not very useful for comput.ational purposes in general. Except for the expo-
nential lifetime distribution we have not been able to derive computationally
tractable expressions. As noted before, Mr(t) and ~z,(t) are efFiciently derived
from ( 6.25) and ( 6.27) respectively. In general, M~(t) and ~~.(t) have to be ob-
tained from (6.24) or ( 6.26), using numerical integration routines ( e.g. Delves
8L Walsh [1974]).

In Figures 6.3 and 6.4 we present .~~(t) and .~r(t) in the case of an age
replacement policy applied to the component specified in Section 6.3 (ri, f- 5;
Q- 1.6). We set T- 4 (80010 of MTBF).

l~(t) (corrective replacement rate)
-------- ~~(t) (preven[ive replacement rate)

t (time; [year]) ~

Figure 6.3 ROCOFs under age replacement (T - 4; t E [0, 20]).

At multiples of T, the component is preventively replaced with probabilities
[1 - F(T)]n (n - 1, 2, ...). This causes the renewal function M~,(t) of (6.25) to
have discontinuities at multiples of T. So, ~P(t) does not exist for t a multiple
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of T. This proble)n is formally circumvented by the introduction of Dirac's
delta `function' (cf. Appendix 6.A):

~1,(t) - [1 - F(T)]'~ b(t - rcT), t - aT, ~, - 1, 2, . . .

These `values' of ,~~),(t) can of course not be depicted in Figure 6.3 aiid 6.4. The
decreasing probabilities ([1 - F(T)]", rt - 1,2,...) of occurrence of `planned'
preventive replacements compensate the (at first sight surprising) initial in-
crease of the expected number of `unplanned' preventive replacements.

T
0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

r
10

~, (t) (corrective replacement rate)
Á~U) (preventive replacement rate)

t (time; ~year~) ~

Figure 6.4 ROCOFs under age replacement (T - 4; t E[0, 100]).

From Figure 6.4 we observe that, as t grows, both .~~(t) and .~~,(t) approach
their asymptotic values, which may be explained by similar arguments as used

t}~~ l~ ~f tho „d "f C~~t;nn 6 2 ThPCP ac~nnntntir yaliiac Ía-Ími -... ., .,..wmp ., .., . .,.. ., ..., . . . . r ~~ ~~ ~ i

0.088; ~r(oo) - 0.221) can be computed analytically from (6.45) and (6.46) in
Appendix 6.B.

Recall from Figure 6.1 that under breakdown maintenance the failure pro-
cess has already reached its asymptotic value at t- 20. Under age replacement,
however, this same component has not reached a steady state even at t- 100.
Note that, under block replacement, a steady state is never reached (see Fig-
ure 6.2).
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6.5 Multi-component systems

Especially due to Assumption 6.2 in Section 6.1, several results for multi-
component systems are easily obtained from the results for single components
in isolation treated in Sections 6.3 and 6.4.

6.5.1 ROCOF for multi-component systems

Consider a system with n components, in which every failure of a component. is
counted as a system failure. If the failure behaviour of the individual compo-
nents is characterized by their R.OCOFs ~~~(t) (i - 1, ...,~n), then the system
ROCOF A(t) is obtained simply by addition of the individual R~OCOFs:

rz

n(t) :- ~ az (t). ~s.2s~
~-~

Additional insight into the failure process of t.he system is obtained from:

7~z~t) :- ~~~t)
A~t~ , ~i - 1, . . . , ~, t ) 0, (6.29)

which denotes the conditional probability that a failure occurring at time t is
caused by component i.

6.5.2 Example
Figures 6.5 and 6.6 present an example of the failure behaviour of a series
system consisting of five components, which are individually repaired only at.
failure (breakdown maintenance). The system is new at t- 0. Times be-
tween failures of the components are distributed according to Erlang(k,,, p,2)
distributions:

F;(t) - i - 1,...,5, t ? 0.

The mean time between failures T; and the standard deviation ~; are computed
from:

7á - ~i~~

J-N.,t ~~zt ,~~

~i - k~~w~.

Component 1 2 3 4 5
T2
Qi

2 5 10 20 30
0.6 1.6 3.2 6.3 9.5

Table 6.1 Mean and standard deviation of time between failures.
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In this exainple we have choseu:

~'I -~2-~'s-k~-~':,-10;

I~-i-5; ~.~-2: Ila-1; ~a-z; F~:,-~.

Table 6.1 lists t,he corres~xiuding valnes for the tnean and standard deviation
of time l~F~t,ween failures. The (c~rr~~ctive) replacement rates ,~~.i(t)....,~,.:,(t)
are couiE~tited a.ti in (6.10). Note t,h~t ~~.z(t) is the saine as the H.OCOF in
Fignre 6.1.

Í:II~LIff fBll'
~ numbedyear~

0.9 -

0.8 -I

0.7 -I

0.6 -I

0.5 -;

0.4 -~

0.3 -~

0.2 ~

0.1 ~

0.0 ~

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 IS 20

A(t 1 (tiystem failure rare)
~,ftl lfuilure rate component i, i-1..5)

Figure 6.5 Fi~~e-~~c~mponent. system under
hr~,~il.~l~l~~.n iur~int~~nance: ROCOFs.

t Itime; ~year]) ~

Note froiu Figure 6.5 that A(t) at t- 20 still has not reached its steady-state
value A(oo), due to fluctuat~ions in .~~(t) and .~.,(t):

- a
A(oc) :- lim A(t) -~ lirn ~~,;(t) -~ l~r; - 0.88.

i-~x t-~x
i~-1 i-1

Additional insight in the failure behaviour of t.he system is provided by Pi(t)
to p,,(t) as give~n by (6.29). For instance, froin Figure 6.6 we see that any
failure occttrring in (0, 2] is, with high probability, a failure of coinponent 1.
Between t - 2 and t - 4, the probabilitv that a failure is caused by component
2 increases sharpl~-.
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conditional probability

4

p,(r), i-1..5
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6 ti

t (time; ~year)) --~

Figure 6.6 Five-component system under breakdown maintenance:
proportional contributions of component ROCOFs to system ROCOF.

6.5.3 Reward analysis for multi-component systems

Asstmie that there are ~n different types of replacement rates and that, with a
type j replacement (j - 1, ..., rn) of component i (i~ - 1, ...,~) at time t, a
reward (e.g., in terms of money, or required man-hours) w.i,~ (t) is associated.
Then, analogously to (6.6) and (6.7), we obtain for the expected discounte~d
cost rate at time t:

n ,r~

~ ~
e-P~~,~i,.7 ~t~~i.7 ~t~~

i-1 j-1

and for the expected total discounted cost over the interval (Ti , T2~:

,~ ,,,

~~e-ntw~.~~t)~~,i~t) dt.
(Tt,Tz] i-1 .7-1
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6.5.4 Example

Figures 6.7 and 6.8 present an example of the costs per year resulting from
repair or replacement of the components introduced in the previous example
(Section 6.5.2 ; m- 1; n- 5). All components are maintained only upon
breakdowu. In Figure 6.7, we have chosen:

w~~t) - Ti - 1~~~~~~), i - 1, ..., 5, p- 0.

This implies that. rare failures have a relatively greater impact than frequent
ones on the total cost rate. The total cost rate is still increasing at year 20,
because the probability of an `expensive' failure (i.e., from component 5) is still
increasing (see Figure 6.5).

cos[ rate
~~~year)

5-

T
0 2 4

total cost rate
x;lt)~.;(t). i-1..5

6 8 10 l2 14

Figure 6.7 Five-coutpouc~trt ,ystetn under
breakdown maiutenance: cost rates.

i-5

16 I8 20
t (time; [year]) ~

In Figure 6.8, we have the same rewards. However, in this example, costs are
discounted at a rate of lOQ1o per year. This causes the discounted cost rate to
decrease substantially at time instants far away from the origin. In this case,
attention should be paid to the prevention of `early' failures.
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discounted cost rate
[SlyearJ

1.6 ~

1.4 ~

1.2 -~

I.0 ti

0.8 ~,

0.6 ti'

0.4 -J

0?-

0.0 -
i

0 2 4 6
total discountedcostrate
e-o`w,(t)Á,It), i-1..5

8

. ............... i-5
.................

10
t
12 14
~~
16 18 20

t (time; ~year~) -i

Figure 6.8 Five-component system under breakdown maintenance:
discounted cost rates (interest - 10 ~o).

6.5.5 Confidence intervals

If one is interested in the number of ntaintenance events of a certain type j
(e.g. j - corrective) that. occur in a t,ime-interval (y, y f t], then the mean
does not always provide enough information. For planning purposes it is often
important to have a coufidence int.erva] which contains the actual number of
such events occurring in (y, y f t] with probability 0.95 (say).

Assume our system consists of n components. After each type j repair~
replacement of a component, this component is assumed to be `as good as
new' (this is indeed the case under breakdow~n -, block - and age replacement;
minimal repair is the only exception). Let M~(t) denote the expected number
of type j replacements that occur in (0, t~. Now from Section 6.3.2 we know
that for a single component the mean and the variance of the nwnber of type
j replacements that occur in (~, y-~ t] are given by:

..............,,..........i-4 .... ,

M~(y,t) - ~;(~) d:~ - M,(y ~ t~ - nr;(y),
~y.ytt~
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r
~;(y,t) - n~r;(y,t)[i-Nt;(y,t)]~2~ ~1;(~,t-x)a;(x)d.~.

0
Since components do not affect each ot,hers functioning (Assumption 6.2) the
mean and variance of the total number of type j mainte~nance events for the
entire system are simply obtained by summation over all components.

A 95 percent confidence interval can only be constructed if all components
of the ( sub-) system are identical. Then for ~n large we apply the Central Limit
Theorem, which states that tl~ie number of type j events occurring in (y, y-I-t~ is
approximately Normal distributed with mean n111~ (y, t) and variance nv~ (y, t,).
Now we can apply a well known rule of thumb which pro~~ides a 95 percent
confidence interval for the number of type j events occurring in (y, y f t]:

nMi~y, t) ~ 2 nQ~ ~y. t).

6.5.6 Example

Figure 6.9 presents an example of breakdown maintenance applied to 1000
identical components which are new at tirne 0(one can think of light-bulbs in
a large building). All components are like the one introduced in the example
of Section 6.3.4, i.e. times betwreen failures of each component are distributed
according to an Erlang(10, 2) distribution with 111TBF - 5 and c~ - 0.1.
The solid line segments denote the expected number of (corrective) replace-
ments per year. The dashed ones denote the 95 percent confidence intervals.
From this figure we see for instance that in year 3 the number of replacements
lies somewhere within 59-93 (wit.h 95 percent chance). In year 5 there will be
at least 234 replacements. F~rther note that in this example the length of the
confidence intervals is almost constant after year 4. So, even for year 20 we
can make a fairly good prediction of the number of components that will have
to be replaced correctively: 175-225.

It may happen that it is undesirable (econoniically or organizationally) to
meet with more than 100 corrective replacements per year. In that case one
might, decide to apply block replacement at the end of year 3, 6, etc Again
one can think of light-bulbs in a large building which are prevent.icely replaced
all at the same time on a regular time-base. Next to 1000 preventive replace-
ments at the end of every third ye~ar, corrective replacements occur as depicted
in rigure t1.i0. inàeeci we see ihai tiiere wiii iiever be iiiure ti~a~i ivv coïïrc-
tive replacements per year. At year 4. 7, etc. there will even be hardly any
replacements.

6.5.7 Aggregation of components

From a practical point of view, it is important to note that sub-systems con-
stituting a certain system may be analyzed at different levels of aggregation.
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ll 13 IS 17 19

Average number of failures per year t(time; ~year]) -i
95 percentconfidence interval

Figure 6.9 1000-component system under breakdown
maintenance: confidence intervals.

Some sub-systems may simpl~ be characterized by the (approximated) prob-
ability distribution function of the time between (sometimes minor) failures,
from which its ROCOF can be derived. Other (more critical) sub-systems,
having a substantial influence on the performance of the total system, may
be analyzed in greater detail (at a lower level). The ROCOF for such a sub-
system may be obtained by application of our basic approach (Section 6.3)
to its constituent components. The ROCOF for this sub-system is ultimately
obtained from (6.28). For instance, t,he ROCOF for a pump may be obtained
from the ROCOFs for its constituent parts or directly from an approximating
probability distribution function of the time between (minor) failures.

6.5.8 Dependent failures

Assumption 6.2 states that failure of a component does not induce failure of
any other components. This assumption is not as restrictive as it might appear.
Components are assumed to be faili~g independently of one another. Preven-
tive maintenance on a component, however, may be synchronized with preven-
tive maintenance on other components (as happens e.g. during shutdowns). As
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number of failures

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ll 13 15 U 19

Average number of failures per year t(time; [year]) -i
95 percent confidence interval

Figure 6.10 1000-component system under block
replacement (T - 3): confidence intervals.
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a result, the actual times at which components fail are not necessarily statisti-
cally independent.

A sub-system may also be replaced at first failure of one of its components.
In that case the TBF of the sub-system is distributed as the minimum of the
TBFs of its constituent components:

F(t) :- 1 - ~[1 - Ft-(t)~.
~-i

(6.30)

(6.30) can serve as input for (6.8) or (6.9) (breakdown maintenance). Operating
times of the components are positively correlated in this case. An example is the
gearbox of a crane. Even if only one bearing within this gearbox is broken, the
entire gearbox may be replaced by a new or revised one, because replacing just
this minor bearing may take a vast amount of time, thereby possibly causing
a considerable loss of production.
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6.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have presented some basic mathematical models for the
analysis of the failure behaviour of technical systems. In these models:

. tlie usual steady-st.ate assumption is avoided

~ preventive maintenance can be modelled explicitly

~ dependencies with respect to replacement decisions can be taken into
account

. components are characterized by a general (i.e. not necessarily exponen-
tial) probability distribution of the time between failures

The techniques developed in this chapter contribute to the maintenance work-
load analysis in a`maintenance manning assessment' project. currently being
undertaken at Koninklijke~She11-Laboratorium, Amsterdam (cf. Van Rijn et.
al. [1992~).

Appendix 6.A Discontinuities and Dirac's delta
function

Consider a function 1L7(t) with derivative ~(t). If M(t) has a discontinuity at
some point T, then .~(t) does not exist for t- T. To be able still to prese~nt
an expression for ~(t) from which 1V1(t) can be obtained by integration, we use
Dirac's delta function b(t) (cf. Abramowitz 8c Stegun [1970]). First we define
the unit step function:

U(t) :- { 0 if t c 0~ (6.31)

Dirac's delta `function' may formally be considered as t.he derivative of this
unit step function, dU(t) - ó(t)dt, so that

~t dU(x) -~~ b(x) dx -{ 0 if t C 0~ (6.32)
x x

Throughout this chapter we use this function in the following way. Suppose
M(t) is continuous to the right and has a single discontinuity M(T) - IL7(r-)
at t- T. Then for t~ 0~(t) ís given by:

~(t) - ~ dM(t)~dt if t ~ T,
(S(t - T)~Il'I(T) - A~(T-)~ lf t- T.

Assume M(0) - 0. Using (6.32) we see that Il'1(t) can now be obtained frorn:

M(t) - .~(x) dx.
zE~o.t]

An example of this can be found in Section 6.4.4.
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Appendix 6.B Renewal function under age re-
placement

Under an age replacement policy, a contponent is replaced either at failure
or at the end of a specified tirne interval of length T frotn the time of its
installatioti, v~~hichever occurs first. By Af, (t) and 11h,(t) we denote the expected
number of corrective and preventive replacements in (0, t] respe~ctively. Define
t,he expected total number of replacements in (0, t] b,y:

M(t) :- ~I~~~f) ~ ~I7,.(t).

In general, 117~.(t) has t.o be solved nunterica.lly front the corresponding renewal
c~quation (6.24). ~11p(t) can be solved efficiently from (6.25) using a recursive
scheme which is presented in Lemma 6.B.1 below. In Lemma 6.B.2, explicit ex-
pressions for 3I,.(t) and ?llt,(t) are obtained for exponential TBF distributions.
This result is tnerely of interest from a theoretical point of view. Practically,
prevetrtive maintenance is useless in this case, because of the memoryless prop-
erty of the exponential distribution that causes components to be as good as
new at any titne. For more geneïal TBF distributions, we have not been able
to obtain contputationally tractable explicit expressions for 11I~(t) (and ~I7~(t)).
In Lenuna 6.B.3 we present. the Laplace transforms of RI(t), 1L1~(t) and 1}T~,(t)
respectivelti-. The Laplace transfornls can be used to obtain the stead3~-state
replacement rates ~~.(oo) and .~Y(oo). Thev also provide some insight into the
structure of the renewal functions. Parts of the proof of Lemma 6.B.3 can be
used to obtain all moments of both the tirne between two consecutive corrective
replacements and of the titne between tw-o consecutive arbitrarv replacements.

~~e assunte that the cotnponent is new- at time 0. Times between failures
of the components are distributed according to a general distribution function
F(t). In Lenttna 6.B1 ~~~e present a rigorous proof of (6.25).

Lemma 6.B.1

~1 t) - 0 ~ifOCtCT. )
~( [1 - F(T)][1 ~~I~.(t - T) f.1I~,(t - T)] i.f T c t. Í6.33

Proof: Let Np(t) denote the number of preventi~-e replacentent.s that occur
i ,i,~ i i i r . i- i.-~~...-itt ~u, íi, attd iel. l~ ~c~ ueuuíe ítte tiutuuèï ut iept~Céiiïéiïis ~e,~uri pre-veïiiive vï

corrective) that occur in (0, t]. Thus 1-~.~ (t) denotes the number of components
that are installed during [0, t] (including the first one). Define for i) 1:

1 if the ith replacement is preventive,
0 if the ith replacetnent is corrective.

The randotn ~~ariables Xi, Xz, .. . are independent and identicall~- distributed,
~~~ith
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E[X~] - 1- F(T), i - 1, 2, ...

First we have to prove that 1 f N(t) is a stopping time for the sequence Xi,
X2, ..., i.e. the event {1 f N(t) - n} is independent of X,~ fl, X,2f2, ... for
all n- 1, 2, ... (cf. Ross [1983]). The event {1 ~ N(t) - n} occurs if and only
if n components have been installed before time t and t,he nth component is
still functioning at time t. This does not depend on the type of repair carriecf
out on the (n ~ 1)st installed component - which determines X,,~1. Therefore
{1 -~ N(t) - n} does not depend on X,,.~i, X,,,~2i .... This allows us to
use Wald's Equation ( cf. Ross [1983], Theorem 3.3.2) to obtain M~,(t). Note
that every component preventively replaced during ( 0, t], will have been newly
installed during [0, t- T]. Hence, for t 1 T:

-~1Y(t) - E[Nn(t)]
1-~N(t-T)

- E ~ X2
z-i

- E[X1]E[1 -F N(t - T)] ( Wald's eqv~ation)
- [i - F(T)][i ~ M~(t - T) -~ M,,(t - T)].

This completes the proof of Lemma 6.B.1. O

As shown in Section 6.4.4 we note that ( 6.33) can also be obtained by integra-
tion of .1~(t) as given in ( 6.27) which, in turn, can be obtained by element.ary
renewal theoret,ic arguments.

For the~ case of exponentially distributed times between failures, M~(t) and
:1-7p(t) are explicitly given by the following expressions.

Lemma 6.B.2 If F(t) - 1- e-~`' (e~ponential distrib~tion) then

.~1~.(t) - ~t. (6.34)
x

M~(t) - ~ P-n''~T [1 f (t - nT)tt]U(t - nT). (6.35)
n-i

Proof: Due to the memoryless property of the exponential distribution, correc-
tive ( unplanned) replacements occur at a constant rate p. So ( 6.34) is obvious.
(6.35) is obtained by simply elaborating ( 6.25) and substituting (6.34):

~~7~(t) - ~[i - F(T)]n[i ~ Nr~(t - nT)]U(t - nT)
~-~

k
- ~ e-'~NT [1 -~ (t - nT)p]U(t - nT).

n- i
This completes the proof of Lemma 6.B.2.
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Remark 6.B.1 An alternat,ive way of proving Lemma 6.B.2 is obtained by
using the Laplace transforms R7~(s) of (6.40) and Mr,(s) of (6.41) presented in
Lemma 6.B.3 below. For the exponential distribution:

T
FT(s) - ~ e-.tic(1 - e-F`f) dt

0

- s (1 - e-.ST) - s ~ (1 - e-(StNJT )l~
Substitution of FT(s) in (6.40) and ( 6.41) gives:

M~(s) -

Mr,(s) -

~s2'
x
~ e-nE~"! ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ e-~tTs

s s2,~-x
Using sorne well-known Laplace inversion techniques (e.g. Abramowitz 8L Ste-
gun [1970]), we obtain (6.34) and (6.35).

Actually we did prove Lemma 6.B.2 this way initially. Then the results
of Lemma 6.B.2 provided us with the insight nee~ded to obtain the recursive
expression for 1L'Ir(t) of (6.25) for the general case. This expression has finally
been proved in a rigorous way in Lemma 6.B.1. ~

In the case of general TBF distributions, the replacement rates (renewal rates)
are given by (6.26) and (6.27). For the exponential case, the replacement rates
are obt,ained from Lemma 6.B.2 using differentiation:

~~~(t) - u, (6.361

~y(t) - ~ , e ~Lr`T (b~(G - nT) ~ ~U(t - nT)),
,L-

(6.37)

where b(.) denotes Dirac's delta function defined in Appendix 6.A. Because
e-(~L-I-1)~iT ~ e-rL~LT

arld hm e-'L~T -~
ri -- x

the discont,inuities of M~(t) ( expressed by e-"L~Tb(t - nT) in .~r(t)) vanish and
t.he additional contributions ~~e-"~`TU(t - nT) to ~p(t) tend to zero. So, .~p(t)
monotonically increases to its asymptotic value:

,:a. ~ i.~ - .. ~ ~ ~-~LLitLy~x ~~r~~~~ - f4 L ~ - ' ,1 - e- lT
7L- x

~~ ~~~i~.~o~

which can be obtained from ( 6.46) in general.
In Section 6.4.4, an example is presented for a(nontrivial) case of Erlang-

distributed TBF. In Figure 6.11, we present an example for the exponential
case: r~,J - 1~~ - 5; T- 2 (40010 of AITBF). From ( 6.36) and (6.38):

clim .~~.(t) - 0.2; tlin~.~p(t) - 0.41.

~e-r~T
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As noted in the example in Sect.ion 6.4.4, the terms e-"~`Tb(t-nT) correspond-
ing to the discontinuities of ~17r,(t) cannot be depicted. The discontiuuities of
,~F,(t) correspond to the additional terms pe-"~'~'.

replacement rate
( n umberlyearJ

o.as ~

o.ao ~

0.35 ~

0.30 ~

0?5 ~

Q20 ~

0.15 -I

0.10 ~

0.05 -

0.0 ~

. ...........:

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 I8 20 22 24

~, (t) (cotrective replacement rate)
J~~,U) (preventive replacement rate)

r (time; ~yearj) --~

Figure 6.11 ROCOFs under age replacement
(T - 2; exponential distribution).

In Lemma 6.B.3, we present the Laplace transforms of NI(t), M~(t) and 1LIr,(t)
wl~rich are defined bv (for s) 0):

x

M(s) .- ~ e '~M(t) dt,
0
x

M~(s) - c-.,~M~(t) dt,
0

M~(s) :- ~X e-.4t1L1p(t) dt.
0

For notational convenience, we introduce the truncated Laplace transform:

r
FT(s) :- ~ e-~'F(t) dt.

.o

The following lemma expresses ll~l(s), M~(s), and 11f~(s) in terms of FT(s):
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Lemma 6.B.3 For s 1 0:

M(s) -
e-.ST T sFT(s)

s(1 - e-tiT - sFT(s))
M~(s) ~ F(T)e-sT f sFT(s)

s(1 - e-sT - sFT(s))

(I - F(T))e-ST

MP(~) ~ s(1 - e-.~T - sFT(s))

(6.39)

(6.40)

(6.41)

Proof: First we prove (6.39). In this case~, we do not distinguish between
preventive~ or corrective replacements. The~ time between two replacements (re-
newals) is distributed according to a truncated probability distribution function
G(t):

G(t) :- ~ F(t), 0 C t c T,
1, T c t.

G(t) represents the inter-renewal distribution of the corresponding ordinary
renewal process ( Cox [1962J). Its Laplace transform can be calculated as:

G(s) :- ~x e-.qtG(t) dt -~~ e-stF(t) dt ~~~ e-sT dt
0 o T

- FT(s) -~ le-.sT
s

From renewal theory (Cox [1962]) it is known that

(6.42)

M(s) - s ~[sG(s)]n - I G(~(s). (6.43)
a-r

Substitution of (6.42) into (6.43) yields ( 6.39).
To prove ( 6.40), we introduce G~(t) as the distribution function of the time

between two corrective replacements. For iT c t G(i -~ 1)T, i - 0,1, ...

G~(t) :- 1 - [1 - F(T)]'' [1 - F(t - iT)],

which can be written ( for t) 0) as:
r ~,~
~~l~l .-

X
~{1- [i - F(T)]~ [I - F(t - zT)]}[C(t - ~T) - U(t - (z -~ I)T)] .
,-o

The Lapla.ce transform of G~(t) is given by:

G~(s) :- ~~ e-`tG~(t) dt
0
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x (~ti)T
P-ti'{1- [1- F(T)]~[i - F(t - zT)]} dt

~ ;T
1

X T
e-~`'[1 - F(t)] dt- - ~[1 - F(T)]'e-

s ~-o .lo

- 1 1 T ~ 1(1 - e-.,T) - FT(s)~
s - 1 - [1 - F(T)]e-~~ s

- F(T)e-.ST ~ sFT(s)
(6.44)

s(1 - [1 - F(T)]e-~"T) ~

Similarly to the previous case, ~l~l~.(s) is obtained by substitution of the above
expression for G,.(s) in:

M~(s) - G~(s)
1 - sG~(s)

Finally, MP(s) (6.41) is simply obtained from:

M~(s) :- M(s) - M~(s),

which completes the proof. ~

The Laplace transforms presented in Lemma 6.B.3 provide us with a t.ool to
obtain the steady-state values of the replacement rates (6.26) and (6.27) (use
1'Hópital's rule):

~~(oo) - lim ~~(t) - lim s~M~.(s) - T F(T) (6.45)
c-,~ s-,o fo [1 - F(t)] dt'

.~~(oo) - lim ~~(t) - lim s2MP(s) - T1 - F(T)
(6.46)

a-.~ .s-.o fo [1 - F(t)] dt

Denote by E[T~] (E[TP]) the expected time between two consecutive corrective
(preventive) replacements. E[T~] and E[T~,] are simply obtained as:

E[T~] - ~~( ) ~ F(T) ~~[1
- F(t)] dt,

00

E[T~] - .~~,(oo) - 1- F(T) .~~[1
- F(t)] dt.

The expected time between two consecutive arbitrary replacements E[T,.] can
be obtained in several ways, e.g.

E[T,.] - 1 ~ 1 1 ~T[1 - F(t)] dt.C E[T~] E[Tn] ) - - Jo



Appendix 6.B Renewal function under age replacernent 1 ~3

Remark 6.B.2 All moments of r,. and T.,. can be obtained directly from the
Laplace trausforms G,.(s) (6.44) and G(s) (6.42). These moments can be used
in asymptotic expansions like (6.12). O

Analytically inverting the Laplace transforms M(s), M,.(s) and Mr,(s) leads to
unattractive expressions for M(t), M,.(t) and M~,(t) in general. By rewriting
(6.39), ( 6.40) and ( 6.41), however, we obtain some insight in the structure of
the rene~wal functions. For instance, from (6.41), we obtain:

Ml,(s)
1 - F(T) xF,-.ti7' ~(E,-.ST ~ SF7'(s)]ve

,s l,, -u
x ,~

1 - ~F(T)~-.,Z~
~ ~ ~ k J e-.,Tk[sFT(s)J,~-k

~~-0 k-0

s ~ ~
[1 - sFT(s)]A ~

k-1

(6.47)

Since, for a general funct.ion H(t) with Laplace transform H(s), we have:

L-i {e-"~~H(s)}(t) - H(t - a)U(t - a),

inversion of (6.47) would lead to arr infinite summation with `jumps' at mul-
tiples of T, i.e. step functions U(t - kT) (k - 1, 2, ...), as is illust.rated in
Lemma 6.B.2.

Only recently Abate 8c Whitt [1991] developed a method for numerically
inverting Laplace transforms. .4lthough the method is claimed to be gener-
ally applicable we doubt whether it. will perform better than solving M~.(t)
from (6.24) using straightforward numerical integrating routines, and comput-
ing Mi,(t) from (6.25) subsequently.
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Samenvatting

De invloed van storingen en slijtage op de prestatie van een systeem of tech-
nische installatie is vaak aanzienlijk. In het verleden heeft bij de ontwikkeling
van r ieuwe produktiesystemen de nadruk geheel gelegen op de kwaliteit van het
prodnkt. Inmiddels krijgt de kwaliteit van het systeem, en daarmee de bedrijfs-
zekerheid, steeds meer aandacht. Een grotere bedrijfszekerheid zorgt namelijk
zowel voor een beter produkt, als voor een meer constante produktie (minder
storingen, dus minder produktieverlies). Ook bij andere toepassingen speelt de
bedrijfszekerheid een grote rol (bijvoorbeeld bij computer-, communicatie- en
beveiligingssystemen). Via een betere systeemconfiguratie, door het uitvoeren
van preventief onderhoud, en door het installeren van betere componenten kun-
nen grote verbeteringen in het functioneren van een systeem bereikt worden.
Om inzicht te krijgen in het effect van dergelijke prestatieverbeterende maatre-
gelen, zijn er inmiddels vele wiskundige modellen ontwikkeld. Dit zijn stochas-
tische modellen, omdat het faalgedrag van componenten aan toeval onderhevig
is. In dit proefschrift wordt een verdere bijdrage geleverd aan de ontwikkeling,
uitbreiding en analyse van dergelijke modellen.

Hoofdstuk 1 begint met een klein voorbee~ld, dat het belang illustreert van
de wiskundige modellering van aan storing onderhevige, repareerbare systemen.
Ook wordt uit dit voorbeeld duidelijk dat via redundantie (de aanwezigheid van
reservecomponenten) een verbetering van de prestatie van een systeem bereikt
kan worden, die niet of nauwelijks haalbaar is via het installeren van betere
componenten of door het uitvoeren van preventief onderhoud (hoe geavanceerd
dan ook). Dit betekent echter niet dat beide laatstgenoemde aspecten verder
geen aandacht verdienen. Bij een gegeven systeemconfiguratie kunnen via goed
~-- 1..- .1 ~~..--...-~:,f ~....l,..l-,...7 -.---..----,...L~.. ..... 1.~-~L~-- ..]-...-..) i::.l,.-. --~.. 1- ---.
~C111tL11LL iJ1CVC11L1C1 U11LLC111VLLV V11VC1 Wdl;11LC Cll 1VVJ1Ud1C VVW11 -1,1~t1C11 VtLdK VCl-

meden of verkort worden. Hierbij is het tevens van belang dat te allen tijde
voldoende reserve-onderdelen en voldoende onderhoudspersoneel beschikbaar
zijn. Een tekort van één van beide kan zorgen voor uitgesteld onderhoud en
daardoor wellicht voor extra (langdurige) verstoringen van het produktieproces.

Verder geeft Hoofdstuk 1 een beknopte beschrijving van de belangrijkste
begrippen die een rol spelen bij de prestatie-analyse van repareerbare systemen,
een samenvatting van de afzonderlijke hoofdstukken van dit proefschrift, en een
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literatuuroverzicht. Uit het literatuuroverzicht blijkt hoe breed het vakgebied
is: artikelen verschijnen in een groot, aantal wetenschappelijke tijdschriften en
worden gepresenteerd op zeer uiteenlopende congressen. De oorzaak hiervan is
gelegen in het feit dat niet het storingsgedrag zelf, maar vooral de invloed van
storingen op het functioneren van ePn systeem van belang is. Aangezien vrijwel
elk technisch systeem aan storing onderhevig is, zijn besliskundige modellen
ontwikkeld in grote verscheidenheid ten behoeve van uiteenlopende toepassings-
gebieden.

In Hoofdstuk 2 bestuderen we de invloed van storingen en een beperkt.e
reparatiecapaciteit op het functioneren van een systeem bestaande uit een aan-
tal machines (of processoren) die elk hun eigen stroom opdrachten (jobs) ver-
werken. De machines zijn aan storing onderhevig. Defecte machines worden
gerepareerd zodra er een monteur beschikbaar is. Dit probleem leent zich uitste-
kend voor een formulering als wachtrijmodel: de machines worden voorgesteld
door bedienden, en de jobs door klanten die bediend moeten worden. Aange-
zien kapotte machines soms bij de reparatiefaciliteit op elkaar moeten wachten,
beïnvloeden ze elkaars down-tijden en dus elkaars rijen met op bediening wach-
tende jobs. Via een exacte (matrix-geometrische) methode analyseren we het
gedrag van het aantal wachtende jobs bij een bepaalde machine. Omdat de
matrix-geometrische methode bij grotere probleeminstanties nogal tijdrovend
kan zijn, ontwikkelen we tevens met behulp van stochastische decornposities een
eenvoudige benadering die goede resultaten oplevert. Uit een vergelijking van
verschillende benaderingen blijkt dat het impliciet modelleren van het effect
van storingen via een verlaagde verwerkingsintensiteit een slechte benadering
oplevert. Daarom dienen bij de bestudering van de lengte van de wachtrij
van een aan storing onderhevig wachtrijsysteem de down-tijden expliciet in het.
model opgenomen te worden.

In Hoofdstuk 3 onderzoeken we de optimale besturing van de reparatie-
faciliteit van een twee-componenten systeem met redundantie: het systeem is
operationeel als één van beide componenten werkt, en het. systeem is down
als beide componenten defect zijn. De reparatiefaciliteit kan op twee verschil-
lende snelheden werken (bijvoorbeeld via het inhuren van extra personeel). De
beslissing tot versneld repareren kan genomen worden aan het begin van een
reparatie én aan het begin van een down-periode wanneer de werkende com-
ponent kapot gaat terwijl de andere component nog in reparatie is. Op beide
beslissingsmomenten hangt deze beslissing af van de (resterende) hoeveelheid
werk die de reparatie met zich meebrengt.

Bij het zoeken naar een optimale onderhoudsstrategie kan het nuttig zijn
reeds enige informatie te hebben over de structuur van de optimale strate-
gie. Als men bijvoorbeeld weet dat de optimale strategie ligt in een beperkte
deelklasse van alle mogelijke strategieën, dan kan men bij het zoeken naar
de optimale strategie de buiten die deelklasse liggende strategieën buiten be-
schouwing laten. Het in Hoofdstuk 3 bestudeerde model is geformuleerd als
semi-Markov beslissingsproces. Uit de bijbehorende optimaliteitsvergelijkingen
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wordt inzicht verkregen in de structuur van de reparatiestrategie die de gemid-
delde kosten op de lange termijn minimaliseert. Het blijkt dat de optimale
reparatiesnelheid aan het begin van een down-periode wordt gekozen volgens
een zogenaamde drempelstrategie: er wordt pas versneld als de resterende hoe-
veelheid werk een bepaalde drempelwaarde overschrijdt. Aan het begin van
een reparatie wordt niet noodzakelijk volgens een drempelstrategie~ versneld.
Dit wordt geïllustreerd met e~en voorbeeld waarin een vier-regio strategie op-
timaal is. Voor het twee-componenten systeem wordt vervolgens een aantal
uitdrukkingen afgeleid voor verschillende prestatieinaten onder een gegeven
twee-dimensionale drempelstrategie.

Ook in Hoofdstuk 4 bestuderen we een twee-componenten systeem met re-
dundantie. Dit model is echter veel gedetailleerder dan het model in Hoofd-
stuk 3. In plaats van eenvoudige componenten die al dan niet werkend zijn,
beschouwen we componenten die zich in verschillende stadia van degradatie
kunnen bevinden, voordat ze uiteindelijk `kapot' gaan. Elke component is in
feite een sub-systeem dat pas defect raakt bij een zekere mate van slijtage,
of na het falen van een aantal kritieke onderdelen. Bovendien bestaat in dit
model de mogelijkheid om preventief onderhoud uit t,e voeren. Hierbij wordt
gewerkt volgens een drempelstrategie: preventief onde~rhoud op een component
wordt pas uitgevoerd wanneer de conditie van deze cornponent een bepaald
degradatieniveau heeft overschreden. Voor verschillende varianten van dit mo-
del worden de lengtes van opeenvolgende up- en down-perioden geanalyseerd.
Ook wordt bepaald wat op de lange termijn de fractie van de tijd is dat het
systeem operationeel is (de beschikbaarheid). Hierbij wordt gebruik gemaakt
van de theorie van regeneratieve processen en van resultaten uit de Markov
beslissingstheorie.

Prestatiematen die alleen iets zeggen over de situatie waarin een systeem
een zekere evenwichtstoestand bereikt heeft, zijn van beperkte waarde wanneer
deze evenwichtstoestand pas na langere tijd bereikt wordt. Daarom richten we
in Hoofdstuk 5 en 6 de aandacht vooral op het faalgedrag van repareerbare
systemen over een eindig tijdsinterval, waarbij de begintoestand expliciet in de
beschouwing betrokken wordt..

In Hoofdstuk 5 bestuderen we de verdelingsfunctie van de intervalbeschik-
baarheid van een één-component systeem, dat zich afwisselend in een up- of een
down-toestand bevindt. Voor deze verdelingsfunctie bestaat reeds een uitdruk-
king, die uit een oneindig aantal termen bestaat. In Hoofdstuk 5 worden voor
dcZc iiitdïukkiT'ig vïidcï- cïi b0"vêïigïcïiZc"il afgclrid, die gcbriiikt kiiïiïieil wOrdcïi
om de oneindige som zó af te breken dat de afbreekfout afgeschat kan worden.
We leiden tevens efficiënte rekenschema's af voor het geval dat zowel de up-
als de down-tijden verdeeld zijn volgens een mixed Erlang verdelingsfunctie.
De verdeling van de intervalbeschikbaarheid van een één-component systeem
kan als basis dienen voor een benadering van de intervalbeschikbaarheidsverde-
ling van rneer complexe systemen, bijvoorbeeld zoals die beschreven worden in
Hoofdstuk 3 en 4.
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In Hoofdstuk 6 onderzoeken we het tijdsafhankelijk faalgedrag van repa-
reerbare systemen en de invloed van verschillende onderhoudsstrat,egieën hier-
op. De reparatie- en vervangingstijden worden in eerste instantie verwaar-
loosd. Daardoor kan het faalgedrag van het systeem beschreven worden als
een stochastisch punt-proces. Het faalgedrag wordt bestudeerd via het tel-
len van de storingen en de vervangingen die plaats vinden binnen een eindig
tijdsinterval. Aangezien met elke storing of vervanging een zekere hoeveelheid
werk samenhangt, kan op deze manier tevens inzicht verkregen worden in de
bijbehorende onderhoudswerklast. Vervolgens kan o.a. een schatting gemaakt
worden van de hoeveelheid onderhoudspersoneel dat nodig is om het gevraagde
onderhoud uit te voeren. De aanpak rnaakt voornamelijk gebruik van de ver-
nieuwingstheorie. De technieken uit dit hoofdstuk zijn geïmplementeerd in een
computerprogramma (EMMA), dat op dit moment bij het Koninklijke~She11-
Laboratorium, Amsterdam ontwikkeld wordt voor het voorspellen van de mini-
male behoefte aan onderhoudspersoneel op bestaande en toekomstige olie-
produktieplatforms.
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